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Abstract 
This dissertation investigates into the causal relationships among past oil price movements 
and stock markets across a region of 15 MENA countries, in a symmetric and asymmetric 
perspective, quantifying the interaction between the oil price volatility and the stock 
markets returns. Several findings are obtained through the VAR-GARCH modeling 
procedure, in relevance to daily and monthly data. Regarding the daily data, through the 
SEM models, I outline statistical significant relationship in a group of countries while 
through the VAR models, the majority of the countries present no statistical significant 
relationship between stock markets and oil price volatility, which is obtained through 
GARCH-M and EGARCH-M models for the symmetric and asymmetric way, respectively.  
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Oil constitutes undoubtedly, one of the most crucial energy commodity that determines and 
affects the economic activity worldwide and it has several implications on the global 
growth. It has been widely used for hundreds of years, in different forms and it turned out 
to play a key role in the development of many factors, such as the society, economy, 
science, industry, technology and transportation. The evolution of the societies is 
interconnected with the ensuring of energy security and, due to the fact that the oil is the 
major participant in the global energy mix, this process is accompanied with the acute 
utilization of oil and its byproducts, despite the concerns that have been raised about the 
climate change and its aftereffects. 
There is no doubt that the last two centuries into the framework of globalization, the intense 
industrial and technological evolution in which oil has played a dominant role, coincided 
with the boost of the global population and the per capita income which are the drivers of 
the precipitous increase in the energy demand and production. This progress led to the 
excess global industrialization with a steadily rising exploitation and usage of fossil fuels 
and as a consequence, the global warming effects sounded the alarm. So, during the last 
few decades, the necessity of readjustment of global and national policies has appeared, 
determining the consumption of alternative sources. The reason of this, did not come across 
because of historical events but in order to rebalance the energy mix, so avoiding any 
further burden of the environment. The utilization of renewable energy sources and more 
energy effective technology, is already widely diffused, in order to improve the pre-
existing conditions for a more sustainable development and a more viable environment. 
However, as it is mentioned in the report of British Petroleum Energy Outlook 2035, the 
oil remains the major component in the primary energy mix, despite the maneuver and the 
weakness of the oil market the last years. (BP, 2016) 
With the passage of time, geopolitics was definitely a segment that was affected by natural 
and energy resources. Also, several historical events and wars have been recorded among 
different races and beyond states, in order to acquire the benefit of natural resources 
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exploitation in a specific region. More particularly, the potential or the proven oil reserves 
were always a vital determinant of the international status quo as long they have influence 
on Politics, Economy, International Relations and other pillars among nations. 
Furthermore, the existence of energy sources in a specific region was continually a casus 
belli, both for the Great Powers and for the local states. It is important to mention that many 
wars broke out in the name of oil all these years. 
Various energy and oil crises have formed the present conditions through which the oil 
price movements theoretically and empirically, may strongly affect the global economic 
activity, and as a consequence the energy intensity and the national economies of different 
countries. Policymakers are adjusted continuously to the fluctuations of the prices due to 
the fact that oil prices affect the monetary and fiscal policies depending on the category of 
each country, an import-intensive or an export-intensive country respectively. In more 
details, as it is referred from the World Bank Group and Baffes et al. (2015), in the Policy 
Research Note, for importers, in case of declining prices, the public revenues increase and 
the central banks may provide {room for policy accommodation} due to the slowing 
inflation. On the other hand, for the exporting countries, the public revenues declined and 
the central banks have to form an optimal combination of growth, inflation levels and 
currency pressures.  
Objectives 
Oil price movements define a potential factor that has tremendous impacts on the 
international financial system as long it affects the status quo of trading and investments. 
Given the fact that oil determines the cost across the whole spectrum of economic activity, 
it influences a lot of determinants regarding the markets, the producers and the consumers. 
Oil prices are characterized by sharp volatility which increases, in general, the risk and the 
uncertainty in the energy sector. As a consequence, over the last years, many researchers, 
policymakers and portfolio managers have implemented extensive empirical analysis in 
order to identify the impact of shocks on stock market returns attributed to oil price 
changes. Although the expected results should be identical, the relationship between oil 
price movements and stock markets across different regions is mixed due to the interaction 
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between crucial determinants and macroeconomic factors. However, the majority of these 
studies concern the interaction of oil prices returns and stock prices returns, while they 
examine the influence between the abovementioned variables. 
Therefore, the goal of my thesis is to examine the interaction between oil price volatility 
and stock prices in a specific geographical region, that of the Middle-East and North Africa 
(MENA) countries but due to the non-availability of the data, the examined group of 
countries is the following: Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, 
Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Tunisia, and the United Arab Emirates. This 
group of countries accounts for one of the most crucial participants of international oil 
production and oil supply, given that the oil reserves in these countries, represent over than 
the 60 percent of worldwide reserves. In relevance to the region of the MENA countries, a 
lot of interest has been also risen over the last years due to the characteristics of the 
countries and the implications of different historical events on the international oil markets, 
the financial system and the stock markets respectively.  
The novelty of this investigation is the enhancement of the pre-existing econometric 
literature due to the examination of oil prices volatility in different frequencies, in a 
symmetric way and an asymmetric one. It would be a methodological extension regarding 
oil prices shocks and volatility impacts on stock prices across specific countries of this 
region due to the implementation of dynamic SEM models. A very important segment of 
this analysis will be the extended analysis of oil-exporting countries which constitutes an 
interesting point of view. 
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows; in the Section 1, the literature 
review is presented, the data and methodological approach is cited in the Section 2, the 
empirical analysis and the results are presented in the Section 3, while later on the Section 
4, I finally conclude. The references and the appendix constitute the final part of my thesis 
which includes plenty of the results, illustrated in tables and graphs. 
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Section 1 - Literature review 
In this section, I am going to cite the presence of international literature in relevance to oil 
price movements, the relationship of oil prices with the macroeconomy, and the 
implications of oil prices volatility along with the financial systems and the stock markets. 
The contingent linkage of oil and stock prices is of high interest for many academic 
researchers, analysts, market participants and portfolio managers. This correlation among 
oil prices and international stock markets in developed countries as well as emerging 
economies has attracted great attention by researchers worldwide due to the clue for 
dependency which have been generated in the Post-World War II era, under the spectrum 
of economic theory. However, the last few decades, plenty of surveys have been conducted 
with ongoing controversial results. On the one hand, some of them indicate the presence of 
a statistically significant relationship between oil and stock prices, some others found slight 
significant relationship while certain reports concluded about the absence of any 
statistically significant connection between oil price shocks and stock markets returns.  
The linkage between oil prices fluctuations and the economic development, in global and 
national level, respectively, has been recorded historically, as it is abovementioned, in 
various cases worldwide. The era of the Post-World War II presented inherent with changes 
in oil prices. After the first oil crisis of 1973-74 and the embargo of the Organization of 
Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC), against the US, the UK, Canada, Japan 
and the Netherlands, the effects were vital on both, the global economy and the global 
politics. That tremendous oil shock led to the boost of oil prices, during the following year, 
from 3$/bbl to 12$/bbl. This first oil crisis, which was accompanied with the US stock 
market breakdown in 1974, was the first signal for the US economy reaction. 
Afterwards, a slightly downward trend of prices during 1975-78 passed through and was 
accompanied by the Iranian Revolution at the Iraq-Iran war, which led to the second oil 
crisis in the United States in 1979 and fetched the boom of oil prices to unprecedented 
levels. In the ‘80’s, the oil glut caused by declining demand and delayed economic activity 
in industrial countries kept pace with the collapse of oil prices at the first half of 1986 
(Gately, 1986), when the Member-Stated dealt with a significant drop to their revenues 
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below a third of earlier peaks. So, there was a combination of dialogue and cooperation 
between the non-/Member-States of OPEC in order to restore the global oil market and to 
bring back the stability, always into the liberalized market under a reasonable oil price 
framework (OPEC, 2015). In the 90’s, despite the fact that the OPEC stabilized the impacts 
of Middle-East incidents at the beginnings of the decade, the prices remained volatile due 
to the South-East Asian economic crisis, reaching the levels of 1986. The next years, a 
period of stable prices was followed by an upward trend due to speculation and severe 
market forces, till to the turmoil of oil prices because of the global financial crisis of 2008. 
However, crucial efforts were made by OPEC in order to support and stabilize the oil sector 
and the energy markets onwards. 
In general terms, the energy markets are indicative of sharp price movements. For the 
majority of the energy commodities, such as oil, natural gas, electricity and others, the 
prices are characterized by sharp volatility and fluctuations. These fluctuations were 
remarkable during the global financial crises as long the price of oil was boosted to 
147$/bbl at July of 2008. At the first half of this decade, the global financial system 
reflected the risks and the uncertainties to oil sector while in 2014, the parallel oil 
oversupply with the falling demand and other factors resulted in the last downward trend. 
Consequently, there are signals that the movements of oil prices accentuated by a certain 
relationship with the global economic activity, the national economies and the international 
financial markets. Undoubtedly, the potential linkage of oil prices and stock prices 
constitute a vital subject for research globally. The international literature regarding oil 
prices and the stock markets relationship, is rich with a wide variety of reports and scientific 
papers. 
Oil and Economic activity 
The economic theory indicates that oil prices constitute a dominant player, as literature 
references support, in the national economies and as Salameh (2012) states, it depends on 
the status of each particular country, its development and the type of the shock in oil prices. 
This relationship may be investigated, as Filis (2010) refers, into two different approaches. 
The first approach concerns the examination of the growth rates while the second one, 
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concerns the cyclical components in a time series analysis. On the one hand, the growth 
rates constitute the progress in the production level and the economic growth in the long-
run. On the other hand, the business cycles indicate the trend, the fluctuations around the 
progress (G.Filis, 2010).  More particularly, Burns and Mitchel (1946) noticed that: “a 
cycle consists of expansions occurring at about the same time in many economic activities, 
followed by similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge into the 
expansion phase of the next cycle; this sequence of changes is recurrent but not periodic; 
in duration business cycles vary from more than one year to ten or twelve years; they are 
not divisible into shorter cycles of similar character with amplitudes approximating their 
own” (Burns and Mitchell, 1946, p. 3)   
 In more details, the business cycles indicate that the economic activity differentiates in 
accordance with the phase of the cycle, i.e. it depends on the recession or the recovery 
process. This procedure is beneficial for policymakers to adjust their strategies in a short 
or a more lingering agenda. As a general rule of thumb, higher capital expenditures either 
from investments or from retained earnings impel the stock markets to operate more 
properly. A representative sample of this theory constitutes the statement of Hamilton 
(2009): “big increases in the price of oil that were associated with events such as the 1973-
74 embargo by the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries, the Iranian 
Revolution in 1978, the Iran-Iraq War in 1980, and the First Persian Gulf War in 1990 
were each followed by global economic recessions”. 
Several authors, such as Hamilton (1983), Jimmenez-Rodriguez and Sanchez (2005), 
Cologni and Manera (2008), gave emphasis on the association between oil price shocks 
and real economic activity, while they inferred that there is statistically significant relation 
between oil prices and macroeconomic determinants. More specifically, the investigation 
of Hamilton was considered as a benchmark for the rest of researchers, since he first 
examined the relationship among the changes of oil prices and GDP while he took into 
consideration the oil price shocks as a determinant for the recession in the US economy. In 
accordance with Hamilton (1983), Gisser and Goodwin (1986), presented that oil prices 
impose crucial effects on economic indicators. Also, Carruth et al. (1995) concluded that 
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macroeconomic variables in parallel with oil price changes, seem to perform well when 
applied to empirical analysis for the estimation of unemployment in the U.K and Canada. 
Jimmenez-Rodriguez and Sanchez (2005) investigated into the effects of oil price 
movements on the real economic activity of OECD countries, mainly of importing and two 
exporting countries, in a non-linear manner. The multivariate VAR approach, that was 
implemented, has been recorded as a contradiction to the existing literature of linear 
empirical analysis so far. So, they concluded into non-linear significant relationship 
between oil price shocks and macroeconomic variables, with relevance to the real GDP 
and the prices of oil in both, importing and exporting countries. However, as they 
mentioned, “the asymmetric scaled model indicates the notion that a given oil price 
increase may have an impact on real GDP which is different from that of an oil price fall 
of the same magnitude” (Jimmenez-Rodriguez & Sanchez, 2004). Furthermore, the study 
of Cologni and Manera (2006), revealed direct effects of oil price movements, through a 
cointegrated VAR model, on prices and output for the G-7 countries while it is represented 
the linkage of monetary variables with external shocks, i.e. the shocks on oil prices affect 
the inflation rates and consequently, the interest rates and the real economic activity as 
well, except from Japan and the United Kingdom. Cunado and Perez (2004) investigated 
the oil prices in relation with the macroeconomy, regarding both the economic activity and 
the consumer price indexes.  Their findings were about significant effects on these macro 
variables due to oil price shocks for six Asian countries. 
In addition to this part of literature, Barsky and Killian (2004) highlighted the potential 
linkage between oil price “shocks” and the recessions in the US economy. They gave 
emphasis on the political events in the Middle-East since 1970 while they considered those 
as exogenous determinants for the macroeconomy of the United States. Also, they raised 
the fact that oil price fluctuations may affect the inflation rates where, as they observed, 
during different geopolitical events, e.g. the invasion of Kuwait in 1990, the price 
breakdown of 1986, they were followed by steep movements of CPI inflation rates. 
However, as a contradiction to the previous assumptions, the aftereffects of other political 
events on the inflation rate were reverse, i.e. the inflation rate was slightly affected or it 
decreased. Hence, they concluded that, firstly, these two phenomena cannot be unrelated 
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and secondly, regarding the relationship among shocks of oil price and the output 
performance of an economy, a potential increase in the prices may change the demand in 
energy-using goods and it has impacts on the labor across different sectors and the value 
added. On this point, Bernanke (1983), presented that oil price movements reduce the value 
added due to the turmoil that is provoked by postponed investments (B.Barsky & L.Kilian, 
2004).  
A crucial part of literature regarding the changes of oil prices and the macroeconomic 
variables was covered by Jimmenez-Rodriguez and Sanchez (2004), Jacobs et al. (2007) 
and others who suggested that these variables are sensitive to oil price volatility. Other 
studies of Basher and Sadorsky (2006) and Eksi et al. (2012), indicated that oil price 
increases lead to higher risk and inflation and higher unemployment, respectively due to 
the fact that consumers may alter the energy sources preferences. In more particular, 
Jimmenez-Rodriguez and Sanchez (2004) explored the relationship between oil price 
shocks and real economic activity, through an empirical analysis of multivariate VAR 
models in a linear and a non-linear approach, for the main industrialized countries, 
concluding into an insignificant non-linear effect of oil price changes on the real GDP. 
However, they found negative impact on real economic activity regarding the countries-
importers when the prices raise, except from Japan. Jacobs et al. (2009), assessed an 
analysis of what happens to the investment continuity when the prices of energy and labor 
increases because changes in output demand and changes in input prices determines the 
investments rates (Blanchard and Fischer, 1989, p.301) 
The common assumption for the volatility of oil prices as the main characteristic, as Barsky 
and Killian (2004) confirmed, was also supported by Canuto (2014) and Baffes et al (2015) 
among others. These fluctuations define certainly a factor that has a tremendous impact on 
the status quo of trading and investments, hence on futures and spot stock market returns, 
given the fact that these movements affect a lot of determinants regarding the real GNP, 
the markets, the earnings of companies, the producers and the consumers, since it 
determines the cost across the whole spectrum of economic activity. However, there is an 
alternative rationale of Boons et al. (2012) that consider the relationship between 
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commodities and equities, to have been diversified, mainly the period after the Commodity 
Futures Modernization Act 2000 (CFMA)1. 
On the contrary, although the survey of Hamilton had indicated the interaction between oil 
price changes and macroeconomic determinants, the incidents of 80’s, the breakdown of 
oil prices and the oil glut, led other authors, such as Mork (1989), Mork et al (1994), 
Ferderer (1996), to examine the asymmetry between oil price movements and the real 
economic activity. Also, plenty of authors, such as Bohi (1991), Bernanke, Gertler and 
Watson (1997), discussed about this asymmetry, mentioning that in many cases, the 
monetary policies of central banks were responsible for the recession in aggregate 
economic activity. Mork (1989) concluded that rising oil prices presented significant 
negative impact on GNP growth in the U.S and as he mentioned, declining oil prices do 
not lead to increased GNP growth. Ferderer (1996) discussed about the adverse impact of 
oil shocks on macroeconomy due to the oil price volatility while Bohi (1991) insisted on 
the real output losses due to the upward oil prices. Also, Blanchard and Gali (2007) 
concluded that the impacts of oil shocks on macroeconomic determinants, namely the 
GDP, the income, the price of inflation and the unemployment with the passage of time, 
have relatively been changing. 
As a different point of view, a significant amount of researches and studies indicated no 
statistical significant relationship between oil price changes and real economic activity, in 
a micro and macro level. In more details, the first scientific investigation, after the shock 
of ’73, took place by Darby (1982), who suggested that no statistical significant 
relationship exists between   oil price changes and real income. However, this evidence 
concerns the direct real-oil price effects while regarding the indirect effects, they 
mentioned that if other variables were included in the real income equation, such as 
exports, exchange rates and money supplies, the relationship would be diversified to 
statistical significant. 
Burbidge and Harrison (1984) investigated  the impacts of two major oil crisis in 1973 and 
1979 in five developed economies such as, Canada, Germany, Japan, U.S and U.K. 
                                                          
1 For more details: https://www.congress.gov/bill/106th-congress/house-bill/5660/text 
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Regarding the first shock in 1973, they found out that the increase of oil prices was not the 
reason which triggered the recession but almost deteriorated it. As far as the second oil 
shock is concerned, the only exception in the results was the Japanese economy. For the 
US economy, Gisser and Goodwin (1986) found a stable relationship between oil price 
changes and economy during the postwar period. Particularly, three conclusions arrived; 
initially, the relationship among crude oil prices and macroeconomic indicators is 
significant, as far as monetary and fiscal policies are concerned, afterwards there were no 
signals for differentiation after the OPEC boycott in 1973, and finally the inflation was 
more indicative and informative about the oil prices route prior to the embargo. 
 
Oil and Stock Markets 
A wealth of literature arose after the post-World War II era regarding the relation 
between oil prices and stock markets while plenty of econometricians made important 
efforts to shed light on this subject. A crucial part of this bibliography, covered by scientific 
papers, regards the oil prices returns and stock prices returns while a very interesting 
subject of investigation was the oil prices shocks and the impacts on international stock 
markets, as Huntington (2005) mentioned, or the impacts on a specific regional stock 
market. Stock markets seem to be influenced by changes in oil prices. In general, oil may 
be characterized as a driver of economic activity and all these years there is the 
understanding that oil prices affect stock markets. That kind of opinion is based on the 
rationale that higher prices of oil might lead to transfer wealth from oil consumers to oil 
producers, the push of production cost for goods and services, the impacts on the financial 
markets and the inflation. 
After the oil prices shock of 1973, as Cologni and Manera (2008) detected, several 
definitions derived from the variety of scientific papers, regarding the oil shocks, such as 
oil price changes, asymmetric transformations of oil price changes, oil price volatility and 
oil supply conditions. The relationship between the oil price changes and stock markets has 
been examined, among others, by Jones and Kaul (1996) who investigated into the 
causality of oil price shocks to international stock markets, such as U.S, Canada, U.K and 
Japan, giving emphasis on the fluctuations of real cash flows and expected returns for these 
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international stock markets with a contradiction to their results. Hence, Jones and Kaul 
(1996), reported that in the UK and Japan oil price movements lead to a greater impact in 
stock prices in comparison with what may be explained by the changes in cash flows, when 
in the US and Canada the effects of these changes in the stock prices may be justified by 
their impacts on the real cash flows (an issue of irrationality-rationality, respectively).  
Sadorsky (1999) concluded that the variance of the real stock returns are justified by oil 
prices, mainly for the sample period of 1986-1996. He found out that effects of positive oil 
movements on the stock prices are smaller than of the negative oil movements. However, 
Maghyereh (2004), who investigated the relation between oil price shocks and stock market 
returns in 22 emerging economies, summed up with no statistical significant relationship 
between oil price shocks and stock market returns. Park and Ratti (2007), documented 
statistically significant relationship between real stock returns and oil shocks for the U.S 
and 13 European countries. Park and Ratti (2007) assessed an empirical analysis which 
concerned the oil price shocks on real stock returns for the United States and 13 European 
countries, with significant results regarding the positive effects on real stock returns due to 
an increase of oil prices, which is a very crucial determinant in the US and 8 of the 13 EU 
countries since it affects the short-term interest rate within a month. Driesprong et al. 
(2008), mentioned that oil price changes predict stock market returns using data from 48 
countries stock market indices. 
Apergis and Miller (2008) found small impacts running from stock returns, due to oil price 
movements in different developed countries. More specifically, they examined the effects 
of oil price shocks in eight countries; Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the 
United Kingdom and the United States. Through an approach of Vector Autoregressive 
model they categorized the oil price movements into three components, based on Killian 
(2008), oil-supply shocks, global aggregate-demand shocks and global oil-demand shocks. 
In conclusion, they recorded that the oil price shocks do not reflect on stock markets returns 
heavily. In addition to this, Wensheng Kang et al. (2014) tested the structural oil price 
movements on the covariance of the U.S stock market volatility and stock market returns. 
Also, they opined that positive shocks on aggregate demand follows negative effects on 
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the covariance of the volatility and the returns whereas a break in the supply are followed 
by positive effects, respectively.  
The explanation of equity returns behavior seems to be complicated with ongoing 
researches all these years. Nadha and Faff (2008), studied the adverse effect of stock market 
returns occurred by oil price shocks and to what extent. They included into their analysis 
35 global industrial indices for different sectors using the standard FTSE Global 
Classification System, concluding into negative impacts on stock prices returns for all 
sectors except from mining, oil and gas industries. The asymmetry and the extent of oil 
shocks impacts examined also by Guidi et al. (2006) who tested the US and UK stock 
markets reactions during periods of conflicts in accordance with different OPEC decisions. 
Isaac Miller and Ratti (2009), confirmed the interaction between oil price changes and 
stock returns, although this occurs, in certain cases, in a non-linear manner. In more details, 
they tested the crude oil prices and the international stock markets finding out, through a 
cointegrated vector and an error-correction model, that for six OECD countries, the stock 
markets react negative to the rises of oil prices. However, they observed a differentiation 
the last decade inferring the assumption of many oil and stock market bubbles. 
Chen (2009) through a time-varying transition-probability Markov-switching model, 
examined if the higher oil prices push into bear territory the stock markets. Testing the 
S&P 500 price index opined that higher price of oil increase the probability for market 
disruption. Filis et al. (2011) examined the time-varying relation among oil prices and stock 
prices for oil-exporting and oil-importing countries, such as Brazil, Canada, Mexico and 
Netherlands, Germany and the United States, respectively. Also, Katrakilidis and Lake 
(2009), investigated four different stock markets and their returns and volatilities, namely 
the German, the US, the UK and the Greek, due to oil price volatility while they examined 
also the future indices.  They mentioned that the Greek and the US stock market are 
influenced by oil price movements whereas the UK and the German are not at last. 
Dhaoui and Khraief (2014). investigated into the influence of oil price shocks on the stock 
market returns, with controversial findings for the connection of oil prices with the stock 
markets returns and the oil price volatility with the stock prices while they stated that is 
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difficult to supervise the indirect and direct effects of oil price changes and stock markets 
unless different macroeconomic variables are taken into account for the analysis. They 
found that the fluctuations of oil prices are statistically significant, regarding the volatility 
of returns, for six markets over eight of investigated developed countries. Finally, they 
documented that oil prices and stock returns are highly negative correlated for seven 
developed countries, such as the U.S, Switzerland, France, Canada, UK, Australia and 
Japan, with an exception of Singapore.  
A very interesting perspective was the one of Huang et al. (1995), who assessed an 
empirical analysis in regard to the correlation among stock markets and financial markets. 
In more details, they examined the returns or price changes in one market and the reaction 
of the other corresponding market returns. Furthermore, they tested the interaction among 
oil prices and stock market indices of specific companies. It was highlighted that potential 
linkages across markets could even exist across returns volatility except from returns, while 
they gave emphasis on the information transmission mechanism for oil futures and stock 
indices. In this line, Ross (1989) inferred that volatility in price changes could be a 
measurement of the information flow rate which constitute a signal for the co-movements 
of the particular markets and its correlation. Hence, they documented that oil futures returns 
“Granger-cause” the stock returns of specific companies while the impacts of oil 
information flow are observed, firstly in the futures markets and afterwards in the stock 
market. In 2009, Sorensen discussed about the predictability of stock returns in relevance 
to oil price changes caused by exogenous events.  
Finally, the space of literature that has been covered infers major perspective of analysis in 
order to scrutinize the influences of oil price changes to stock market indices and the equity 
returns.  
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The MENA countries 
The Middle East and the North Africa region constitute definitely a group of countries that 
has passed through several and crucial challenges. As Aubert and Reiffers (2003) inferred, 
the globalization and the industrial revolution urge these countries to reform their 
economies in order to overcome vital adversities, such as increasing poverty, 
unemployment, economic stagnation and stock market integration. Due to its 
characteristics and the formation of their economies, this region attracted the attention of 
researchers worldwide. Their dependency on oil resources that was rooted in the structures 
of their economic development, could not be on its own the driver for the new form of 
global development. 
Several governmental authorities and private sectors participant from the society of the 
region of Middle East and North Africa, arranged a meeting that was held in Marseilles of 
France, on 9th of September, 2002, in order to encounter and determine policies that could 
lead their countries grab the chance for reformation, including innovations in several 
sectors, such as education, technological evolution, sciences and information techniques 
that could help them to acquire the know-how for the necessary growth in this region. 
Officials from 13 countries met in this conference, called “Knowledge for Development” 
which was arranged by the World Bank, foresaw in dialogue and solutions that could 
promise better opportunities for the specific region. Hence, in order to overcome the 
majority of their difficulties, the industrial revolution and their dependency on oil and 
natural gas industries, they became on the one hand, opened to new knowledge and 
cultures, at least during the last part of the millennium, but since nowadays, their 
embodiment to the international system seems to be controversial, since they do not keep 
pace with the rest of the world. The new global rapid development rhythm requires direct 
incorporation of new policies and knowledge absorption, and in case of the MENA region, 
several internal challenges do not allow this procedure to proceed while a new form of 
development seems to be obligatory.  
In the financial sector, the last twenty years, considerable efforts took place in order to 
improve the conditions in this segment. In contrast to the rest of emerging economies, the 
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MENA economies has not attracted large share of the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
inflows. More particularly, only US$ 3.3 billion in 2013 and US$ 33,1 billion in 2014 in 
total FDI share inflows (UNCTAD,2015).  Besides the fact that MENA economies 
attracted the interest of international investment funds, the private capital and portfolio 
flows remained low (Neaime, 2015), in comparison with the rest of emerging economies. 
Although the financial system in this region became internationally integrated with the rest 
of the markets, since the last years, the level of portfolio diversification, which certainly 
has changed in a perspective, rose the uncertainty and the vulnerability to the international 
financial crises. Nevertheless, policy makers draw implications on these economies from 
the global financial system in order to overcome the threats that could benefit the regional 
financial system to exploit its potentials. 
However, the basic participants in the oil production across the MENA countries, as 
follows, seem to be in a more advanced progress in comparison with the rest of the MENA 
countries. 
The Gulf Cooperation Council 
The Gulf Cooperation Council constitute an alliance of six countries that was established 
in 1981. Namely, Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Oman and the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE) are included in this organization.  
In this group of countries, seven stock markets operate with differentiations in the listed 
stocks. The main characteristic of these economies, is the oil exports, which constitute a 
key participant in the contribution of revenues to the GDP, as it is depicted at the table 
below. These revenues react directly or indirectly with the economic activity of these 
countries and keep pace with the growth rates that the last few years have changed rapidly. 
Foreign investments, financial liberalization and governmental innovative financial 
policies increased the international investment funds interest while the market 
capitalization of these countries was US$ 719 billion in 2011. However, the stock markets 
even today, are not integrated at the same level as the rest of international and mature stock 
markets are.  
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In this region, besides the other factors, the stock markets depend on regional political 
events and the volatility of stock markets is recorded higher than the rest of the emerging 
economies. However, this notion attracts a lot of interest for international market 
participants and portfolio managers in order to implement advanced risk management and 
hedging policies (Awartani, 2012).   
Table 1 Macroeconomic and stock markets characteristics of the GCC, Source: Awartani 2012) 
 Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar Saudi Arabia UAE* 
Stock Market indicators       
Start of trading 1987 1952 1989 1997 1935 1988 
Start of electronic trading 1989 1995 1998 2002 1988 2000 
Number of listed companies 44 206 136 42 150 104 
Market capitalization (US$ bn) 17,1 100,9 19,7 128,4 338,8 49,54/64,4 
Market cap., %GDP 82,2 87,6 37,9 89,4 81,3 35,2 
Turnover ratio 1,5 19,4 12,9 15,5 84,6 15,9 
P/E ratio 11,7 20 12,8 NA 15,7 11,6/9,9 
Macroeconomic indicators       
GDP (US$ bn) 20,8 115,2 53,4 143,6 416,8 321 
Oil revenue, %GDP 27,1 37,5 35,6 21,3 46,4 26,7 
FDI, net inflows (US$ bn) 0,155 0,088 0,788 5,334 16,4 3,984 
Portfolio equity, net inflows 
(US$ bn) 1,562 0,815 0,702 NA NA NA 
Net foreign assets (US$ bn) 18 396 16 59 613 503 
* The UAE has two stock markets; Dubai Financial Market (DFM) and Abu Dhabi Stock Exchange (ADSE) 
 
Several authors and econometricians examined the relationship between oil price 
movements and stock markets in this region and the MENA countries in general, as 
follows.   
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Stock markets across the MENA countries 
A crucial part of literature has been covered regarding the oil prices changes and the 
performance of the stock markets in the region of MENA countries. The level of oil 
production and the dependency of these national economies on this characteristic, 
constitute a sensitive subject of investigation. In comparison with other developed 
economies, Aubert and Reiffers (2003) infer that the region of MENA countries has coped 
with a variety of adversities in order to overcome their structural weaknesses, with obvious 
differentiations among the countries depending on each development and evolution. As a 
result, the stock markets of MENA countries present different characteristics. A very 
crucial empirical analysis of Yu and Hasan (2006), indicate the transmission mechanism 
of those markets and their integration lagging behind the most developed international 
stock markets.  
Abdelaziz, Chortareas and Cipollini (2008), examined the signals of stock markets and 
exchange rates due to oil price changes in relevance with oil-exporting countries divided 
in two period subsamples. They opined that for each country, Egypt, Oman, Saudi Arabia 
and Kuwait, long-run relationship exists between oil price changes and stock markets. 
Salameh et al. (2012) examined the long-run relationship between oil prices changes and 
stock markets for oil-importing and oil-exporting countries, hence, contributing to the 
empirical literature due to this parameter for the following countries; Bahrain, Jordan, 
Kuwait, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and the UAE. They 
concluded into bi-directional causality among the variables for the oil-exporting countries 
and non-significant impacts on stock prices due to oil price changes for oil-importing 
countries.  
On the other hand, regarding two of the MENA countries, Bouri (2015) tested the oil 
volatility shocks and the stock markets of oil-importing MENA economies, namely the 
Lebanon and Jordan. Consequently, there is a differentiation throughout the literature and 
the empirical approaches depending on the category of each country particularly. So, in 
case of rising oil prices, the oil-importing countries, present depressed economies whereas 
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oil-exporting countries take advantages of this increase, as Chen (2009) has investigated 
about the influences of higher oil prices to the stock markets. 
Arouri et al. (2011) investigated the return links and volatility transmission among oil 
prices and the stock prices in the six countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council, through a 
VAR-GARCH model. Their results that presented, have indicated the existence of 
statistical significant interaction between oil and stock markets volatilities. Nandha et al. 
(2011), tested the impacts of oil shocks on equity returns for the GCC countries using 
country and industry level as well. As a result, they concluded that in country level, stock 
markets, except from Kuwait, are affected by oil price movements, while in industrial level, 
the returns of 12 over 20 industry sectors are positive to oil shocks. Awartani and 
Maghyereh (2012) tried to recover the relationship between WTI prices, stock indices and 
oil futures prices for the GCC countries, giving a different approach in the literature. The 
transmission in both directions from oil returns and volatilities to the stock markets resulted 
to be significant, highlighting the higher intense of the spillover during the financial crisis 
of 2008. As they mentioned, they expected causal relation among the GCC stock markets 
and the oil prices due to the level of oil production.  
Naifar and Al Dohaiman (2013) examined also the interaction between oil prices changes 
and volatility and stock markets compared with macroeconomic variables for the oil-
exporting countries of Gulf Cooperation Council in accordance with the rest of the 
literature which concerns also the large oil-exporting countries in this region. They tested, 
through a Markov-switching model, the volatility and the changes of oil price affection to 
the stock markets under regime shifts, finding dependency of stock markets on oil market, 
besides OMAN, and asymmetric relation among inflation rates and oil prices. 
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Section 2 - Data and Empirical Design 
Data and Summary Statistics 
This section displays the data series I used in the empirical analysis. The purpose is to 
examine the interaction of oil price volatility and stock markets across the region of MENA 
countries. The availability of the data determined the countries of investigation since for 
some other countries of MENA, the data collection was inefficient. The available data 
concerns the following countries: Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Turkey and the United Arab 
Emirates.  The data was divided into categories depending on its subject: a) Oil Prices, b) 
Stock Market Indices, c) Interest Rates, d) Foreign Exchange Rates, e) Consumer Price 
Indices, f) Market Capitalization Indices and g) Oil Production Indices for the Gulf 
Cooperation Countries, Egypt and Iraq. The data was collected, in daily and monthly 
frequencies depending on the availability, wholly from the database of Bloomberg which 
is provided for free by the International Hellenic University. 
The Oil Price series I introduced in the entire analysis was the West Texas Intermediate 
Crude Oil in daily and monthly frequency from 16/05/1983 to 9/08/2016 for the daily basis 
analysis and from 05/1983 to 06/2016, for the monthly basis analysis, respectively, but it 
is adjusted in accordance with the rest of available data. The West Texas Intermediate is 
being used as a pricing benchmark of different crude oil types worldwide and its production 
overcome the 9 million barrels per day which corresponds to 12% of the global oil 
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As it is depicted below, for the majority of samples, the oil returns statistics indicate that 
the kurtosis is way above three and the skewness is around zero that infers a leptokurtic 
distribution in the majority of cases (the value of kurtosis of normal distribution equals 3) 
and a higher and sharper central peak compared to the normal distribution. It is also 
observed in some cases, slightly positive skewness which corresponds to a skewed data to 
the normal distribution to the right, while in the other cases, the negative slightly negative 
values corresponds to a skewed data to the normal distribution to the left. Regarding the 
mean, it is very close to zero and remains constant which constitute a signal for stationarity 
for the oil returns as long the data variates among the zero value. 
Table 2 Oil Returns Descriptive Statistics 
The market capitalization 
index, in million US $ which 
indicates the total value of all 
outstanding shares listed in 
each stock exchange and is 
measured by the current price 
of a company’s share and its 
volume. The data is available 
in monthly frequency since 
09/2003. Hence, in the 
monthly investigation the 
samples have to be adjusted. 
The Consumer Price indices 
did not get used as a deflator 
because the entire analysis 
concerns volatility of the returns of oil prices. Also, the interest rates and the foreign 
exchange rates are useful for market participants in order to estimate the market behavior, 
as they constitute two of the fundamentals. However, for specific countries the data range 
is short while these countries list several factors that influence the development and their 
harmonization with the rest of the developed countries. 
 Obs. Mean 
Std. 
Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 
Bahrain 254 0,01410% 3,12100% 0,38413 3,63407 
Egypt 4581 0,02500% 2,49470% -0,03669 7,21690 
Iraq 1566 -0,03000% 2,15860% 0,10496 6,08948 
Israel 6061 0,01290% 2,37880% -0,01225 7,78279 
Jordan 4093 0,01150% 2,48370% -0,00393 7,51896 
Kuwait 4653 0,02320% 2,52030% 0,00413 7,46837 
Lebanon 4916 0,01380% 2,48740% 0,01471 7,50965 
Morocco 5365 0,01570% 2,46420% -0,01170 7,54123 
Oman 5684 0,02110% 2,42970% -0,01937 7,59674 
Pakistan 5861 0,01430% 2,41070% -0,01519 7,62450 
Qatar 4538 0,02740% 2,48060% -0,05582 7,22251 
S. Arabia 5278 0,01680% 2,47920% -0,01154 7,47729 
Tunisia 3963 0,00697% 2,47360% 0,01979 7,68751 
Turkey 7164 0,01560% 2,48810% -0,67853 17,7750 
U.A.E. 3646 0,02060% 2,42570% 0,13550 7,59047 
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Table 3 Stock Market Indices, Descriptive Statistics of MENA countries, Daily data 
Overall, the summary statistics for the daily stock prices for the majority of the countries, 
infer to the fact that the kurtosis is way above three and the skewness is around zero that 
indicates a leptokurtic distribution in the majority of cases (the value of kurtosis of normal 
distribution equals 3) and a higher and sharper central peak compared to the normal 
distribution. It is also observed in some cases, slightly positive skewness which 
corresponds to a skewed data to the normal distribution to the right, while in the other 
cases, the negative slightly negative values corresponds to a skewed data to the normal 
distribution to the left. Regarding the mean, it is very close to zero and remains constant 
which constitute a signal for stationarity for the stock returns as long the data variates 
among the zero value. 
Follows the listed countries and the data was used in the various empirical analysis. 
 
 
 Obs. Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 
Bahrain 254 -0,05840% 0,46240% -0,03735 4,94533 
Egypt 4581 0.00047% 1,72630% -0,34719 11,62114 
Iraq 1566 0,10000% 6,58260% 37,14402 1436,887 
Israel 6061 0,04110% 1,31840% -0,29683  7,81015 
Jordan 4093 0,01910% 0,87970% -0,14701 8,74698 
Kuwait 4653 0,02970% 0,88140% -0,38971 11,95467 
Lebanon 4916 0,00308% 0,01081% 0,13741 15,57131 
Morocco 5365 0,00029% 0,00720% -0,19331 14,79225 
Oman 5684 0,00028% 0,01024% -0,17909 33,58500 
Pakistan 5861 0,00059% 0,01522% -0,29380 8,81114 
Qatar 4538 0,00045% 0,01723% -0,24689 24,40601 
S. Arabia 5278 0,02440% 0,01411% -0,97154 19,21473 
Tunisia 3963 0,00041% 0,00586% -0,94943 17,24258 
Turkey 7164 0,00129% 0,02626% 0.017905 7,15487 
U.A.E. 3646 0,00039% 0,01193% -0,12306 12,09647 




The stock market index I used is the Bahrain Bourse All Share Index which is available on 
daily frequency from 9/04/2015 to 9/09/2016 (at last prices) which operates with 50 listed 
companies since 2015 in order to replace BSE Index. In monthly basis, this index last from 
06/2005 to 06/2016 as continuity series. Also, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the 
Market Capitalization Index, the Bahrain Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate 
(Bahrain Dinar=2,65 US$) is collected for the relative samples in accordance with the stock 
indices. Finally, due to the fact that Bahrain constitutes an oil-producer country of GCC, 
the oil production is used as a proxy macro-variable of the GDP, due to the fact that a major 
part of it is covered by oil revenues.  
Bahrain 
#93 obs. Oil Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean -0,36810% 0,14980% 0,17320% 0,00091% -0,48030% -0,52260% 
Std. Deviation 9,20480% 3,27520% 0,68030% 0,05190% 3,25320% 7,93710% 
Skewness -0,19755 -0,54405 -1,52475 -0,11426 -6,64614 0,43368 
Kurtosis 3,65611 4,74489 1,18237 3,18288 4,55580 3,28164 
Table 4 Descriptive Statistics of Bahrain 
 
Egypt 
The EGX 30 Stock Index is used in the daily analysis among the timeframe of 18/06/1998 
and 8/09/2016 while in the monthly analysis, due to the availability of the market 
capitalization data, the sample is restricted to 09/2003 to 06/2016. It operates by EGX since 
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data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Egyptian Interest Rate 
and Foreign Exchange Rate (Egyptian Pound= 0,11 US$) is collected for the relative 
samples. Finally, oil production is introduced as a proxy variable of the GDP since Egypt 
is an oil producer but not a member of GCC. 
Egypt 
#154 obs. Oil Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate* Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 1,45510% 0,82130% 0,23900% 0,48330% 1,01480% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 9,91820% 0,93190% 1,45280% 4,51370% 7,91240% 
Skewness -0,64289 -0,45420 0,36269 4,59856 1,02822 -0,64135 
Kurtosis 4,68020 4,66903 3,42442 3,80538 4,57345 6,27289 
(*#67 obs.)      
 Table 5 Descriptive Statistics of Egypt 
Iraq 
The ISX Iraqi Stock Exchange Index is introduced as the stock market index in both daily 
and monthly frequencies. The data lies between 9/08/2010 and 8/09/2016, for the first ones, 
and between 09/2009 and 06/2016 for the second ones. It replaces the Baghdad Stock 
Exchange since the 2003 invasion, it operates since 2004 and it currently includes more 
than 100 listed companies. Also, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market 
Capitalization Index, the Iraqi Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (Iraqi 
Dinar=0,00086 US$) is collected for the relative samples. Finally, oil production is 
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Iraq 
#82 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean -0,46800% 1,90400% -0,02370% 0,02540% -0,68250% NA 
Std. Deviation 8,59210% 29,27800% 2,32460% 0,83770% 4,77060% NA 
Skewness -0,28942 8,05715 -7,22153 0,56317 -7,61069 NA 
Kurtosis 3,45587 7,05077 6,12619 1,28091 6,20734 NA 
Table 6 Descriptive Statistics of Iraq 
 
Israel 
The Tel-Aviv TA-100 Stock Exchange Index is used in the daily and monthly 
investigation. The index starts from 4/08/1992 to 08/9/2016 in daily basis but in the 
monthly data, the sample is restricted to 09/2003-06/2016, due to abovementioned fact of 
market capitalization data. This index is maintained by the TASE and includes the 100 
most of high capitalized companies. Also, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the 
Market Capitalization Index, the Israeli Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (Israeli 
New Sheqel=0,26 US$) is collected for the relative samples.  
Israel 
#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 0,74860% 0,13620% -0,09130% -2,75880% 0,62760% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 4,94440% 0,42380% 2,42600% 14,14160% 6,05010% 
Skewness -0,64289 -1,03236 0,36747 0,27676 -2,77583 -0,79873 
Kurtosis 4,68020 5,55279 3,37918 3,68582 1,69262 5,32235 
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Hereon, the ASE Amman General Stock Exchange Index is used in the various analysis. 
On daily basis, the index starts from 18/05/2000 till 8/09/2016 while on monthly basis, the 
sample is tightened to 04/2004 to 06/2016 due to the availability of interest rate data. This 
index refers to the ASE which was established in 1999 and it amounts up to 243 listed 
companies. So, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, 
the Jordanian Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (Jordanian Dinar=1,41 US$) is 
collected for the relative samples.  
 
Jordan 
#147 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,17600% 0,09800% 0,35330% -0,00134% -0,19700% 0,52930% 
Std. Deviation 9,53150% 4,99150% 1,91780% 0,14200% 6,58620% 6,13840% 
Skewness -0,59913 -0,74560 -0,39317 -0,13637 -2,24685 0,19183 
Kurtosis 4,52594 7,73720 3,65482 5,54538 1,93517 6,30374 
Table 8 Descriptive Statistics of Jordan 
 
Kuwait 
The Kuwait Stock Exchange Index is introduced into the empirical analysis in daily and 
monthly samples. In more details, the daily data range from 5/03/1998 to 8/09/2016 while 
the monthly data range from 09/2003 to 06/2016. The KSE is the first and the largest stock 
exchange in the region of Persian Gulf with 250 listed companies, since it operates from 
1983. Also, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the 
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for the relative samples. Finally, oil production is introduced as a proxy variable of the 
GDP since Kuwait is an oil producer.  
 
Kuwait 
#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 0,19990% 0,33530% 0,00419% -0,23880% 0,23800% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 5,41870% 0,52480% 0,71990% 4,31110% 5,98980% 
Skewness -0,64289 -0,97605 0,94726 1,57823 -3,57719 -0,68401 
Kurtosis 4,68020 7,04906 4,53991 1,56979 2,47353 5,04951 
Table 9 Descriptive Statistics of Kuwait 
Lebanon 
The Blom Stock Index is selected for the analysis in both daily and monthly frequency. 
Since 18/02/1997 to 8/09/2016 is the available data on daily basis while in the analysis of 
monthly data, only the sample between 07/2008 and 06/2016 is feasible. This index was 
available on the database of Bloomberg instead of Beirut Stock Exchange Index, however 
it is a major stock market index. Lebanon has the second oldest stock exchanges. Finally, 
monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Lebanese 
Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (Lebanese Pound=0,00066 US$) is collected for 
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Lebanon 
#97 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean -1,10790% -0,52900% 0,23220% 0,00102% -0,18800% -0,44430% 
Std. Deviation 10,02640% 4,34480% 32,88760% 0,15640% 1,85120% 7,71060% 
Skewness -0,59704 -0,35771 -0,01715 0,51011 -9,69590 -0,96221 
Kurtosis 4,79628 1,14188 4,79126 7,06109 9,50104 1,10871 
Table 10 Descriptive Statistics of Lebanon 
Morocco 
The MASI Morocco All-Share Index is used in the investigation. The daily data is gathered 
from 5/05/1995 while the monthly refers to 09/2003 to 06/2016. The MASI is a major 
index of Casablanca Stock Exchange which is of the well-performed in the region of 
MENA with 19 members and 81 listed securities. Last but not least, monthly data of 
Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Moroccan Interest Rate and 
Foreign Exchange Rate (Moroccan Dirham=0,10 US$) is collected for the relative samples.  
Morocco 
#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 0,61330% 0,12870% 0,00361% -0,23880% 0,93260% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 4,54770% 0,61840% 0,33230% 1,62220% 6,91810% 
Skewness -0,64289 0,07237 0,02023 -0,12125 -4,49319 3,26034 
Kurtosis 4,68020 5,38851 3,67855 5,83182 2,80375 2,88853 
Table 11 Descriptive Statistics of Morocco 
 
Oman 
Hereon, the MSM Muscat Securities Market 30 Index is available on daily and monthly 
basis, respectively. Regarding the first ones, the start date is on 26/01/1994 to 8/09/2016 
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the only stock exchange in Oman and it is established on 06/1988. Hence, monthly data of 
Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Omani Interest Rate and 
Foreign Exchange Rate (Omani Rial=2,6 US$) is collected for the relative samples. Finally, 
oil production is introduced as a proxy variable of the GDP since Oman is an oil producer.  
Oman 
#110 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean -0,25780% -0,00283% 0,27450% 0,00012% -1,69150% 0,47390% 
Std. Deviation 9,99040% 5,71770% 0,50540% 0,05780% 10,86830% 5,32500% 
Skewness -0,64800 -1,65750 1,02115 -0,04843 -5,78983 -1,57468 
Kurtosis 4,63241 1,04776 4,08911 8,34286 3,95458 1,04462 
Table 12 Descriptive Statistics of Oman 
Pakistan 
The Karachi Stock Exchange 100 Index KSE-100 is selected for a various empirical 
analysis. In the daily frequency, the data is available from 17/05/1993 to 8/09/2016 while 
in the monthly analysis, the data is sampled from 09/2003 to 06/2016. The KSE-100 Index 
is used as benchmark in the KSE and it includes the highest market capitalized companies. 
Furthermore, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the 
Pakistani Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (Pakistani Rupee=0,0096 US$) is 
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Pakistan 
#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 1,46320% 0,74490% 0,38750% -0,17370% 1,27010% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 7,26330% 0,84820% 1,30270% 3,52810% 8,55480% 
Skewness -0,64289 -1,99254 0,25454 0,02642 0,41356 -0,55858 
Kurtosis 4,68020 1,33272 3,10168 1,15745 1,36268 9,54344 
Table 13 Descriptive Statistics of Pakistan 
Qatar 
The Qatar Exchange Index QSE in the daily analysis starts from 19/08/1998 and in the 
monthly analysis the sample is restricted with the start date on 01/2008 to 06/2016. The 
QSE is the principal stock market exchange and it operates since 1997. It is definitely one 
of the leaders among the GCC with 45 listed companies. Hence, monthly data of Consumer 
Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Qatari Interest Rate and Foreign 
Exchange Rate (Qatari Rial=2,6 US$) is collected for the relative samples. Finally, oil 





























#102 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean -0,63470% 0,04090% 0,59460% 0,00076% -0,20760% 0,47510% 
Std. Deviation 10,04080% 7,59960% 4,53660% 0,02970% 1,46820% 7,84300% 
Skewness -0,64178 -0,95931 9,65971 0,61158 -6,89374 -0,78650 
Kurtosis 4,71357 6,26922 9,57871 8,07982 4,85248 5,86596 
Table 14 Descriptive Statistics of Qatar 




The Tadawul All Share TASI Index is selected for the stock index in daily and monthly 
frequencies. The daily sample begins on 1/09/1995 till 8/09/2016 while in the monthly 
frequency, the data lies between 09/2003 and 06/2016. The Tadawul stock exchange is the 
only one in the Saudi Arabia while the TASI includes approximately, 169 companies. 
Finally, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Saudi 
Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (Saudi Riyal=0,27 US$) is collected for the 
relative samples. Finally, oil production is introduced as a proxy variable of the GDP since 




#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 0,27360% 0,30800% 0,00014% 0,08730% 0,75430% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 7,99460% 0,38330% 0,13030% 5,29410% 8,45960% 
Skewness -0,64289 -0,80015 1,61009 1,88405 -2,74631 -0,34486 
Kurtosis 4,68020 4,46584 7,25287 5,57719 1,99618 3,97541 
Table 15 Descriptive Statistics of Saudi Arabia 
Tunisia 
The Tunisia Stock Exchange TUNINDEX introduced in both daily and monthly 
frequencies. On the one hand it ranges from 06/12/2000 to 8/09/2016 while on the other 
hand, it lies among 09/2003 to 06/2016. This index is maintained by the Bourse de Tunis 
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Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index and Foreign Exchange Rate (Tunisian 
Dinar=0,45 US$) is collected for the relative samples.  
 
Tunisia 
#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,32930% 0,95940% 0,33530% 0,36160% NA 0,84220% 
Std. Deviation 9,36450% 3,66510% 0,29750% 2,23940% NA 4,63630% 
Skewness -0,64289 -0,39722 -0,20014 0,58841 NA 0,00197 
Kurtosis 4,68020 5,13357 3,07436 4,42023 NA 4,85086 
Table 16 Descriptive Statistics of Tunisia 
Turkey 
The Borsa Istanbul 100 Index XU-100 is selected as stock index for the investigations. On 
daily basis, the sample starts at 23/3/1988 till 8/09/2016 while on monthly basis, it ranges 
from 09/2003 to 06/2016. The Borsa Istanbul is the only stock exchange in Turkey and It 
has replaces the Istanbul Stock Exchange which listed 320 companies. Finally, monthly 
data of Consumer Price Index, the Market Capitalization Index, the Turkish Interest Rate 
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#154 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean 0,04070% 1,15830% 0,67230% 0,47490% -0,94250% 0,63140% 
Std. Deviation 11,36140% 8,20050% 0,76250% 3,85940% 14,67570% 10,74400% 
Skewness 0,13135 -0,26602 0,41407 1,35750 3,56693 -0,72028 
Kurtosis 2,71467 3,68882 3,33702 7,69796 4,51702 4,54911 
Table 17 Descriptive Statistics of Turkey 
United Arab Emirates 
The ADX General Index of Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange was introduced into the daily 
and the monthly frequency investigation. The sample starts from 18/03/2002 to 8/09/2016 
on daily basis, while on the contrary, It starts from 01/2007 to 06/2016. The ADX is 
selected instead of Dubai Financial Market due to longer available data. It is officially 
established on 2000. Furthermore, monthly data of Consumer Price Index, the Market 
Capitalization Index, the UAE Interest Rate and Foreign Exchange Rate (UAE 
Dirham=0,27US$) is collected for the relative samples. Finally, oil production is 
introduced as a proxy variable of the GDP since United Arab Emirates is an oil producer.  
UAE 
#101 obs. Oil  Stock Prices CPI FX Rate Interest Rate Market Cap. 
Mean -0,74540% -0,06830% 0,15700% 0,00011% -1,09860% 0,01490% 
Std. Deviation 10,02920% 5,80030% 0,37700% 0,00752% 5,78860% 6,94110% 
Skewness -0,63090 -0,74854 0,52656 -0,44294 -5,48753 -0,44843 
Kurtosis 4,73974 3,96554 3,67649 1,31410 3,27783 4,09505 
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In this section I will present the methodology I implemented in order to obtain the optimal 
results through the econometric software of E-Views 9. A multi-step empirical diagnosis, 
under the framework of ARIMA-GARCH and its extensions, GARCH in mean (GARCH-
M) and Exponential GARCH-M (EGARCH-M), based on Bollerslev (1986) and its 
extensions introduced by Engle et al. (1987), were applied to test the direct and indirect 
effects of oil shocks on the stock market returns across the region of MENA countries and 
its interaction, through bivariate and multivariate Vector Autoregressive models (VAR). 
The two sided approaches approximate the subject with a linear and a non-linear manner 
covering the possible asymmetries and detecting the leverage effect, the volatility 
clustering and the leptokurtic financial data while through the Granger-Causality test, the 
Impulse Responses Function and the Variance Decomposition is recorded the relationship 
among oil price volatility and stock returns. Hence, a GARCH-M and an EGARCH-M 
were the major tools for the modelling procedure which implemented in the daily and 
monthly data, respectively. Last but not least, the methodology has been followed 
similarly, in the extended approach of oil-exporters countries analysis. 
Firstly, the ARIMA process working on the natural logarithmic of oil prices, through the 
automatic ARIMA selection Add-in of E-views 9, inferred the optimum model. This 
selection progress routine roughly keeps pace with the “Automatic Time Series 
Forecasting: The forecast package for R, Journal of Statistical Software 2008” of Hyndman 
and Khandakar. So, the level of differencing was detected to the levels of oil series by 
performing a KPSS unit root test on each following level up to the process to be 
insignificant (5% level of significance). Then, the ARIMA (p,q) components are selected 
through the Akaike Information Criteria (Quantitative Micro Software, 2010), in parallel 
with the test for SAR and SMA terms, mainly implemented in the monthly analysis. 
In order to obtain simply the conditional volatility of oil prices, the GARCH-M method is 
detected as the appropriate one since it considers the conditional variance of the error term 
non-constant and  dependent upon previous own lags (Bollerslev, 1986). So, a general type 
of a GARCH (p,q)-M model would be as the equations follow: 
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𝑦𝑡 =  µ + 𝜑𝑦𝑡−𝑖 + γℎ𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡,    (1) 
ℎ𝑡 =  𝑎0 +  ∑ 𝑎𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 𝜀𝑡−𝑖
2 +  ∑ 𝛽𝑖
𝑞
𝑗=1 ℎ𝑡−𝑗 ,             (2)  
𝜀𝑖,𝑗,𝑡|𝛺𝑡−1~ 𝛮(0, ℎ),                (3) 
where 𝑦𝑡 is the return of oil prices, μ is a constant, 𝑦𝑡−𝑖 the lagged values of oil prices, 𝜀𝑡 
is the error term, ℎ𝑡 the conditional variance of the error term and Ω the information set at 
time t, while φ, γ, 𝛼0, 𝛼𝑖, and 𝛽𝑖 are the parameter vectors (Elyasiani, Mansur, 1998). On 
the other hand, as Nelson (1991) outlined, the EGARCH-M model structured as (1) with 
the implementation of natural logarithmic on the equation (2): 
ln(ℎ𝑡) = 𝛼0+ ∑ 𝑎𝑖
𝑝
𝑖=1 𝜀𝑡−𝑖
2 +  ∑ 𝛽𝑗
𝑞
𝑗=1 ln (ℎ𝑡−𝑗) (4) 
Hence, the advantages of a GARCH-M and an exponential one may be considered that 
overcome the non-negativity constraints and account for leverage effects. As a result, this 
procedure helped me to obtain the conditional volatility in order to apply the VAR models. 
Based on the literature, Vector Autoregressive Models (VAR) are traditionally atheoretical 
models for stationary variables without time trends, they are used as an alternative of 
multivariate models for macroeconometric analysis (Sims, 1980), while they constitute 
efficient tools for forecasting (Lütkepohl, 2011). Their rationale is that at regard with a set 
of variables, the current values of them are partially explained by the past values while the 
models consider the variables as endogenous. As a notation, the simplest case below 
indicates a simply form of a VAR model, as a system of regression model with more than 
one variable and k number of lags, 
 𝑦1𝑡 = 𝛽10 + 𝛽11𝑦1𝑡−1 +  … + 𝛽1𝑘 𝑦1𝑡−𝑘 + 𝑎11𝑦2𝑡−1 + … + 𝑎1𝑘𝑦2𝑡−𝑘 + 𝑢1𝑡. (5)  
, where 𝑦𝑡 is the vector of the endogenous determinants consists of the returns of the 
examined variables and 𝑢𝑖𝑡 is the stochastic disturbance term with E(𝑢𝑖𝑡)=0,i=1,2; 
E(𝑢1𝑡𝑢2𝑡)=0.  
Usually, a reduced form of VAR model is specified and estimated firstly, and after that ,the 
model checking indicates the modification that should be implemented in order to perform 
a better model. In order to proceed to my empirical analysis, I have to incorporate the 
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returns of the variables which has to be managed carefully for alleviating the worries about 
the strength of VAR models. As a result, I avoid the non-stationarity of the real values 
which would definitely lead me to spurious results. In particular, I chose to implement the 
logarithmic differences with purpose to obtain the stationary returns of the stock prices, 
which are defined as the dependent 𝑦1𝑡 with the subsequent causal variables of Oil Price 
volatility, the Consumer Price Index returns, the Interest Rates returns, the Foreign 
Exchange Rates returns, the Market Capitalization returns, of each individual country, and 
the Oil Production returns, specifically at the analysis of GCC. I applied so far the 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller GLS unit root test, which detrends locally data series in order 
to estimate the deterministic parameters, through an asymptotically point test, which was 
proposed by Elliot et al. (ERS,1992), to detect the unit roots, in a linear or constant form.   
After choosing the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) instead of the Schwarz Criterion, I 
employed the Granger-Causality Test which was introduced by Granger (1969). So, this 
test indicates which variable is causal to the other and it is referred as Granger-causal 
variable. In other words, the null hypothesis in this test regards no causality among te 
examined variables. As a result, if the p-value is lower than the critical value of 
predetermined a, i.e. a=0,05, I reject the null hypothesis. Hence, there Granger-Causality 
among the variables. If the causality exist for the one side only, it is inferred one-way 
direction causality. Otherwise, there is bidirectional causality. If the p-value is higher than 
the value of 0,05, then I failed to reject the null hypothesis. Hence, there is no Granger-
Causality, or the one variable does not Granger-causes the other variable. 
Furthermore, trying to figure out the impacts of oil price shocks, I implemented the 
Impulse-Response analysis which indicates the period that needs the specific variable to 
absorb a sudden shock. However, deriving from the nonzero component of the residuals, 
sudden shocks are causing changes between variables while the most interesting point is to 
trace the reflection of the system during a shock. Finally, another very crucial tool, 
especially for forecasting, using the VAR models, is the Variance Decomposition or the 
Forecast Error Variance Decomposition, which investigates into the impacts of shocks on 
variables. In more details, it highlights the contribution of the shock to the s-step ahead 
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forecast error variance (Lütkepohl, 2011).  However, the shock needs to be economically 
crucial in order to be interpreted rationally for the effects of one variable to another. 
However, in the daily empirical analysis, I examined the interconnection of stock returns 
and oil price volatility throughout a Structural Equation Model (SEM) for missing data, in 
order to enhance my results and to avoid spurious outcome. The rationale of these specific 
SEM’s, is particularly defined as a system of three equations in a linear and non-linear 
perspective through the Full Information Maximum Likelihood method. These techniques 
are mainly atheoritical models for treating missing data issues.and they evolute the last 
years. So, on the one hand, equations (1) and (2) and on the other hand equations (1) – (4), 
were combined with the equation (6) and (7), respectively: 
           R= C*ℎ𝑡 ,                     (6)  
          R=C*lnℎ𝑡 ,                                                       (7)    
where, R is the stock returns and C a coefficient which when is statistical significant, there 
is dependency among the structural equations of conditional volatility and the stock returns. 
As a result, in case of statistical significant coefficient, that infers that there is statistical 
significant relationship between stock returns and oil volatility, either for the symmetric 
equation (6) or the asymmetric equation (7), respectively. 
These empirical steps, except from the SEM modeling ( SEM models regard only the daily 
data), have been followed accordingly in all the econometric analysis. The results of these, 
follow in the next section or in the Appendix. 
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Section 3 - Empirical Results 
This chapter is organized as follows. It begins with the Unit Root tests for stationarity in 
all the types of analysis and then the ARIMA-GARCH process is explained, in order to 
identify the way that I obtained the oil price volatility. Afterwards, the Granger-Causality 
tests are cited. Also, for the daily data the SEM model process follows, and both for the 
daily and monthly data are presented the VAR models, the Impulse-Response Analysis and 
the Variance Decompositions. At regard with the oil-exporters analysis, the results are 
discussed but the tables are presented in the following Appendix at the end. 
Unit Root Test DF-GLS 
Testing for stationarity of various time series variables is a very vital procedure. In order 
to avoid spurious results in my analysis, I employed the Dickey Fuller test with GLS 
Detrending because of the dynamics of my financial data. In this process, I included a 
constant and a linear trend in the standard ADF test equation after substituting the GLS 
detrended 𝑦𝑡
𝑑 for the 𝑦𝑡 time series:   
𝛥𝑦𝑡
𝑑= π𝑦𝑡−1
𝑑  + ∑ 𝜓𝑗𝛥
𝑝
𝑗=1 𝑦𝑡−𝑗
𝑑  + 𝜀𝑡, 
𝑦𝑡
𝑑 = 𝑦𝑡 - 𝑥𝑡 𝛿(ά) 
Hereon, the deterministic terms are omitted and the data are detrended following the 
constructed t-statistic with trend parameters. Afterwards, the t-statistic is computed testing 
for π=0. When δ=1, ERS indicate the asymptotic distribution of the DF-GLS is similar to 
the classic ADF test but with higher asymptotic power. 
Hence, with the null hypothesis of I(1) and a unit root assumption instead of the alternative 
of I(0) and stationary variables, the  time series data are examined in the first differences 
level, with a constant and a trend for all the analysis, with purpose to decrease the 
heteroscedasticity effects and the stabilization of variance of data. In most cases, the results 
inferred stationarity while the signals for non-stationary data may be overcome with next 
level of differencing procedure. 
The results of DF-GLS test are cited below in different tables in relevance with the type of 
analysis, the daily approach, the monthly and the extended version of GCC analysis. 




In the daily data analysis, the variables tested for stationarity were the stock and oil prices 
of MENA countries, in the first differences level with a constant and trend. The critical 
values of the t-statistic for different levels of significance are approximately:   
 1%= -3,520 (***)  
 5% = -2,980 (**) 
 10% = -2,690 (*) 
Elliot-Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS test statistic 
  







Bahrain -14,640 0 -16,896 0 
Egypt -56,037 0 -30,660 3 
Iraq -39,275 0 -2,741 16 
Israel -74,493 0 -11,109 19 
Jordan -7,258 21 -27,985 3 
Kuwait -12,715 14 -30,887 3 
Lebanon -26,470 4 -31,537 3 
Morocco -56,137 0 -15,707 11 
Oman -15,407 14 -33,323 3 
Pakistan -64,386 0 -33,972 3 
Qatar -44,185 1 -30,496 3 
S. Arabia -12,338 31 -9,903 19 
Tunisia -8,386 19 -27,788 3 
Turkey -84,517 0 -80,868 24 
U.A.E. -51,612 0 -11,579 11 
Table 19 DF-GLS test, Daily data 
It is easily outlined that the majority of the data is stationary with the t-statistic values to 
be by far higher than the critical values in the highest confidence level of 99%. The only 
exception could be noticed in the time series of oil prices in Iraq (*) which present 
stationarity in the 90% confidence level. 
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Monthly data 
Similarly, in the monthly data analysis, all the included variables are examined in the first 
differences level with a constant and trend and the critical values of t-statistic follow: 
 1% = -3,520 (***)  
 5% = -2,980 (**) 
 10% = -2,690 (*) 
Hereby, aiming to avoid these adversities of non-stationarity, the process of differencing 
was applied in order to obtain integrated I(0) time series data. However, in particular cases 
i.e. the nominal interest rates are not “mean reverting”, since they are constant. At last, the 
rest of the variables are undeniably stationary by far since the t-statistic values overcome 
the critical values. 
Table 20 illustrates the unit root test of variables entirely in the group of countries using 
the Schwarz Information Criteria (SIC). 
Elliot-Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS test statistic 
  










Bahrain -10,274 3 -5,707 0 -10,414 0 
Egypt -10,526 0 -9,328 0 -9,726 0 
Iraq -9,037 0 -7,409 0 -8,872 0 
Israel -10,227 0 -9,328 0 -8,149 0 
Jordan -9,300 0 -9,130 0 -15,334 0 
Kuwait -7,647 0 -9,328 0 -4,910 2 
Lebanon -5,120 3 -5,359 0 -12,759 1 
Morocco -11,105 0 -9,328 0 -2,859 5 
Oman -4,022 1 -7,304 0 -4,991 1 
Pakistan -12,930 0 -9,328 0 -4,886 2 
Qatar -8,064 0 -6,190 0 -3,571 7 
S. Arabia -9,778 0 -9,328 0 -4,178 2 
Tunisia -11,281 0 -9,328 0 -3,623 5 
Turkey -11,858 0 -9,328 0 -7,961 3 
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Bahrain -14,822 0 -9,913 0 -10,142 2 
Egypt -5,220 4 -3,233 1 -8,928 0 
Iraq -13,193 0 -9,155 0 NA 0 
Israel -11,508 0 -5,078 0 -10,023 0 
Jordan -12,166 1 -10,790 0 -9,171 0 
Kuwait -10,000 0 -6,694 1 -8,464 0 
Lebanon -10,037 0 -9,834 0 -6,221 6 
Morocco -3,412 3 -11,949 0 -11,649 0 
Oman -13,087 1 -8,170 1 -7,888 0 
Pakistan -9,183 0 -6,966 1 -10,772 0 
Qatar -11,313 1 -2,901 3 -9,629 0 
S. Arabia -14,654 1 -6,714 0 -10,283 0 
Tunisia -11,422 0 NA NA -10,697 0 
Turkey -8,678 0 -2,281 2 -10,159 0 
U.A.E. -16,080 0 -8,281 12 -5,077 1 
Table 20 DF-GLS test, Monthly data 
The oil-exporters data 
The DF-GLS test has finally been implemented in the last extended econometric analysis 
for the GCC countries, accordingly with the abovementioned methodology. The variables 
were examined in the first differences level with constant and trend with the following t-
statistic critical values: 
 1% = -3,520 (***)  
 5% = -2,980 (**) 
 10% = -2,690 (*) 
In this empirical analysis I may conclude into I(1) time series in relevance to Bahraini 
Stock index and Oil Production variables while the Interest Rate of UAE presents a much 
lower t-statistic. In some cases, such as the Market Capitalization of Bahrain, the data 
marginally approach the critical value of 10% significant level. 
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Elliot-Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS test statistic 





















Bahrain -1,180 3 -5,628 0 -9,655 0 -1,440 11 
Egypt -7,964 0 -6,209 0 -6,339 0 -10,53 0 
Iraq -8,716 0 -7,395 0 -8,541 0 -10,25 0 
Kuwait -7,412 0 -9,140 0 -4,829 0 -3,902 0 
Oman -3,831 1 -7,161 0 -4,871 0 -13,14 0 
Qatar -7,476 0 -6,096 0 -3,418 0 -9,950 0 
S. Arabia -9,499 0 -9,140 0 -3,605 0 -9,618 0 





Elliot-Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS test statistic 
  




t-statistic Lag-Length (SIC) t-statistic 
Lag-Length 
(SIC) 
Bahrain -9,858 1 -9,522 0 -2,730 2 
Egypt -6,250 0 -5,155 0 -7,222 0 
Iraq -11,118 0 NA NA NA NA 
Kuwait -9,619 0 -10,677 0 -8,177 0 
Oman -12,499 1 -7,889 1 -7,465 0 
Qatar -13,756 0 -2,784 3 -8,871 0 
S. Arabia -14,285 1 -6,540 0 -9,978 0 
U.A.E. -25,476 0 -0,085 0 -4,914 1 
Table 21 DF-GLS test, Oil-exporters countries 
Having secured the 
stationarity of the examined 
variables, I proceed further 
with the ARIMA-GARCH 
process, in order to obtain the 
conditional variance from the 
I(1) natural logarithms of 
WTI prices, hence the oil volatility in a linear and a non-linear perspective. It follows a 
brief description of this procedure while the results are cited in the Appendix. The 
methodology is followed accordingly and is similar to all countries investigation, as I 
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The ARIMA-GARCH modeling  
The implementation of ARIMA modeling process implies the utilization of natural 
logarithms of integrated time series, in order to come up with the optimal model that will 
be applied in a GARCH-M and an EGARCH-M, respectively. So, the oil price volatility in 
a symmetric and asymmetric way will have be obtained.  
Initially, the usage of EViews was crucial since it provided to me the optimal components 
of the ARIMA (p,i,q) model in order to point out the appropriate empirical analysis. Hence, 
the add-in of automatic ARIMA selection signalized in each occasion the necessary 
information that was implemented afterwards step by step. For example, as far as the daily 
data is concerned, for the case of U.A.E, the add-in function indicates an ARIMA (8, 1, 8), 
or an AR(1 to 8) and MA(1 to 8) on the lagged I(1) values of oil prices. In particular, the 
conditional standard deviation of the error term is introduced in the ARCH-M component 
of the GARCH model. So, I applied into a GARCH-M or EGARCH-M model an ARIMA 
(8, 1, 8) with the first differences of oil prices as the dependent variable. As a result, the 
conditional volatility of oil prices is acquired in time series. The results are cited in the 
tables 33 and 34 at the Appendix while further information about the rest countries of each 
analysis is provided upon request. 
This procedure has been followed similarly, during the 
whole empirical analysis, both for the linear and the 
non-linear way, in particular for the EGARCH-M, 
with the natural logarithms of the relative mean and 
variance equations. It is important to mention that the 
oil price volatility, hereon, it will be referred as oil 
volatility or exponential (exp.) oil volatility during all 
the econometric analysis and the results that are gone 
to be presented below. 
In the next part, I outline the potential relationship 
between the examined subjects, the oil volatility and 
the stock market returns among the MENA countries. 
ARIMA model selection 
Bahrain ( 1, 0, 1 ) 
Egypt ( 9, 1, 7) 
Iraq (10, 1, 9) 
Israel ( 7, 1, 10) 
Jordan (9, 1, 9 ) 
Kuwait ( 9, 1, 7 ) 
Lebanon (10, 1, 7) 
Morocco (10, 1, 4) 
Oman (7, 1, 10) 
Pakistan (7, 1, 10) 
Qatar (9, 1, 7 ) 
S. Arabia (10, 1, 7) 
Tunisia (10, 1, 8) 
Turkey (9, 1, 8 ) 
U.A.E. ( 8,1, 8 ) 
Table 22 ARIMA model selection, Daily data 




In this part, I tested the phenomenon of causality among the examined variables. In more 
details, I investigated into the Granger-Causality, as it is known, in one direction. Hence, 
regarding the daily data, I tested if the oil volatility Granger-causes the stock markets 
returns across the selected countries. In the monthly data analysis and its extended version, 
I tested if the examined endogenous variables cause the stock markets returns while the 
tables are cited in the Appendix at the end. In all analysis, the oil volatility is approached 
both in a linear and a non-linear manner while the Schwarz Information Criterion is chosen 
for the included lags. 
In all analysis, the null hypothesis of the Granger test is about no causality between the 
endogenous variables and the stock market returns in one direction way. The results follow. 
 In the bivariate regression of daily 
data, the null hypothesis of the 
Granger causality test states that 
the oil volatility and the 
exponential oil volatility do not 
Granger-cause the stock returns. In 
cases that the probability value is 
higher than value of the a, 
predetermined level, i.e. a= 0,05 or 
0,01, then the null hypothesis is 
failed to be rejected at the 
significance level of 5% or 1%, 
respectively. Otherwise, the 
examined oil volatility Granger-
causes the specific stock returns of 
each country, respectively. 





































































































Table 23 Granger-Causality tests- Daily Oil volatility and Stock 
Prices 
(* p-value and F-statistic are included)  
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imply that the stock returns are the result or the effect of the endogenous variables, hereon 
the oil price volatility. Granger causality could infer information content or precedence in 
relevance to the statistical significant coefficients in the regression.  
As it is depicted above, both in the linear and non-linear approach, the respective stock 
markets of Bahrain, Iraq, Lebanon, Tunisia and Turkey are not Granger-caused by oil price 
movements, since the null hypothesis does not be rejected. So, for example I could say that 
oil price volatility Granger-causes the stock market of Egypt since the p-value is 0,001, 
which is lower 0,001< 0,05 or 0,01, at the 5% or 1% significance level, respectively. So, 
for the rest of the countries, we can mention that Granger-causality runs one-way from oil 
volatility to stock market returns in different confidence intervals. 
In the multivariate regression of monthly data, I infer that the oil volatility Granger-causes 
in one-way direction, only, the stock markets of Bahrain, Jordan, Lebanon and Pakistan. 
Also, the exponential non-linear approach, indicate that the oil volatility Granger-causes in 
one-way the returns of Israel, Kuwait, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia stock markets. In both 
approaches, the rest of endogenous variables Granger-cause in one-way the stock returns, 
in many cases, as it is outlined from the tables in the Appendix.  
Finally, in the extended analysis, the stock market returns of Qatar, S. Arabia and U.A.E 
are Granger- caused by oil price volatility, in the linear approach, while these markets as 
well as the Oman stock market returns are one-way Granger-caused by oil price volatility 
in the significance level of 1%. 
To proceed, I decided to apply a more advanced and technically efficient approach to 
examine the relationship among the oil volatility and the stock markets, in order to 
improve and enhance my empirical results. This approach, the SEM modeling is 
presented below, as far as the daily data is concerned. 
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Structural Equations Models 
As it is above-mentioned in the Empirical Design, the SEM models are more efficient 
models in order to deal with missing data phenomena. The p-value of each estimated 
coefficient indicate whether a certain relationship exists between oil volatility and stock 
market returns. In more details, if the p-value is lower that the predetermined a-value= 
0.05, then I reject the null hypothesis of no relationship between oil volatility and stock 
returns for the confidence interval of 95%. Since I ran the three equations simultaneously 
as a system, I outlined the following results: 
At regard with the linear approach, in the case of Egypt, the coefficient’s C(22) p-
value=0,0003 is statistical significant. Therefore, there is a relationship between oil 
volatility and the stock market returns in Egypt. Accordingly, in Jordan, Oman, Saudi 
Arabia, Tunisia and U.A.E, the stock markets seem to be related with the oil volatility, 
since the p-value is statistical significant. For the rest of the countries, it seems that there 
is no statistical significant interaction among oil volatility and stock market returns. So, 
only six out of fifteen present interaction while I should mention that four of them are oil 
exporters, -Oman, S. Arabia, U.A.E (GCC)- and Egypt.  
Concerning the non-linear approach, it seems that there is an obvious differentiation. In 
respect with which group of countries present statistical significant relationship between 
stock returns and oil volatility, I may infer, from the table below, that all the examined 
countries are classified into that group, except from Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and  
Saudi Arabia. Last but not least, ten out of fifteen, in an asymmetric manner, are 
characterized by significant relationship while most of the countries of GCC are included 
except Saudi Arabia. Hence, the most of exporting countries of GCC and oil exporters as 
Egypt and Iraq, conclude into the previous outcome. 
To sum up, concerning the symmetric perspective, I may signalize that the stock markets 
of the countries-exporters, and mainly these which belong to GCC, are more interconnected 
with the oil price volatility. However, in the asymmetric approach this phenomenon is more 
complicated since almost all the examined oil-producers present interaction and oil 
importers, such as Morocco and Pakistan, treat with the same issue. Finally, the economic 
meaning of these results varies due to the omitted market fundamentals and other variables.  
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Obs.: 252 4564 1538 6044 4075 4636 4897 5342 5658 5835 4513 5259 3936 7146 3621 
System 
obs.: 
756 13692 4614 18132 12225 13908 14691 16026 16974 17505 13539 15777 11808 21438 10863 
ARIMA         
(p,q): 
(1.1) (9.7) (10.9) (7.10) (9.9) (9.7) (10.7) (10.4) (7.10) (7.10) (9.7) (10.7) (10.8) (9.8) (8.8) 
C(1) 0,0000 0,9877 0,5532 0,0038 0,9387 0,0075 0,6192 0,7592 0,0519 0,5011 0,7676 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,8468 
C(2) 0,0000 0,9998 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,7191 0,0696 0,6907 0,6494 0,0000 0,0001 0,9998 0,0000 
C(3) 0,0000 0,9777 0,9109 0,0000 0,0000 0,0022 0,0000 0,9681 0,0126 0,9320 0,0170 0,0000 0,0981 0,0010 0,0000 
C(4) 0,0000 0,9845 0,0000 0,0000 0,0008 0,0000 0,0000 0,0467 0,8046 0,2394 0,7324 0,0000 0,0361 0,2477 0,0000 
C(5) 0,0000 0,9561 0,8058 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,7146 0,0033 0,5103 0,0508 0,0000 0,3652 0,2512 0,0000 
C(6) 0,0000 0,9669 0,0403 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0404 0,0989 0,1451 0,1833 0,2852 0,2427 0,7906 0,0000 
C(7) 0,0000 0,9969 0,8326 0,0000 0,0002 0,0000 0,0000 0,8330 0,0989 0,9626 0,1692 0,0000 0,0463 0,0307 0,0000 
C(8) 0,1444 0,9918 0,9512 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,2815 0,6089 0,3570 0,7810 0,0000 0,7360 0,9913 0,0000 
C(9) - 0,9918 0,5916 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,9146 0,0179 0,6155 0,3286 0,0000 0,2402 0,2322 0,0000 
C(10) - 0,9994 0,6006 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0004 0,0001 0,0005 0,0000 0,0079 0,9720 0,0000 
C(11) - 0,9988 0,8114 0,0000 0,0000 0,5205 0,0000 0,9051 0,5570 0,6764 0,1939 0,0000 0,9579 0,8143 0,0000 
C(12) - 0,9973 0,3499 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,5962 0,1898 0,8067 0,8320 0,8584 0,0000 0,7092 0,0068 0,0000 
C(13) - 0,9843 0,9363 0,0000 0,0479 0,0000 0,0454 0,6641 0,5101 0,7906 0,0046 0,0000 0,7478 0,0000 0,0000 
C(14) - 0,9768 0,9025 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,4770 0,0000 0,0000 0,1673 0,0000 0,1400 0,3721 0,0603 
C(15) - 0,9222 0,7839 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,8227 0,3952 0,5375 0,0085 0,0000 0,2555 0,0001 0,0000 
C(16) - 0,9693 0,8349 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0271 0,3604 0,0707 0,8785 0,0000 0,7014 0,1870 0,0000 
C(17) - 0,9295 0,8739 0,0000 0,0000 0,0947 0,0000 0,0001 0,3713 0,6797 0,1856 0,0000 0,2033 0,0057 0,0000 
C(18) - 0,9846 0,8858 0,0000 0,0000 0,3100 0,0000 0,4841 0,3489 0,3128 0,0000 0,0000 0,5177 0,0103 0,0228 
C(19) - 0,0000 0,8815 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,3983 0,0050 0,0007 0,0000 0,2031 0,9978 0,0000 
C(20) - 0,0000 0,6421 0,0006 0,0000 0,0000 0,0002 0,9711 0,0001 0,0002 0,6712 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 
C(21) - 0,0000 0,8307 0,0000 0,0005 0,0000 0,0000 - 0,0008 0,6850 0,0000 0,0000 0,0227 0,0000 0,0000 
C(22) - 0,0003 0,0864 0,0000 0,0000 1,0000 0,0000 - 0,0000 0,0000 0,9342 0,0000 0,7467 0,0000 0,0479 
C(23) - - 0,9978 0,324 0,0000 - 0,5926 - 0,0075 0,7633 - 0,0011 0,0000 1,0000 - 
C(24) - - 0,0000 - 0,0000 - - - - - - - 0,0016 - - 
















75242,35 53990,12 185560,2 59699,77 
Avg. Log 
Likelihood 
5,7496 14,5949 3,9104 4,5555 4,6396 20,0956 4,6368 4,4587 4,4261 4,2509 4,1552 4,7691 4,5723 8,6557 5,4957 
Table 24 SEM model, Symmetric approach 
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Obs.: 252 4564 1538 6044 4075 4636 4897 5342 5658 5835 4513 5259 3936 7146 3621 
 System 
obs.: 
756 13692 4614 18132 12225 13908 14691 16026 16974 17505 13539 15777 11808 21438 10863 
ARIMA 
(p,q): 
(1.1) (9.7) (10.9) (7.10) (9.9) (9.7) (10.7) (10.4) (7.10) (7.10) (9.7) (10.7) (10.8) (9.8) (8.8) 
C(1) 0,0000 0,9877 0,6513 0,0050 0,9769 0,0000 0,6496 0,8779 0,0423 0,6729 0,5520 0,0000 0,0000 0,0936 0,1033 
C(2) 0,0000 0,9998 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,1917 0,0810 0,1942 0,0167 0,0000 0,0001 0,0000 0,0000 
C(3) 0,0000 0,9889 0,8223 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,9551 0,0097 0,9203 0,0113 0,0000 0,0481 0,0006 0,0000 
C(4) 0,0000 0,9843 0,0000 0,0000 0,0019 0,7064 0,0000 0,6163 0,8020 0,7543 0,2019 0,0000 0,0073 0,0000 0,0000 
C(5) 0,0000 0,9559 0,8038 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,7091 0,0031 0,5109 0,0279 0,0000 0,3319 0,0000 0,0000 
C(6) 0,0000 0,9662 0,0406 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,1029 0,1051 0,2462 0,2880 0,4426 0,3410 0,0003 0,0108 
C(7) 0,0000 0,9969 0,8358 0,0000 0,0006 0,0000 0,0000 0,7905 0,1034 0,9284 0,1526 0,0000 0,0518 0,0000 0,0000 
C(8) 0,0000 0,9919 0,8107 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,4414 0,5976 0,4021 0,9917 0,0000 0,6954 0,0000 0,0000 
C(9) 0,0660 0,9920 0,5973 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,8509 0,0210 0,6369 0,2784 0,0000 0,2116 0,0000 0,0000 
C(10) - 0,9994 0,6182 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0001 0,0004 0,0002 0,0006 0,0000 0,0006 0,0000 0,0000 
C(11) - 0,9988 0,8102 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,8679 0,5525 0,7229 0,1138 0,0000 0,8429 0,0000 0,0000 
C(12) - 0,9973 0,5168 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,4748 0,1185 0,7882 0,8038 0,8536 0,0000 0,8635 0,0000 0,0000 
C(13) - 0,9839 0,9284 0,0000 0,0662 0,0000 0,0636 0,7252 0,4997 0,8546 0,0047 0,0000 0,5875 0,0000 0,0229 
C(14) - 0,9761 0,8803 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,3841 0,0000 0,0000 0,1478 0,0000 0,2290 0,0000 0,0000 
C(15) - 0,9210 0,7815 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,7000 0,3123 0,5746 0,0071 0,0000 0,2510 0,0073 0,0000 
C(16) - 0,9690 0,9576 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0003 0,4332 0,0816 0,9711 0,0000 0,6881 0,0000 0,0000 
C(17) - 0,9288 0,8871 0,0000 0,0000 0,1285 0,0000 0,0000 0,3801 0,6970 0,1602 0,0000 0,1771 0,5653 0,0000 
C(18) - 0,9845 0,8510 0,0000 0,0000 0,0194 0,0000 0,6975 0,2733 0,2877 0,0000 0,0000 0,2879 0,0000 0,0000 
C(19) - 1,0000 0,8824 0,0000 0,0000 
10000,00
00 
0,0000 0,6773 0,2657 0,0003 0,0000 0,0000 0,1952 0,0000 0,0000 
C(20) - 0,2200 0,5613 0,0000 0,0011 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0053 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 
C(21) - 0,0177 0,9658 0,0000 1,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0029 0,0079 0,0770 0,4850 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 
C(22) - 0,0000 0,0067 0,0087 0,8889 0,0000 0,0000 - 0,3194 0,0278 0,0000 0,0000 0,7562 0,0000 0,0000 
C(23) - 0,7774 0,9541 0,0000 0,3979 0,0210 0,0000 - 0,0000 0,0000 0,0691 0,0000 0,5049 0,0000 0,0356 
C(24) - - 0,9774 0,0094 0,7986 - 0,8041 - 0,0334 0,0035 - 0,3113 0,0000 0,0000 - 
C(25) - - 0,0000 - 0,8991 - - - - - - - 0,0000 - - 










40576,4 126003,9 71453,2 75146,2 78955,9 78704,3 
58984,
7 





5,7561 2,4246 4,1275 4,7884 3,3191 9,0598 4,8637 4,6890 4,6516 4,4961 4,3567 5,0148 4,8246 9,0816 4,9373 
Table 25 SEM model, Asymmetric approach 
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Vector Autoregressive Models 
In this segment, the specific goal is to investigate into the relationship among the variables 
while simultaneously, the quantification of this relation is expected. The results are 
depicted at the following tables, which include the estimated coefficients, the standard 
errors and the t-statistic. As a rule of thumb, if the estimated value of t-statistic is higher 
than 2, then the coefficient is statistical significant nevertheless what is its magnitude. 
This analysis includes three different modeling procedures of VAR’s. Firstly, the bivariate 
VAR which includes as endogenous variables, on the one hand, the oil volatility and the 
stock returns, while on the other hand, the exponential oil volatility and the stock returns. 
Therefore, I cover both the linear and non-linear approach of investigation. Secondly, the 
multivariate with the rest of variables while the third one, is the extended version of oil 
producers countries, i.e. the GCC countries, Egypt and Iraq with the proxy variable of oil 
production. 
Daily Data 
According to the findings presented below at the table 26, i.e. the bivariate VAR, the oil 
volatility interact into few stock markets, such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia in a statistical 
significant way (t-stat>2) while the estimated coefficients are definitely low for the first 
lag order. At the same time, six out fifteen estimated coefficients present negative sign 
which corresponds to negative relationship among oil volatility and stock returns even if 
they are statistical significant. Namely, these are: Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Oman, Pakistan 
and Saudi Arabia. 
On the contrary, based on the results, the exponential oil volatility is related to the first lag 
order stock returns of Oman, Saudi Arabia and U.A.E stock markets whereas the 
coefficients are low too. The majority of them present negative sign, nine out of fifteen, 
while six of them, namely Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Qatar and Tunisia indicate 
positive relationship among oil price movements and stock returns but statistically they are 
not significant. All these findings are presented below, at the right-hand side (II) while the 
results for the linear approach are presented at the left-hand side (I).  
Overall, the results of the bivariate VAR model indicate some statistical significance 
among the examined variables but the estimated parameters are too low. 
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Table 26 Bivariate VAR models, Daily data 
Bahrain 







-0,06327 -0,00162 -0,06344 -0,00137 







-0,06336 -0,00162 -0,06324 -0,00137 
[ 1,45085] [-0,07981] [ 1,53655] [ 0,80293] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-3,39869 1,11230 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-5,33631 1,03664 
-2,45226 -0,06279 -2,9478 -0,06365 
[-1,38594] [ 17,7157] [-1,81026] [ 16,2877] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
3,71176 -0,15040 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
5,48540 -0,06573 
-2,41199 -0,06175 -2,92087 -0,06306 





-0,0006 -0,00001 -0,00063 1.4E-05 
[-1,34939] [ 1,98568] [-1,02648] [ 1,64613] 
R-squared 0,02390 0,95159 R-squared 0,02743 0,95536 
F-statistic 1,50583 1208,889 F-statistic 1,73452 1316,215 
Egypt 






0,191152  0,00000624 
-0,01481  0,0000098 -0,0148  0,000008 






-0.018958  0,00000257 
-0,01482  0,0000098 -0,0148  0,000008 
[-1.31011] [-0,84547] [-1,28096] [ 0,32027] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-2.262.182 1,02392 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-4,59908 1,01099 
-2,22351 -0,01471 -2,72400 0,0148 
[-1,01739] [ 69,6243] [-1.68836] [ 68,3332] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
0,990139 -0,040046 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
3,03037 -0,023817 
-2,22222 0,01470 -2,72346 0,01479 
[ 0,44556] [-2,72464] [ 1,11269] [-1,61008] 
C 
0,001278  1.11E-05 
C 
0,001428  0,0000008 
-0,00037  2.4E-06 -0,00038  0,00000026 
[ 3,48717] [ 4,56181] [ 3,73812] [ 4,00545] 
R-squared 0,039293 0,971779 R-squared 0,040052 0,975468 
F-statistic 46,585 39221,04 F-statistic 47,61602 45379,08 
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Iraq 









-0,02548 -0,00003 -0,02548 -0,00003 







-0,02548 -0,00003 -0,02548 -0,00003 
[-0,22206] [ 0,20199] [-0,22150] [ 0,83926] 
Oil 
volatility    
(-1) 
-11,75505 1,02575 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-1,23471 0,98399 
-21,10390 -0,02546 -21,766 -0,02548 




10,81168 -0,04148 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
1,09542 0,00089 
-21,10310 -0,02546 -21,765 -0,02548 





-0,00244 0,00000 -0,00264 0,00000 
[ 0,60953] [ 2,57255] [ 0,67450] [ 2,62962] 
R-squared  0.000340 0,97009 R-squared 0,00039 0,96994 
F-statistic  0.131128 12487,39 F-statistic 0,14852 12423,92 
Israel 









-0,01286 -0,00009 -0,01286 -0,00009 







-0,01285 -0,00009 -0,01286 -0,00009 
[ 0,60040] [-2,66178] [ 0,56127] [-0,45824] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
4,63936 0,95060 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-1,22270 0,95592 
-1,90646 -0,01285 -1,90937 -0,01286 
[ 2,43349] [ 73,9561] [-0,64037] [ 74,3592] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
-5,61000 0,03806 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-0,02436 0,02916 
-1,90593 -0,01285 -1,90857 -0,01285 





-0,00024 0,00000 -0,00026 0,00000 
[ 4,01146] [ 4,19504] [ 4,36926] [ 5,12085] 
R-squared 0,00522 0,97724 R-squared 0,00452 0,97043 

















-0,01562 -0,00023 -0,01561 -0,00016 







-0,01560 -0,00023 -0,01560 -0,00016 




-1,91970 1,03527 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-3,85600 0,95358 
-1,07795 -0,01564 -1,51253 -0,01564 




1,02838 -0,05189 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
2,85736 0,03459 
-1,07871 -0,01566 -1,51280 -0,01564 





-0,00019 0,00000 -0,00020 0,00000 
[ 4,06541] [ 4,12382] [ 3,94687] [ 3,63357] 
R-squared 0,05753 0,96885 R-squared 0,05743 0,97630 
F-statistic 62,21279 31703,84 F-statistic 62,10106 41982,57 
Kuwait 









-0,01467 0,00000 -0,01468 -0,00015 







-0,01468 0,00000 -0,01468 -0,00015 




-4,31812 0,93906 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-1,52997 0,94937 
-1,93034 -0,01467 -1,41268 -0,01467 




2,85075 0,04255 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
0,10662 0,03955 
-1,92999 -0,01467 -1,41254 -0,01467 





-0,00025 0,00000 -0,00020 0,00000 
[ 4,37709] [ 5,62337] [ 6,33032] [ 3,80935] 
R-squared 0,01902 0,96346 R-squared 0,02442 0,97781 
F-statistic 0,01818 0,96343 F-statistic 29,01233 51070,61 
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Lebanon 









-0,01430 -0,00014 -0,01430 -0,00014 







-0,01430 -0,00014 -0,01430 -0,00014 
[-0,17400] [ 1,16876] [-0,18555] [ 1,83570] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-1,10269 0,90304 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
0,85637 0,93194 
-1,47809 -0,01425 -1,49005 -0,01428 
[-0,74603] [ 63,3788] [ 0,57472] [ 65,2800] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
1,20960 0,08413 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-0,53659 0,05185 
-1,47805 -0,01425 -1,49010 -0,01428 





-0,00022 0,00000 -0,00023 0,00000 
[-0,18687] [ 3,87404] [-0,76464] [ 4,66547] 
R-squared 0,02390 0,97246 R-squared 0,02405 0,96626 
F-statistic 29,93307 43172,71 F-statistic 30,12893 35,008,22 
Morocco 









-0,01367 -0,00024 -0,01367 -0,00020 







-0,01367 -0,00024 -0,01367 -0,00020 




0,66075 0,99513 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-0,64035 0,94627 
-0,76804 -0,01368 -0,94772 -0,01368 




-1,02677 -0,01507 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
0,18935 0,03620 
-0,76808 -0,01369 -0,94784 -0,01368 





-0,00014 0,00000 -0,00015 0,00000 
[ 3,24283] [ 5,25805] [ 3,30970] [ 5,05929] 
R-squared 0,05878 0,96107 R-squared 0,05867 0,96389 
F-statistic 83,34891 32952,72 F-statistic 83,19117 35630,24 
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Oman 









-0,01329 -0,00013 -0,01329 -0,00013 







-0,01328 -0,00013 -0,01329 -0,00013 




-3,24905 0,94083 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-0,44149 0,94911 
-1,37159 -0,01328 -1,37216 -0,01328 




2,56688 0,04566 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-0,84392 0,03387 
-1,37083 -0,01327 -1,37118 -0,01327 





-0,00019 0,00000 -0,00021 0,00000 
[ 3,32660] [ 4,49191] [ 4,84301] [ 5,12616] 
R-squared 0,03258 0,97334 R-squared 0,03443 0,96501 
F-statistic 47,66097 51665,82 F-statistic 50,46857 39035,67 
Pakistan 









-0,01307 -0,00010 -0,01308 -0,00007 







-0,01307 -0,00010 -0,01307 -0,00007 
[ 2,71898] [ 0,09050] [ 2,73728] [-0,32188] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
3,04334 0,97818 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
1,03017 1,02158 
-1,75010 -0,01309 -2,46187 -0,01308 
[ 1,73895] [ 74,7369] [ 0,41845] [ 78,1030] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
-4,05003 0,00431 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-2,08705 -0,03582 
-1,75009 -0,01309 -2,46179 -0,01308 





-0,00028 0,00000 -0,00030 0,00000 
[ 3,90961] [ 5,14112] [ 3,56666] [ 5,08062] 
R-squared 0,02274 0,96538 R-squared 0,02166 0,97300 
F-statistic 33,95868 40700,12 F-statistic 32,31742 52587,14 
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Qatar 









-0,01467 -0,00011 -0,01466 -0,00008 







-0,01467 -0,00011 -0,01466 -0,00008 
[-11,6498] [ 1,26744] [-11,9009] [ 0,26589] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-1,22302 0,99880 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-0,64040 1,01212 
-1,95582 -0,01489 -2,76129 -0,01488 
[-0,62532] [ 67,0809] [-0,23192] [ 68,0129] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
0,51515 -0,01654 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-1,47650 -0,02466 
-1,95566 -0,01489 -2,76192 -0,01488 





-0,00036 0,00000 -0,00038 0,00000 
[ 2,75380] [ 4,55621] [ 4,95029] [ 4,01450] 
R-squared 0,03615 0,96512 R-squared 0,04031 0,97535 
F-statistic 42,31343 31219,33 F-statistic 47,39544 44653,79 
Saudi Arabia 









-0,01379 -0,00013 -0,01379 -0,00009 







-0,01379 -0,00013 -0,01379 -0,00009 
[-1,24211] [-0,18597] [-1,16666] [ 0,30518] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
0,41448 1,01604 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
3,09060 0,95635 
-1,44834 -0,01378 -2,07786 -0,01378 
[ 0,28618] [ 73,7178] [ 1,48739] [ 69,4260] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
0,52812 -0,03878 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-2,13509 0,02607 
-1,44806 -0,01378 -2,07612 -0,01376 





-0,00028 0,00000 -0,00031 0,00000 
[-1,43383] [ 5,60561] [-1,16166] [ 5,16967] 
R-squared 0,00762 0,95720 R-squared 0,00721 0,965425 
F-statistic 10,08863 29389,73 F-statistic 9,54884 36696,96 
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Tunisia 









-0,01593 -0,00030 -0,01593 -0,00028 







-0,01593 -0,00030 -0,01593 -0,00028 
[ 1,43714] [-1,00287] [ 1,45461] [-0,22214] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
0,84519 1,00079 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-0,17868 1,00942 
-0,83278 -0,01593 -0,90595 -0,01594 
[ 1,01489] [ 62,8116] [-0,19723] [ 63,3439] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
-0,91994 -0,01390 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
0,06096 -0,02234 
-0,83278 -0,01593 -0,90597 -0,01594 





-0,00012 0,00000 -0,00013 0,00000 
[ 2,88694] [ 3,41698] [ 2,94665] [ 3,73247] 
R-squared 0,04979 0,97434 R-squared 0,04961 0,97493 
F-statistic 51,57846 37371,41 F-statistic 51,37967 38274,86 
Turkey 








 0.086483 -0.000102 
-0,01183 0,00000 -0,01183 -0,00005 







-0,01183 0,00000 -0,01183 -0,00005 
[ 0,38410] [-0,83910] [ 0,37972] [-0,08295] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
8,91907,4 0,94759 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
1,87481 1,00515 
-1,34687 -0,01183 -2,59884 -0,01183 
[ 0,66221] [ 80,1297] [ 0,72140] [ 84,9425] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
-1,32941 0,02145 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-2,42396 -0,02408 
-1,34688 -0,01183 -2,59883 -0,01183 





-0,00043 0,00000 -0,00043 0,00000 
[ 3,64395] [ 7,26245] [ 3,43792] [ 5,87723] 
R-squared 0,00800 0,93791 R-squared 0,00790 0,96349 
F-statistic 14,40276 26993,73 F-statistic 14,20998 47101,97 
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U.A.E. 











-0,01661 -0,00015 -0,01660 -0,00011 







-0,01662 -0,00015 -0,01661 -0,00011 
[-1,22299] [ 1,40200] [-1,13602] [ 1,68789] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-0,04614 1,05090 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
7,58402 0,93143 
-1,80560 -0,01658 -2,57381 -0,01659 
[-0,02555] [ 63,3846] [ 2,94661] [ 56,1281] 
Oil volatility 
(-2) 
-0,81504 -0,06336 Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-2) 
-8,76106 0,05947 
-1,80567 -0,01658 -2,57179 -0,01658 





-0,00026 0,00000 -0,00028 0,00000 
[ 3,28946] [ 3,19815] [ 3,55248] [ 2,94109] 
R-squared 0,03414 0,97632 R-squared 0,03729 0,98150 
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Monthly data 
In this section, I introduced the rest of the endogenous variables which are available on 
monthly frequency, i.e. the first logarithmic differences of CPI, Foreign exchange rates, 
Interest rates and Market capitalization. The monthly oil volatility is obtained accordingly 
with the previous part, through the ARIMA-GARCH procedure. Also, the lag-length 
criteria is applied to the models (SIC). 
Table 27 ARIMA model selection, Monthly data 
 The automatic ARIMA selection add-in, indicate to 
me the optimal and more appropriate model, as it is 
described before. The table below illustrates the results 
of this procedure. It includes the components of AR, 
MA, SAR and SMA for the I(1) natural logarithms of 
WTI oil prices. In more details, it corresponds to the 
Autoregressive and Moving Average components as 
the Seasonal Autoregressive and Seasonal Moving 
Average terms, which are included into the equations 
at the ARIMA-GARCH procedure.  
The results of the multivariate VAR’s are cited below at the tables 11, divided into two 
groups, i.e. (I) for linear, and (II) for non-linear approach. 
According to the group (I) of the tables 28, hence in the symmetric approach, the oil 
volatility seems to interact in a statistical significant way in the first lag order, only with 
the stock returns of Lebanon, which coefficient is negative (-0.037). The rest of coefficients 
are not statistical significant, i.e. t-statistic<2 in absolute values. Furthermore, two out of 
fifteen coefficients present negative signs while the majority of them indicate positive but 
small relationship. Regarding the CPI and IR returns, none of the coefficients are statistical 
significant. The FX returns are statistical significant only for the stock returns equation of 
U.A.E, in particular equal to -0.00073. Concerning the Market capitalization returns, they 
are related to the stock returns of Bahrain and U.A.E in a statistically significant and 
positive manner (Omani stock returns are slightly correlated with the market capitalization 
returns, t-stat=1.99).   
ARIMA model selection 
Bahrain ( 3, 2, 0, 12 ) 
Egypt ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Iraq        ( 2, 2, 0, 6  ) 
Israel ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Jordan ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Kuwait ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Lebanon ( 3, 2, 0, 12 ) 
Morocco ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Oman ( 4, 2, 12, 0 ) 
Pakistan ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Qatar ( 3, 2, 0, 12 ) 
S. Arabia ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Tunisia ( 3, 0, 0, 12 ) 
Turkey ( 1, 0, 0, 12 ) 
U.A.E ( 3, 2, 0, 12 ) 
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As it is observed at the group (II) of the tables 28, the exponential oil volatility has 
statistical significant relationship with the stock returns of Jordan (t-stat=2.268). However, 
the estimated coefficient is almost zero. Consequently, the majority of the parameters of 
the asymmetric oil price movements, are statistical insignificant with ten of them having 
negative interaction with the stock returns. Concerning the returns of FX rates, the U.A.E 
present a statistical significant (t-stat=2.435>2) relation with the stock returns (-0.00074). 
All the rest do not present significant relationship. Also, the interaction between the returns 
of Interest rates and stock returns seems to be no significant while eight of them present 
negative signs. At last, the Market capitalization coefficients which are statistical 
significant are the following: Bahrain, Lebanon, Oman and U.A.E equal to 0.722, 1.065, 
0.652 and 1.184 respectively. It is important to refer that only in the cases of Qatar and 
Turkey the Market capitalization presents negative relation with the stock markets. 
 Overall, I could infer that there is no statistical significant relationship among the oil 
volatility, both for the linear and non-linear approach, with the stock market returns, except 
from the abovementioned cases, these of Lebanon and Jordan, respectively, which 
constitute the heaviest net oil importing countries. 
The oil-exporters analysis 
In this part, the empirical analysis follows the respective methodology for the GCC 
countries, Egypt and Iraq, which are eight oil producers and oil exporters as countries. The 
only differentiation with the previous part, is that I incorporate the variable of Oil 
Production in monthly frequency data. The results are cited into the tables at the Appendix. 
According to the estimation outputs of symmetric approach, there is one-way direction 
Granger-causality between oil volatility and stock returns of Qatar, Saudi Arabia and 
U.A.E. Also, the oil production variable, Granger-causes the stock returns in Iraq, Qatar 
and Saudi Arabia. Regarding the results from the VAR models, no significant relationship 
between oil and stock returns at all, neither oil volatility or oil production. Also, the returns 
of Market capitalization indicate statistical significant relation with stock returns in the 
cases of Oman and U.A.E. All the rest estimated coefficients are statistical no significant. 
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After taking into account the results of asymmetric approach, I can infer that there is 
Granger-causality of one-way direction at regard with Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and 
U.A.E. Furthermore, it is obvious that the Egyptian stock market is statistically correlated 
with the oil price movements of the order of 0.021. The rest of countries present no 
statistical relation. Also, the oil production determinant does not affect the stock returns at 
all. Regarding the CPI, FX rates and Interest rates, their returns do not present similarly 
statistical significant relation with the stock returns while the U.A.E Market capitalization 
indicate significant relationship (0.887) with the stock returns of first lag order. 
In the Appendix, they are included tables concerning this analysis. In more details, tables 
of Descriptive Statistics, Granger-Causality tests, the VAR’s model, the Impulse 
Responses Function graphs and the Variance Decompositions. In case of further 
information, details are given upon request. 
To sum up, there is no statistical significant relationship among oil volatility and stock 
prices, both symmetrically and asymmetrically, except from the case of Egyptian stock 
market. The existing interpretation of the results are under the spectrum of the statistics. 
However, the economic nature of the findings are substantially meaningful since further 
information about the market fundamentals is necessary but not available for the set of 
examined countries.   
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Table 28 Multivariate VAR models, Monthly data 
Bahrain 
(I)  Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,16030 0,00577 -0,01836 -0,00171 -0,13181 0,71060 
-0,11934 -0,00660 -0,03227 -0,00216 -0,10007 -0,33084 




2,69019 0,49030 0,47701 -0,02347 -0,99449 1,01343 
-2,17096 -0,11998 -0,58710 -0,03927 -1,82034 -6,01826 
[ 1,23917] [ 4,08641] [ 0,81248] [-0,59778] [-0,54632] [ 0,16839] 
CPI 
returns    (-
1) 
0,11482 0,02593 -0,09751 -0,00118 -0,48770 -1,97406 
-0,41300 -0,02283 -0,11169 -0,00747 -0,34630 -1,14491 
[ 0,27800] [ 1,13584] [-0,87302] [-0,15840] [-1,40832] [-1,72420] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
1,18143 0,02052 -0,40170 -0,60181 -1,31560 -2,44072 
-6,40058 -0,35374 -1,73092 -0,11577 -5,36685 -1,77435 
[ 0,18458] [ 0,05802] [-0,23207] [-5,19822] [-0,24513] [-1,37556] 
IR returns   
(-1) 
0,23622 -0,00538 -0,00443 -0,00088 -0,01602 0,20609 
-0,09892 -0,00547 -0,02675 -0,00179 -0,08294 -0,27422 
[ 2,38809] [-0,98412] [-0,16576] [-0,49126] [-0,19319] [ 0,75156] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,06654 0,00312 0,00621 -0,00035 0,01975 -0,41405 
-0,04476 -0,00247 -0,01210 -0,00081 -0,03753 -0,12408 
[ 1,48656] [ 1,25944] [ 0,51304] [-0,43733] [ 0,52625] [-3,33707] 
C 
-0,01385 0,00297 0,00271 0,00014 -0,00453 -0,00250 
-0,01102 -0,00061 -0,00298 -0,00020 -0,00924 -0,03055 
[-1,25660] [ 4,88337] [ 0,90825] [ 0,71743] [-0,49060] [-0,08173] 
R-squared 0,25933 0,47063 0,13039 0,31500 0,11024 0,25643 
F-statistic 2,15909 5,48242 0,92463 2,83579 0,76403 2,12670 
Bahrain 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,18209 0,00676 -0,01737 -0,00195 -0,13391 0,72276 
-0,11788 -0,00692 -0,03145 -0,00213 -0,09822 -0,32448 
[ 1,54471] [ 0,97612] [-0,55231] [-0,91514] [-1,36339] [ 2,22746] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
2,06766 0,20388 0,58249 -0,00053 -0,74790 3,42270 
-1,97958 -0,11622 -0,52815 -0,03579 -1,64943 -5,44894 
[ 1,04450] [ 1,75433] [ 1,10289] [-0,01477] [-0,45343] [ 0,62814] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,14273 -0,00705 -0,10398 -0,00104 -0,45501 -1,82724 
-0,42141 -0,02474 -0,11243 -0,00762 -0,35113 -1,15996 
[ 0,33870] [-0,28486] [-0,92482] [-0,13678] [-1,29586] [-1,57527] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
1,06570 0,05064 -0,26410 -0,60002 -1,75067 -2,51027 
-6,39471 -0,37542 -1,70611 -0,11560 -5,32822 -1,76019 
[ 0,16665] [ 0,13490] [-0,15480] [-5,19052] [-0,32857] [-1,42613] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,22450 0,00283 0,01477 -0,00046 -0,06354 0,16195 
-0,09353 -0,00549 -0,02495 -0,00169 -0,07793 -0,25744 
[ 2,40039] [ 0,51489] [ 0,59200] [-0,27136] [-0,81530] [ 0,62909] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,07019 0,00032 0,00677 -0,00037 0,01927 -0,40851 
-0,04499 -0,00264 -0,01200 -0,00081 -0,03748 -0,12383 
[ 1,56023] [ 0,12034] [ 0,56432] [-0,45274] [ 0,51404] [-3,29904] 
C 
-0,01228 0,00333 -0,00322 0,00003 0,00920 0,00750 
-0,01254 -0,00074 -0,00335 -0,00023 -0,01045 -0,03453 
[-0,97904] [ 4,52420] [-0,96141] [ 0,12244] [ 0,88058] [ 0,21706] 
R-squared 0,25325 0,11236 0,14665 0,31018 0,11419 0,26090 
F-statistic 2,09139 0,78063 1,05978 2,77286 0,79493 2,17676 
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Egypt 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
-0,39149 0,00000 -0,02150 0,00923 -0,07695 0,01192 
-0,24966 0,00000 -0,02473 -0,05480 -0,10605 -0,16487 




-6,22766 -0,06487 -1,30417 -1,32018 9,17148 4,94067 
-9,29900 -0,13588 -9,21097 -2,04122 -3,95014 -6,14088 
[-0,66971] [-0,47739] [-1,41589] [-0,64676] [ 0,23218] [ 0,08046] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-1,01671 0,00000 0,04301 -0,15561 -0,58847 -0,32813 
-1,38919 0,00000 -0,13760 -0,30494 -0,59011 -0,91739 
[-0,73187] [-0,60889] [ 0,31257] [-0,51029] [-0,99721] [-0,35767] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-1,42630 0,00000 0,13275 -0,08762 0,37557 -1,26555 
-1,03008 0,00000 -0,10203 -0,22611 -0,43757 -0,68025 
[-1,38464] [ 1,20343] [ 1,30101] [-0,38751] [ 0,85831] [-1,86043] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,25994 0,00000 0,02172 0,05278 0,29521 0,14632 
-0,32505 0,00000 -0,03220 -0,07135 -0,13808 -0,21465 
[ 0,79971] [ 0,37750] [ 0,67450] [ 0,73975] [ 2,13798] [ 0,68163] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,58588 0,00000 0,05551 -0,01084 0,02189 -0,00784 
-0,34388 0,00000 -0,03406 -0,07549 -0,14608 -0,22709 
[ 1,70374] [ 0,47544] [ 1,62958] [-0,14365] [ 0,14982] [-0,03454] 
C 
0,14319 0,00000 0,02644 0,03606 0,02764 0,00679 
-0,12361 0,00000 -0,01224 -0,02713 -0,05251 -0,08163 
[ 1,15835] [ 6,35256] [ 2,15917] [ 1,32912] [ 0,52629] [ 0,08319] 
R-squared 0,21688 0,19921 0,23957 0,20570 0,27991 0,14640 
F-statistic 1,13084 1,01582 1,28645 1,05743 1,58723 0,70034 
Egypt 
(II)   Stock returns Exp. Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
-0,38269 -0,00014 -0,01984 0,00991 -0,07750 0,01579 
-0,25042 -0,00054 -0,02492 -0,05507 -0,10698 -0,16528 
[-1,52819] [-0,25926] [-0,79614] [ 0,17990] [-0,72440] [ 0,09554] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-39,21952 -0,31921 -6,85164 -9,43702 -6,73559 9,21334 
-6,54405 -0,14016 -65,13270 -14,39040 -27,95600 -43,19110 
[-0,59932] [-2,27753] [-1,05195] [-0,65579] [-0,24093] [ 0,21332] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-0,95777 -0,00057 0,04112 -0,13425 -0,46363 -0,35550 
-1,38066 -0,00296 -0,13742 -0,30361 -0,58981 -0,91124 
[-0,69370] [-0,19117] [ 0,29925] [-0,44218] [-0,78606] [-0,39012] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-1,42362 0,00272 0,13641 -0,09094 0,34579 -1,24605 
-1,03466 -0,00222 -0,10298 -0,22752 -0,44201 -0,68288 
[-1,37593] [ 1,22753] [ 1,32459] [-0,39971] [ 0,78232] [-1,82469] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,24789 0,00059 0,01937 0,05008 0,29510 0,14647 
-0,32427 -0,00069 -0,03227 -0,07131 -0,13853 -0,21402 
[ 0,76443] [ 0,85379] [ 0,60008] [ 0,70229] [ 2,13026] [ 0,68435] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,57789 0,00032 0,05410 -0,01133 0,02163 -0,01186 
-0,34453 -0,00074 -0,03429 -0,07576 -0,14718 -0,22739 
[ 1,67732] [ 0,42756] [ 1,57774] [-0,14952] [ 0,14697] [-0,05218] 
C 
0,80367 0,01217 0,12967 0,16641 0,22931 -0,01728 
-0,84766 -0,00182 -0,08437 -0,18640 -0,36212 -0,55946 
[ 0,94810] [ 6,70488] [ 1,53691] [ 0,89272] [ 0,63323] [-0,03089] 
R-squared 0,21721 0,22610 0,23257 0,20320 0,27204 0,14773 
F-statistic 1,13306 1,19296 1,23745 1,04134 1,52592 0,70782 
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Iraq 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,01807 0,00001 -0,00152 0,00162 0,00326   
-0,12149 -0,00038 -0,00936 -0,00314 -0,01877 NA 




13,33169 1,11337 1,67403 0,31151 1,28575   
-17,83870 -0,05528 -1,37404 -0,46143 -2,75649 NA 
[ 0,74735] [ 20,1391] [ 1,21833] [ 0,67508] [ 0,46645]   
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-0,09787 0,00169 -0,03442 -0,08447 0,04262   
-1,65133 -0,00512 -0,12719 -0,04271 -0,25517 NA 
[-0,05927] [ 0,33090] [-0,27063] [-1,97744] [ 0,16702]   
FX returns   
(-1) 
2,09686 0,00656 0,08514 -0,38926 -0,70902   
-5,00297 -0,01550 -0,38536 -0,12941 -0,77307 NA 
[ 0,41912] [ 0,42306] [ 0,22093] [-3,00788] [-0,91714]   
IR returns    
(-1) 
0,03888 0,00357 -0,01660 0,00028 -0,03870   
-0,74196 -0,00230 -0,05715 -0,01919 -0,11465 NA 
[ 0,05240] [ 1,55250] [-0,29044] [ 0,01476] [-0,33753]   
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
       
NA NA NA NA NA NA 
       
C 
0,14319 0,00000 0,02644 0,03606 0,02764   
-0,12361 0,00000 -0,01224 -0,02713 -0,05251 NA 
[ 1,15835] [ 6,35256] [ 2,15917] [ 1,32912] [ 0,52629]   
R-squared 0,04829 0,97106 0,11753 0,23374 0,15584   
F-statistic 0,33486 221,41830 0,87900 2,01330 1,21842   
Iraq 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,02882 0,00008 0,00257 0,00261 0,00761   
-0,12366 -0,00032 -0,00979 -0,00320 -0,01906 NA 
[ 0,23303] [ 0,24149] [ 0,26253] [ 0,81408] [ 0,39926]   
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-30,35703 -0,29102 3,38545 0,80546 5,53041   
-42,07310 -0,11024 -3,32918 -1,08968 -6,48621 NA 
[-0,72153] [-2,63995] [ 1,01690] [ 0,73917] [ 0,85264]   
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,23040 -0,00349 0,03038 -0,07363 0,12379   
-1,63165 -0,00428 -0,12911 -0,04226 -0,25154 NA 
[ 0,14121] [-0,81674] [ 0,23532] [-1,74242] [ 0,49213]   
FX returns  
(-1) 
1,68698 0,00330 0,17934 -0,37147 -0,55963   
-5,08878 -0,01333 -0,40267 -0,13180 -0,78451 NA 
[ 0,33151] [ 0,24723] [ 0,44537] [-2,81851] [-0,71335]   
IR returns   
(-1) 
0,20241 0,00479 -0,00347 0,00143 -0,02247   
-0,74765 -0,00196 -0,05916 -0,01936 -0,11526 NA 
[ 0,27072] [ 2,44698] [-0,05861] [ 0,07406] [-0,19496]   
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
       
NA NA NA NA NA NA 
            
C 
0,10945 0,00731 -0,01842 -0,00603 -0,02456   
-0,29916 -0,00078 -0,02367 -0,00775 -0,04612 NA 
[ 0,36587] [ 9,32200] [-0,77828] [-0,77772] [-0,53261]   
R-squared 0,03594 0,29290 0,05660 0,22184 0,14884   
F-statistic 0,24603 2,73387 0,39599 1,88151 1,15408   
 
70 | P a g e  
 
Israel 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
-0,00027 0,00465 0,01421 -0,10203 -0,47026 0,18108 
-0,17505 -0,00316 -0,01506 -0,08846 -0,47117 -0,22028 
[-0,00156] [ 1,46889] [ 0,94358] [-1,15343] [-0,99808] [ 0,82205] 
Oil 
volatility   
(-1) 
-3,18535 0,30977 -0,12689 5,22013 -1,63054 -11,30989 
-4,71350 -0,08515 -0,40560 -2,38182 -1,26868 -5,93141 
[-0,67579] [ 3,63777] [-0,31284] [ 2,19165] [-0,12852] [-1,90678] 
CPI 
returns    (-
1) 
0,46458 0,02968 0,30101 -0,71640 -1,08172 0,61975 
-0,99093 -0,01790 -0,08527 -0,50074 -2,66718 -1,24697 
[ 0,46883] [ 1,65803] [ 3,53009] [-1,43070] [-0,40557] [ 0,49701] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,02287 -0,00131 -0,03070 0,01844 -0,24304 -0,12773 
-0,25830 -0,00467 -0,02223 -0,13053 -0,69525 -0,32505 
[ 0,08855] [-0,28099] [-1,38117] [ 0,14130] [-0,34958] [-0,39296] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,02319 -0,00023 -0,00241 0,00395 0,26514 -0,02436 
-0,03144 -0,00057 -0,00271 -0,01589 -0,08462 -0,03956 
[-0,73770] [-0,41100] [-0,88959] [ 0,24889] [ 3,13312] [-0,61572] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,18281 0,00080 -0,01802 0,02021 0,42751 0,08429 
-0,17332 -0,00313 -0,01491 -0,08758 -0,46652 -0,21811 
[ 1,05470] [ 0,25633] [-1,20826] [ 0,23070] [ 0,91639] [ 0,38645] 
C 
0,02726 0,00501 0,00189 -0,01190 -0,06123 0,06048 
-0,03084 -0,00056 -0,00265 -0,01559 -0,08301 -0,03881 
[ 0,88393] [ 8,99397] [ 0,71252] [-0,76325] [-0,73760] [ 1,55821] 
R-squared 0,13252 0,31366 0,16995 0,11381 0,28068 0,10924 
F-statistic 1,69309 5,06507 2,26921 1,42339 4,32477 1,35919 
Israel 
(II)  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
-0,03744 -0,01134 0,01052 -0,06356 -0,48537 0,10734 
-0,17941 -0,00706 -0,01526 -0,09139 -0,47339 -0,22685 
[-0,20870] [-1,60642] [ 0,68940] [-0,69544] [-1,02530] [ 0,47318] 
Exp.  Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-2,14818 0,84638 -0,26665 2,91219 0,77511 -4,85948 
-2,50873 -0,09873 -0,21340 -1,27796 -6,61954 -3,17205 
[-0,85628] [ 8,57259] [-1,24949] [ 2,27878] [ 0,11709] [-1,53197] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,24075 -0,02068 0,27358 -0,36055 -1,28693 0,11145 
-1,03895 -0,04089 -0,08838 -0,52925 -2,74137 -1,31365 
[ 0,23173] [-0,50580] [ 3,09560] [-0,68125] [-0,46945] [ 0,08484] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,06636 0,00237 -0,02759 -0,06271 -0,14237 0,00146 
-0,26006 -0,01023 -0,02212 -0,13247 -0,68618 -0,32881 
[ 0,25516] [ 0,23140] [-1,24719] [-0,47337] [-0,20748] [ 0,00444] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,02144 0,00028 -0,00150 0,00277 0,21557 -0,01906 
-0,03239 -0,00127 -0,00276 -0,01650 -0,08547 -0,04096 
[-0,66182] [ 0,22174] [-0,54286] [ 0,16794] [ 2,52208] [-0,46540] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,19025 0,00258 -0,01738 0,01575 0,44200 0,09323 
-0,17344 -0,00683 -0,01475 -0,08835 -0,45765 -0,21930 
[ 1,09690] [ 0,37835] [-1,17782] [ 0,17824] [ 0,96581] [ 0,42513] 
C 
0,00518 0,00192 0,00009 -0,00616 0,03811 0,00671 
-0,01312 -0,00052 -0,00112 -0,00668 -0,03461 -0,01658 
[ 0,39524] [ 3,71961] [ 0,08373] [-0,92253] [ 1,10108] [ 0,40440] 
R-squared 0,13412 0,73923 0,19037 0,10109 0,31001 0,10237 
F-statistic 1,71677 31,41934 2,60611 1,24644 4,97966 1,26397 
71 | P a g e  
 
Jordan 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
-0,01373 0,03335 -0,01027 -0,00445 -0,00245 0,12978 
-0,13307 -0,07227 -0,05362 -0,00348 -0,19453 -0,16855 




-0,39940 1,05338 -0,07738 -0,00087 0,03652 -0,49496 
-0,15707 -0,08530 -0,06329 -0,00411 -0,22962 -0,19894 
[-2,54279] [ 12,3493] [-1,22255] [-0,21197] [ 0,15905] [-2,48793] 
CPI 
returns    (-
1) 
-0,16892 -0,05318 -0,37017 -0,00138 0,09222 -0,43260 
-0,22054 -0,11977 -0,08887 -0,00577 -0,32241 -0,27934 
[-0,76593] [-0,44404] [-4,16518] [-0,23895] [ 0,28602] [-1,54864] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,04467 -0,38295 -0,27072 -0,69161 6,20896 -0,38525 
-3,22112 -1,74927 -1,29799 -0,08421 -4,70890 -4,07984 
[ 0,01387] [-0,21892] [-0,20857] [-8,21268] [ 1,31856] [-0,09443] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,02044 -0,00172 0,01066 -0,00135 0,06700 0,02028 
-0,05898 -0,03203 -0,02376 -0,00154 -0,08621 -0,07470 
[-0,34666] [-0,05358] [ 0,44863] [-0,87235] [ 0,77711] [ 0,27152] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,15586 -0,03283 0,03722 0,00055 0,08447 0,08988 
-0,10483 -0,05693 -0,04224 -0,00274 -0,15326 -0,13278 
[ 1,48676] [-0,57659] [ 0,88094] [ 0,20227] [ 0,55113] [ 0,67686] 
C 
0,01258 0,01073 0,00844 0,00008 -0,00081 0,02068 
-0,00561 -0,00305 -0,00226 -0,00015 -0,00821 -0,00711 
[ 2,24145] [ 3,52046] [ 3,72862] [ 0,53720] [-0,09821] [ 2,90763] 
R-squared 0,23627 0,63606 0,17170 0,35722 0,07150 0,19791 
F-statistic 3,29978 18,64239 2,21111 5,92780 0,82140 2,63195 
Jordan 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,04439 2.58E-15 -0,01039 -0,00379 0,01297 0,18786 
-0,13739 1.1E-15 -0,03692 -0,00345 -0,19247 -0,17135 
[ 0,32308] [ 2,26843] [-0,28157] [-1,09854] [ 0,06737] [ 1,09632] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
0,00000 0,621759 0,000000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 -0,01184 0,000000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
[ 0,99671] [ 52,5325] [-9,77291] [ 0,05252] [-0,02508] [ 1,47686] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-0,18665 0,00000 -0,28666 -0,00038 0,13220 -0,50540 
-0,22739 0,00000 -0,06110 -0,00572 -0,31854 -0,28359 
[-0,82084] [ 0,94571] [-4,69198] [-0,06650] [ 0,41501] [-1,78217] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
1,04137 0,00000 0,44649 -0,68213 6,43099 0,47557 
-3,34889 0,00000 -0,89980 -0,08419 -4,69135 -4,17660 
[ 0,31096] [-0,11846] [ 0,49621] [-8,10222] [ 1,37082] [ 0,11386] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,00431 0,00000 0,01407 -0,00125 0,06835 0,03793 
-0,06144 0,00000 -0,01651 -0,00154 -0,08607 -0,07663 
[-0,07013] [-2,25929] [ 0,85256] [-0,80699] [ 0,79412] [ 0,49496] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,16983 0,00000 0,06647 0,00066 0,08707 0,09783 
-0,10975 0,00000 -0,02949 -0,00276 -0,15375 -0,13688 
[ 1,54743] [ 0,28309] [ 2,25409] [ 0,23841] [ 0,56632] [ 0,71475] 
C 
-0,11073 0,00000 0,27531 -0,00019 -0,00027 -0,19066 
-0,10713 0,00000 -0,02879 -0,00269 -0,15008 -0,13361 
[-1,03358] [ 50,1408] [ 9,56419] [-0,06877] [-0,00177] [-1,42692] 
R-squared 0,16655 0,99811 0,59813 0,35138 0,06956 0,15135 
F-statistic 2,13149 5637,01200 15,87583 5,77850 0,79741 1,90224 
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Kuwait 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,30116 0,00000 -0,01683 0,00027 -0,06849 0,14397 
-0,15198 0,00000 -0,01602 -0,02105 -0,12859 -0,17646 




0,00000 0,67507 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 -0,09258 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
[-0,95735] [ 7,29213] [-1,11387] [-0,31112] [ 1,62996] [-0,70832] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,02155 0,00000 -0,06998 0,00260 -1,02082 -0,05833 
-0,80478 0,00000 -0,08486 -0,11148 -0,68092 -0,93440 
[ 0,02678] [ 0,60222] [-0,82467] [ 0,02330] [-1,49918] [-0,06243] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,16902 0,00000 -0,03033 0,06256 1,12896 0,25040 
-0,67869 0,00000 -0,07156 -0,09401 -0,57424 -0,78800 
[ 0,24903] [ 0,00650] [-0,42384] [ 0,66539] [ 1,96602] [ 0,31777] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,05913 0,00000 0,00492 -0,02111 0,14197 -0,08777 
-0,10728 0,00000 -0,01131 -0,01486 -0,09077 -0,12456 
[-0,55118] [-0,04342] [ 0,43528] [-1,42023] [ 1,56401] [-0,70461] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,10753 0,00000 0,01475 -0,01928 0,17393 0,15889 
-0,13593 0,00000 -0,01433 -0,01883 -0,11501 -0,15782 
[ 0,79106] [-1,36228] [ 1,02892] [-1,02415] [ 1,51229] [ 1,00673] 
C 
0,00659 0,00000 0,00383 -0,00060 -0,00295 0,00751 
-0,00999 0,00000 -0,00105 -0,00138 -0,00845 -0,01160 
[ 0,65911] [ 3,32013] [ 3,63719] [-0,43368] [-0,34920] [ 0,64766] 
R-squared 0,22650 0,53049 0,06980 0,14463 0,14759 0,15597 
F-statistic 3,29434 12,71110 0,84412 1,90217 1,94792 2,07891 
Kuwait 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,23785 -0,00521 -0,01300 0,00535 -0,11124 0,09074 
-0,14758 -0,00922 -0,01629 -0,02081 -0,12929 -0,17140 
[ 1,61174] [-0,56437] [-0,79786] [ 0,25715] [-0,86037] [ 0,52938] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-5,14006 0,00460 0,14262 0,56551 -2,72002 -5,77760 
-1,42053 -0,08878 -0,15679 -0,20031 -1,24456 -1,64990 
[-3,61840] [ 0,05177] [ 0,90963] [ 2,82311] [-2,18554] [-3,50179] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,22312 0,05461 -0,08775 -0,01341 -0,89020 0,07937 
-0,77844 -0,04865 -0,08592 -0,10977 -0,68200 -0,90413 
[ 0,28662] [ 1,12248] [-1,02128] [-0,12214] [-1,30527] [ 0,08779] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,64891 -0,06073 -0,04789 0,02581 1,36643 0,69129 
-0,66829 -0,04177 -0,07376 -0,09424 -0,58550 -0,77619 
[ 0,97100] [-1,45395] [-0,64929] [ 0,27389] [ 2,33380] [ 0,89062] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,04358 0,00095 0,01115 -0,01677 0,09019 -0,07321 
-0,09641 -0,00603 -0,01064 -0,01360 -0,08447 -0,11198 
[-0,45197] [ 0,15763] [ 1,04743] [-1,23313] [ 1,06771] [-0,65380] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,09214 -0,00098 0,01357 -0,01952 0,18604 0,14553 
-0,12980 -0,00811 -0,01433 -0,01830 -0,11372 -0,15075 
[ 0,70988] [-0,12129] [ 0,94726] [-1,06667] [ 1,63603] [ 0,96538] 
C 
0,05160 0,00825 0,00226 -0,00325 0,02128 0,04603 
-0,01733 -0,00108 -0,00191 -0,00244 -0,01518 -0,02013 
[ 2,97736] [ 7,61656] [ 1,17876] [-1,33151] [ 1,40176] [ 2,28694] 
R-squared 0,29041 0,09849 0,06496 0,18681 0,16153 0,22516 
F-statistic 4,60417 1,22905  0.781598 2,58445 2,16724 3,26905 
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Lebanon 
 (I)  Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,44963 -0,03773 0,01193 -0,00258 0,06668 1,14142 
-0,16871 -0,00977 -0,04770 -0,00740 -0,09082 -0,27617 




-6,95379 0,99874 0,52187 -0,02521 -0,51802 -7,11601 
-1,99450 -0,11552 -0,56394 -0,08752 -1,07367 -3,26489 
[-3,48648] [ 8,64550] [ 0,92540] [-0,28798] [-0,48248] [-2,17955] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,05171 0,02785 0,06531 -0,01027 -0,08199 0,38979 
-0,39333 -0,02278 -0,11121 -0,01726 -0,21174 -0,64386 
[ 0,13146] [ 1,22244] [ 0,58725] [-0,59506] [-0,38723] [ 0,60540] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
2,21854 -0,01927 -0,15969 -0,05383 -0,31393 4,00351 
-2,55412 -0,14793 -0,72217 -0,11208 -1,37492 -4,18095 
[ 0,86861] [-0,13028] [-0,22112] [-0,48031] [-0,22832] [ 0,95756] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,17098 -0,00484 -0,00729 0,00774 0,01058 0,09747 
-0,20414 -0,01182 -0,05772 -0,00896 -0,10989 -0,33416 
[ 0,83757] [-0,40966] [-0,12624] [ 0,86371] [ 0,09626] [ 0,29167] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,06340 0,02019 -0,02873 0,00077 0,00253 -0,50659 
-0,10497 -0,00608 -0,02968 -0,00461 -0,05651 -0,17183 
[-0,60402] [ 3,32045] [-0,96796] [ 0,16782] [ 0,04473] [-2,94821] 
C 
0,01863 0,00230 0,00486 0,00073 0,00050 0,02822 
-0,01567 -0,00091 -0,00443 -0,00069 -0,00843 -0,02564 
[ 1,18894] [ 2,53801] [ 1,09664] [ 1,06685] [ 0,05935] [ 1,10049] 
R-squared 0,35497 0,94452 0,07532 0,07925 0,07378 0,26215 
F-statistic 3,57703 110,66440 0,52947 0,55943 0,51780 2,30939 
Lebanon 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
 0.421418 -0.006209  0.018548 -0.004781  0.083264 1,06549 
 (0.18137)  (0.00445)  (0.04838)  (0.00713)  (0.09026)  (0.28742) 
[ 2.32351] [-1.39662] [ 0.38339] [-0.67007] [ 0.92246] [ 3.70711] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-6,29834  0.257405 1,10266 -0.029717 -0.589621 1,65899 
-4,87077  (0.11938) -1,29923  (0.19161) -2,42403 -7,71864 
[-1.29309] [ 2.15610] [ 0.84870] [-0.15509] [-0.24324] [ 0.21493] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-0.065548  0.002268  0.065503 -0.000864 -0.154366  0.391481 
 (0.42696)  (0.01046)  (0.11389)  (0.01680)  (0.21248)  (0.67659) 
[-0.15352] [ 0.21676] [ 0.57516] [-0.05144] [-0.72649] [ 0.57861] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
2,30007 -0.019019 -0.034655 -0.078051  0.039018 3,12705 
-2,77678  (0.06806)  (0.74068)  (0.10923) -1,38192 -4,40032 
[ 0.82832] [-0.27945] [-0.04679] [-0.71452] [ 0.02823] [ 0.71064] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,14389 -0,00667 -0,01249 0,00865 -0,00154 0,04952 
-0,21724 -0,00532 -0,05795 -0,00855 -0,10811 -0,34426 
[ 0,66235] [-1,25196] [-0,21559] [ 1,01167] [-0,01420] [ 0,14384] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,00009 0,00312 -0,02751 0,00120 0,00910 -0,40477 
-0,10956 -0,00269 -0,02922 -0,00431 -0,05453 -0,17362 
[-0,00081] [ 1,16019] [-0,94119] [ 0,27910] [ 0,16696] [-2,33128] 
C 
0,02569 0,00440 -0,00889 0,00278 -0,01861 0,00248 
-0,03054 -0,00075 -0,00815 -0,00120 -0,01520 -0,04839 
[ 0,84137] [ 5,88135] [-1,09197] [ 2,31771] [-1,22460] [ 0,05123] 
R-squared 0,27000 0,11308 0,06865 0,16258 0,10410 0,21743 
F-statistic 2,40416 0,82873 0,47910 1,26196 0,75528 1,80593 
74 | P a g e  
 
Morocco 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,09667 0,00032 0,02633 -0,00156 0,03417 0,29117 
-0,13120 -0,00259 -0,01612 -0,00980 -0,04923 -0,20062 
[ 0,73680] [ 0,12292] [ 1,63319] [-0,15874] [ 0,69410] [ 1,45134] 
Oil 
volatility   
(-1) 
0,08911 0,34314 -0,25256 0,25168 -0,43400 -3,50143 
-4,38484 -0,08653 -0,53880 -0,32759 -1,64527 -6,70490 
[ 0,02032] [ 3,96557] [-0,46875] [ 0,76827] [-0,26378] [-0,52222] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,93472 0,01199 0,28848 0,04729 -0,17669 0,43994 
-0,64233 -0,01268 -0,07893 -0,04799 -0,24101 -0,98219 
[ 1,45521] [ 0,94594] [ 3,65496] [ 0,98547] [-0,73310] [ 0,44792] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-2,16101 -0,02323 0,02705 -0,08202 0,03857 -4,23736 
-1,16021 -0,02290 -0,14257 -0,08668 -0,43533 -1,77410 
[-1,86259] [-1,01473] [ 0,18976] [-0,94627] [ 0,08860] [-2,38846] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,35530 -0,01246 0,05598 -0,02230 0,05328 -0,27762 
-0,26870 -0,00530 -0,03302 -0,02007 -0,10082 -0,41088 
[-1,32227] [-2,34945] [ 1,69542] [-1,11091] [ 0,52841] [-0,67567] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,00038 0,00070 -0,00870 -0,00242 -0,01882 -0,11056 
-0,08481 -0,00167 -0,01042 -0,00634 -0,03182 -0,12969 
[ 0,00449] [ 0,42005] [-0,83471] [-0,38224] [-0,59145] [-0,85251] 
C 
-0,01737 0,00469 0,00463 -0,00102 0,00078 -0,00328 
-0,02835 -0,00056 -0,00348 -0,00212 -0,01064 -0,04336 
[-0,61265] [ 8,38665] [ 1,32906] [-0,47910] [ 0,07332] [-0,07555] 
R-squared 0,09549 0,24126 0,24147 0,04125 0,01665 0,08556 
F-statistic 1,18771 3,57712 3,58137 0,48408 0,19052 1,05261 
Morocco 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,10874 -0,00026 0,02469 -0,00101 0,03266 0,29807 
-0,13047 -0,00019 -0,01599 -0,00975 -0,04890 -0,19965 
[ 0,83342] [-1,39184] [ 1,54417] [-0,10353] [ 0,66781] [ 1,49299] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
3,87869 -0,12427 -0,50335 0,16083 0,16284 6,24011 
-4,16256 -0,00605 -0,51020 -0,31097 -1,56006 -6,36947 
[ 0,93180] [-20,5462] [-0,98658] [ 0,51718] [ 0,10438] [ 0,97969] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,91885 -0,00030 0,28924 0,05098 -0,16725 0,44133 
-0,64314 -0,00093 -0,07883 -0,04805 -0,24104 -0,98412 
[ 1,42869] [-0,32092] [ 3,66923] [ 1,06097] [-0,69387] [ 0,44845] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-2,15764 0,00141 0,03009 -0,08794 0,03850 -4,19456 
-1,16093 -0,00169 -0,14229 -0,08673 -0,43510 -1,77643 
[-1,85855] [ 0,83441] [ 0,21148] [-1,01400] [ 0,08848] [-2,36123] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,36319 0,00016 0,05601 -0,02184 0,05172 -0,29937 
-0,26891 -0,00039 -0,03296 -0,02009 -0,10078 -0,41148 
[-1,35059] [ 0,40819] [ 1,69947] [-1,08724] [ 0,51320] [-0,72755] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,00749 0,00017 -0,00811 -0,00251 -0,01932 -0,12388 
-0,08517 -0,00012 -0,01044 -0,00636 -0,03192 -0,13032 
[-0,08795] [ 1,36316] [-0,77659] [-0,39402] [-0,60518] [-0,95061] 
C 
-0,05403 0,00840 0,00592 -0,00176 -0,00544 -0,07645 
-0,05739 -0,00008 -0,00703 -0,00429 -0,02151 -0,08781 
[-0,94149] [ 100,774] [ 0,84217] [-0,40935] [-0,25297] [-0,87055] 
R-squared 0,09304 0,92362 0,24326 0,03874 0,01627 0,08180 
F-statistic 1,15410 136,04840 3,61636 0,45339 0,18609 1,00218 
75 | P a g e  
 
Oman 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,57481 -0,00855 -0,01540 -0,00500 -0,40752 0,61833 
-0,32835 -0,00689 -0,02566 -0,00318 -0,68757 -0,31006 




0,83287 1,10823 -0,50554 0,02071 18,24409 -1,79572 
-4,91530 -0,10322 -0,38415 -0,04758 -10,29290 -4,64163 
[ 0,16944] [ 10,7370] [-1,31598] [ 0,43521] [ 1,77250] [-0,38687] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,92800 -0,01249 0,28242 -0,00408 -0,44386 0,44272 
-1,31078 -0,02752 -0,10244 -0,01269 -2,74483 -1,23780 
[ 0,70798] [-0,45390] [ 2,75689] [-0,32127] [-0,16171] [ 0,35766] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-3,61801 -0,03158 -0,10440 -0,58226 -1,75237 -7,68966 
-9,66034 -0,20286 -0,75500 -0,09350 -2,02292 -9,12249 
[-0,37452] [-0,15570] [-0,13827] [-6,22724] [-0,86626] [-0,84293] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,04603 0,00003 0,00828 -0,00020 -0,09013 -0,04596 
-0,04936 -0,00104 -0,00386 -0,00048 -0,10336 -0,04661 
[-0,93259] [ 0,02739] [ 2,14713] [-0,42652] [-0,87207] [-0,98599] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,42111 0,00832 0,04194 0,00516 0,82327 -0,47982 
-0,35259 -0,00740 -0,02756 -0,00341 -0,73834 -0,33296 
[-1,19433] [ 1,12355] [ 1,52183] [ 1,51249] [ 1,11502] [-1,44107] 
C 
0,01157 0,00010 0,00264 -0,00009 -0,03291 0,01402 
-0,01141 -0,00024 -0,00089 -0,00011 -0,02390 -0,01078 
[ 1,01386] [ 0,39853] [ 2,95607] [-0,85189] [-1,37707] [ 1,30045] 
R-squared 0,27093 0,99716 0,39653 0,35658 0,13890 0,25541 
F-statistic 2,78706 2636,20400 4,92806 4,15645 1,20978 2,57270 
Oman 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 
CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
0,60784 -0,00104 -0,01065 -0,00454 -0,28217 0,65200 
-0,33041 -0,02565 -0,02627 -0,00314 -0,69317 -0,31185 
[ 1,83963] [-0,04071] [-0,40561] [-1,44543] [-0,40707] [ 2,09074] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-0,74576 0,06308 -0,15275 -0,00378 -5,30987 -0,87870 
-1,33766 -0,10384 -0,10634 -0,01272 -2,80627 -1,26252 
[-0,55751] [ 0,60749] [-1,43646] [-0,29732] [-1,89214] [-0,69599] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,86692 0,03503 0,31517 -0,01016 -2,10737 0,42700 
-1,29691 -0,10068 -0,10310 -0,01233 -2,72078 -1,22405 
[ 0,66845] [ 0,34791] [ 3,05698] [-0,82387] [-0,77455] [ 0,34884] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
-4,23605 0,79746 -0,21123 -0,59292 -15,88886 -8,38397 
-9,66477 -0,75028 -0,76829 -0,09189 -20,27570 -9,12183 
[-0,43830] [ 1,06288] [-0,27494] [-6,45281] [-0,78364] [-0,91911] 
IR returns   
(-1) 
-0,05314 0,00334 0,00791 -0,00040 -0,05531 -0,05109 
-0,05083 -0,00395 -0,00404 -0,00048 -0,10664 -0,04797 
[-1,04533] [ 0,84539] [ 1,95828] [-0,82606] [-0,51865] [-1,06489] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,46258 0,00154 0,03451 0,00453 0,69208 -0,53065 
-0,35663 -0,02769 -0,02835 -0,00339 -0,74818 -0,33660 
[-1,29708] [ 0,05550] [ 1,21734] [ 1,33603] [ 0,92502] [-1,57651] 
C 
0,01819 0,00566 0,00279 0,00017 0,01743 0,02154 
-0,01677 -0,00130 -0,00133 -0,00016 -0,03518 -0,01583 
[ 1,08453] [ 4,34614] [ 2,08997] [ 1,03463] [ 0,49535] [ 1,36132] 
R-squared 0,27259 0,11526 0,37708 0,38062 0,13771 0,25790 
F-statistic 2,81060 0,97704 4,54016 4,60897 1,19775 2,60648 
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Pakistan 
(I)   Stock returns Oil Volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
Stock 
returns(-1) 
-0,02058 0,00000 -0,01545 -0,01041 -0,05661 0,14754 
-0,16580 0,00000 -0,01924 -0,02796 -0,07952 -0,19442 




0,00000 0,69176 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 -0,08100 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
[-1,75885] [ 8,54054] [-1,44892] [-0,82071] [ 0,67691] [-1,31624] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,20128 0,00000 0,20178 0,34224 0,36730 0,00386 
-0,73248 0,00000 -0,08498 -0,12351 -0,35130 -0,85891 
[ 0,27479] [ 0,54958] [ 2,37435] [ 2,77087] [ 1,04555] [ 0,00449] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,15316 0,00000 0,11572 0,08848 0,12320 0,08633 
-0,52490 0,00000 -0,06090 -0,08851 -0,25174 -0,61550 
[ 0,29180] [-1,49429] [ 1,90016] [ 0,99967] [ 0,48940] [ 0,14026] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,47173 0,00000 0,01310 -0,00893 -0,04809 -0,36094 
-0,17339 0,00000 -0,02012 -0,02924 -0,08316 -0,20331 
[-2,72067] [-1,90982] [ 0,65096] [-0,30541] [-0,57835] [-1,77526] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,09421 0,00000 0,00644 -0,00970 0,01568 0,04358 
-0,14238 0,00000 -0,01652 -0,02401 -0,06829 -0,16696 
[ 0,66170] [-0,45124] [ 0,38969] [-0,40395] [ 0,22958] [ 0,26103] 
C 
0,04209 0,00000 0,00566 -0,00296 -0,01111 0,04384 
-0,01526 0,00000 -0,00177 -0,00257 -0,00732 -0,01789 
[ 2,75814] [ 2,73420] [ 3,19394] [-1,15124] [-1,51825] [ 2,45010] 
R-squared 0,12879 0,58523 0,14104 0,23367 0,15597 0,13592 
F-statistic 1,66303 15,87334 1,84723 3,43041 2,07891 1,76967 
Pakistan 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 





0,03083 0,00035 -0,01438 -0,01121 -0,05621 0,18307 
-0,16655 -0,00693 -0,01900 -0,02790 -0,07905 -0,19506 
[ 0,18508] [ 0,05040] [-0,75688] [-0,40165] [-0,71107] [ 0,93852] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
0,18573 -0,05953 -0,43516 0,18309 0,91967 -0,06457 
-2,17824 -0,09059 -0,24850 -0,36492 -1,03386 -2,55122 
[ 0,08526] [-0,65716] [-1,75111] [ 0,50172] [ 0,88955] [-0,02531] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
0,12143 -0,02406 0,14244 0,34620 0,46051 -0,00829 
-0,77934 -0,03241 -0,08891 -0,13056 -0,36990 -0,91278 
[ 0,15581] [-0,74225] [ 1,60209] [ 2,65159] [ 1,24498] [-0,00908] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,14146 0,00900 0,10812 0,08596 0,14878 0,04311 
-0,52933 -0,02201 -0,06039 -0,08868 -0,25123 -0,61996 
[ 0,26724] [ 0,40897] [ 1,79043] [ 0,96929] [ 0,59219] [ 0,06953] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,44256 -0,00140 0,01795 -0,00964 -0,05371 -0,34703 
-0,17656 -0,00734 -0,02014 -0,02958 -0,08380 -0,20679 
[-2,50663] [-0,19073] [ 0,89105] [-0,32598] [-0,64098] [-1,67819] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,07193 -0,00169 0,00028 -0,00896 0,02691 0,02630 
-0,14539 -0,00605 -0,01659 -0,02436 -0,06901 -0,17028 
[ 0,49475] [-0,27975] [ 0,01713] [-0,36803] [ 0,38998] [ 0,15445] 
C 
0,04702 0,00870 0,01259 -0,00134 -0,02031 0,03758 
-0,02932 -0,00122 -0,00335 -0,00491 -0,01392 -0,03434 
[ 1,60365] [ 7,13558] [ 3,76289] [-0,27302] [-1,45940] [ 1,09425] 
R-squared 0,11200 0,09858 0,15349 0,22902 0,15746 0,12134 
F-statistic 1,41897 1,23031 2,03980 3,34173 2,10243 1,55360 
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Qatar 





-0,09899 0,00000 0,05868 0,00104 -0,03186 -0,05108 
-0,24470 0,00000 -0,13850 -0,00089 -0,05670 -0,26123 




0,00000 -0,08462 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 -0,10809 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
[ 2,08652] [-0,78283] [ 5,24973] [ 0,84311] [ 0,41266] [ 2,13598] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-0,66224 0,00000 -0,06842 0,00022 0,00853 -0,73518 
-0,17761 0,00000 -0,10053 -0,00064 -0,04115 -0,18960 
[-3,72873] [ 0,52672] [-0,68059] [ 0,34463] [ 0,20737] [-3,87745] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-54,27085 0,00000 -9,15798 -0,62256 3,11854 -34,22079 
-27,77640 0,00000 -15,72180 -0,10066 -6,43580 -29,65300 
[-1,95384] [-1,20321] [-0,58250] [-6,18493] [ 0,48456] [-1,15404] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,11795 0,00000 -0,08351 0,00224 -0,01757 0,10493 
-0,47044 0,00000 -0,26627 -0,00170 -0,10900 -0,50222 
[ 0,25072] [ 0,09001] [-0,31364] [ 1,31270] [-0,16116] [ 0,20893] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,28666 0,00000 -0,05893 -0,00168 0,01107 0,22545 
-0,22994 0,00000 -0,13015 -0,00083 -0,05328 -0,24547 
[ 1,24669] [-0,94155] [-0,45279] [-2,01359] [ 0,20769] [ 0,91842] 
C 
-0,13013 0,00000 -0,19077 -0,00066 -0,02195 -0,21518 
-0,13002 0,00000 -0,07359 -0,00047 -0,03013 -0,13881 
[-1,00081] [ 6,63749] [-2,59217] [-1,40763] [-0,72855] [-1,55021] 
R-squared 0,29568 0,10124 0,39287 0,39997 0,02838 0,25245 
F-statistic 2,90363 0,77912 4,47576 4,61045 0,20201 2,33576 
Qatar 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 





-0,08027 -0,00152 0,04770 0,00091 -0,02609 -0,03101 
-0,24710 -0,00345 -0,15973 -0,00088 -0,05630 -0,26461 
[-0,32485] [-0,43956] [ 0,29861] [ 1,03138] [-0,46329] [-0,11720] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
15,03755 0,31020 6,74116 -0,00552 1,20303 15,02518 
-7,89362 -0,11032 -5,10264 -0,02810 -1,79859 -8,45284 
[ 1,90503] [ 2,81181] [ 1,32111] [-0,19637] [ 0,66888] [ 1,77753] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-0,75329 0,00121 -0,11917 0,00059 0,01521 -0,76007 
-0,16353 -0,00229 -0,10571 -0,00058 -0,03726 -0,17511 
[-4,60644] [ 0,52896] [-1,12729] [ 1,01168] [ 0,40817] [-4,34042] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-54,14177 0,44565 -4,03386 -0,60586 3,77302 -30,67958 
-27,68630 -0,38694 -17,89720 -0,09857 -6,30841 -29,64780 
[-1,95554] [ 1,15173] [-0,22539] [-6,14636] [ 0,59809] [-1,03480] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,17372 -0,00936 -0,03360 0,00233 -0,00976 0,18049 
-0,47257 -0,00660 -0,30548 -0,00168 -0,10768 -0,50605 
[ 0,36760] [-1,41749] [-0,10997] [ 1,38574] [-0,09061] [ 0,35667] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,24338 0,00057 -0,10614 -0,00158 0,00825 0,18932 
-0,23081 -0,00323 -0,14920 -0,00082 -0,05259 -0,24716 
[ 1,05446] [ 0,17689] [-0,71137] [-1,92235] [ 0,15686] [ 0,76600] 
C 
-0,04461 0,00301 -0,00185 -0,00018 0,00363 -0,02846 
-0,03896 -0,00054 -0,02518 -0,00014 -0,00888 -0,04172 
[-1,14514] [ 5,53012] [-0,07348] [-1,32895] [ 0,40898] [-0,68229] 
R-squared 0,28824 0,25567 0,19975 0,41469 0,05046 0,23990 
F-statistic 2,80106 2,37584 1,72644 4,90046 0,36755 2,18306 
78 | P a g e  
 
Saudi Arabia 





-0,09827 0,00000 -0,00656 -0,00037 0,06431 0,22825 
-0,22104 0,00000 -0,01106 -0,00323 -0,11165 -0,23821 




0,00000 0,71102 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 -0,08570 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
[-1,68407] [ 8,29641] [-0,18815] [-1,06906] [-3,41235] [-1,68770] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-4,80596 0,00000 0,16929 -0,01603 0,91150 -4,18574 
-1,70329 0,00000 -0,08521 -0,02488 -0,86034 -1,83563 
[-2,82158] [ 1,25722] [ 1,98680] [-0,64448] [ 1,05946] [-2,28027] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-12,10684 0,00000 -0,29925 -0,67055 -0,36051 -10,47870 
-5,66904 0,00000 -0,28359 -0,08279 -2,86347 -6,10954 
[-2,13561] [-0,29468] [-1,05521] [-8,09909] [-0,12590] [-1,71514] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,00725 0,00000 -0,00213 0,00031 0,46066 0,04300 
-0,15771 0,00000 -0,00789 -0,00230 -0,07966 -0,16996 
[-0,04598] [-1,10057] [-0,26966] [ 0,13308] [ 5,78287] [ 0,25301] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,29284 0,00000 0,00474 0,00067 0,06109 -0,06413 
-0,20464 0,00000 -0,01024 -0,00299 -0,10336 -0,22054 
[ 1,43099] [-0,13587] [ 0,46346] [ 0,22534] [ 0,59101] [-0,29079] 
C 
0,01414 0,00000 0,00203 0,00007 0,01135 0,01630 
-0,01584 0,00000 -0,00079 -0,00023 -0,00800 -0,01707 
[ 0,89214] [ 3,59182] [ 2,55708] [ 0,29912] [ 1,41828] [ 0,95464] 
R-squared 0,16534 0,54497 0,09714 0,34325 0,52396 0,14149 
F-statistic 2,22858 13,47364 12,10375 5,87986 12,38243 1,85413 
Saudi Arabia 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 





-0,09873 -0,00703 -0,00625 0,00049 0,08194 0,22681 
-0,21791 -0,00874 -0,01097 -0,00318 -0,11215 -0,23682 
[-0,45305] [-0,80442] [-0,56936] [ 0,15559] [ 0,73059] [ 0,95773] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-4,45956 -0,03694 -0,11162 0,04872 -2,03892 -3,91965 
-2,26520 -0,09086 -0,11406 -0,03304 -1,16580 -2,46173 
[-1,96873] [-0,40658] [-0,97867] [ 1,47461] [-1,74894] [-1,59223] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-4,59861 0,10060 0,17551 -0,01244 1,07187 -3,96987 
-1,68662 -0,06765 -0,08492 -0,02460 -0,86803 -1,83295 
[-2,72652] [ 1,48711] [ 2,06671] [-0,50587] [ 1,23483] [-2,16583] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-11,02209 0,22173 -0,29792 -0,67949 0,66184 -9,46332 
-5,62608 -0,22566 -0,28328 -0,08206 -2,89550 -6,11420 
[-1,95910] [ 0,98257] [-1,05167] [-8,28092] [ 0,22857] [-1,54776] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,09234 -0,00180 -0,00229 0,00048 0,40844 -0,05685 
-0,15339 -0,00615 -0,00772 -0,00224 -0,07894 -0,16670 
[-0,60201] [-0,29305] [-0,29697] [ 0,21565] [ 5,17377] [-0,34106] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,21910 0,00201 0,00315 0,00063 0,00361 -0,13109 
-0,20253 -0,00812 -0,01020 -0,00295 -0,10423 -0,22010 
[ 1,08182] [ 0,24740] [ 0,30846] [ 0,21384] [ 0,03467] [-0,59559] 
C 
0,08202 0,00860 0,00281 -0,00076 0,04429 0,08392 
-0,02769 -0,00111 -0,00139 -0,00040 -0,01425 -0,03009 
[ 2,96256] [ 7,74735] [ 2,01687] [-1,88861] [ 3,10854] [ 2,78915] 
R-squared 0,18186 0,06846 0,10338 0,35798 0,51557 0,14427 
F-statistic 2,50062 0,82679 1,29709 6,27284 11,97300 1,89671 
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Tunisia 





-0,04425 0,00354 -0,01314 -0,04227  -0,00675 
-0,16290 -0,00391 -0,01330 -0,09599 NA -0,20360 




0,01887 0,36126 0,07839 4,13351   -2,87709 
-3,49837 -0,08388 -0,28554 -2,06155 NA -4,37249 
[ 0,00539] [ 4,30692] [ 0,27454] [ 2,00505]   [-0,65800] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
1,43742 0,02593 0,21509 -0,38483  1,73635 
-1,04713 -0,02511 -0,08547 -0,61706 NA -1,30878 
[ 1,37272] [ 1,03280] [ 2,51659] [-0,62365]   [ 1,32670] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,08605 -0,00662 0,02131 0,04890  -0,09018 
-0,20589 -0,00494 -0,01681 -0,12133 NA -0,25734 
[ 0,41791] [-1,34108] [ 1,26786] [ 0,40306]   [-0,35042] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
       
NA NA NA NA NA NA 
            
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,29284 0,00000 0,00474 0,00067  0,11528 
-0,20464 0,00000 -0,01024 -0,00299 NA -0,18489 
[ 1,43099] [-0,13587] [ 0,46346] [ 0,22534]   [ 0,62354] 
C 
0,01343 0,00476 0,00248 -0,00527  0,02509 
-0,02271 -0,00054 -0,00185 -0,01338 NA -0,02839 
[ 0,59117] [ 8,74746] [ 1,33762] [-0,39378]   [ 0,88391] 
R-squared 0,08049 0,26257 0,07613 0,10157 NA 0,07446 
F-statistic 1,19916 4,87804 1,12894 1,54881 NA 1,10215 
Tunisia 
 (II)  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 





-0,04550 0,00008 -0,01197 -0,06296  0,00615 
-0,16233 -0,00028 -0,01298 -0,09788 NA -0,20284 
[-0,28026] [ 0,28966] [-0,92207] [-0,64319]   [ 0,03034] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
0,83199 -0,12639 -0,36229 -1,85903   2,05125 
-3,26091 -0,00568 -0,26067 -1,96631 NA -4,07483 
[ 0,25514] [-22,2459] [-1,38983] [-0,94544]   [ 0,50339] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
1,42824 0,00066 0,21601 -0,42553  1,74665 
-1,04640 -0,00182 -0,08365 -0,63097 NA -1,30758 
[ 1,36491] [ 0,35975] [ 2,58241] [-0,67440]   [ 1,33579] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,09142 -0,00079 0,01676 0,05552  -0,08877 
-0,20749 -0,00036 -0,01659 -0,12511 NA -0,25928 
[ 0,44062] [-2,17238] [ 1,01053] [ 0,44375]   [-0,34238] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
       
NA NA NA NA NA NA 
            
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,17929 0,00013 0,01132 0,03799  0,10565 
-0,14745 -0,00026 -0,01179 -0,08891 NA -0,18425 
[ 1,21593] [ 0,52081] [ 0,96051] [ 0,42731]   [ 0,57337] 
C 
0,00458 0,00843 0,01056 0,01173  0,00298 
-0,04553 -0,00008 -0,00364 -0,02745 NA -0,05689 
[ 0,10064] [ 106,321] [ 2,90199] [ 0,42740]   [ 0,05240] 
R-squared 0,08086 0,92793 0,11419 0,05969 NA 0,07524 
F-statistic 1,20531 176,38040 1,76608 0,86961 NA 1,11466 
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Turkey 





-0,13306 0,00148 -0,02184 0,13265 0,29958 -0,03004 
-0,31401 -0,03103 -0,02795 -0,14984 -0,56725 -0,41352 




-0,09965 0,09871 0,07130 -0,11182 -2,13311 0,05924 
-0,84523 -0,08353 -0,07523 -0,40334 -1,52689 -1,11308 
[-0,11790] [ 1,18180] [ 0,94785] [-0,27724] [-1,39703] [ 0,05322] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-0,60822 -0,13018 0,19568 0,23670 2,62765 -0,43712 
-0,90814 -0,08974 -0,08083 -0,43336 -1,64054 -1,19592 
[-0,66974] [-1,45051] [ 2,42101] [ 0,54619] [ 1,60170] [-0,36550] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-0,42040 0,04816 0,02664 -0,14803 0,05823 -0,39979 
-0,40863 -0,04038 -0,03637 -0,19500 -0,73818 -0,53812 
[-1,02881] [ 1,19259] [ 0,73236] [-0,75915] [ 0,07888] [-0,74293] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,02538 0,00046 0,01260 0,01285 0,18649 0,01143 
-0,04789 -0,00473 -0,00426 -0,02285 -0,08651 -0,06307 
[ 0,52993] [ 0,09664] [ 2,95680] [ 0,56235] [ 2,15565] [ 0,18130] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,03158 0,00169 0,01740 -0,20189 -0,32936 0,02513 
-0,32255 -0,03188 -0,02871 -0,15392 -0,58268 -0,42477 
[ 0,09791] [ 0,05306] [ 0,60599] [-1,31167] [-0,56525] [ 0,05917] 
C 
0,03606 0,00982 0,00592 0,00035 0,02125 0,03427 
-0,01851 -0,00183 -0,00165 -0,00883 -0,03343 -0,02437 
[ 1,94846] [ 5,37003] [ 3,59257] [ 0,03973] [ 0,63575] [ 1,40643] 
R-squared 0,08480 0,10597 0,18492 0,07601 0,09981 0,06457 
F-statistic 1,05785 1,35318 2,59018 0,93920 1,26589 0,78808 
Turkey 
(II)   Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 





-0,12888 -0,00269 -0,02070 0,13011 0,25692 -0,02235 
-0,31456 -0,00455 -0,02768 -0,14944 -0,56897 -0,41425 
[-0,40972] [-0,59154] [-0,74783] [ 0,87061] [ 0,45155] [-0,05396] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
-0,51124 -0,04102 0,75939 0,03598 2,32144 -0,52681 
-5,46793 -0,07904 -0,48120 -2,59770 -9,89011 -7,20081 
[-0,09350] [-0,51892] [ 1,57810] [ 0,01385] [ 0,23472] [-0,07316] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-0,61627 -0,00775 0,18485 0,22420 2,64111 -0,43180 
-0,91198 -0,01318 -0,08026 -0,43326 -1,64955 -1,20101 
[-0,67574] [-0,58783] [ 2,30315] [ 0,51747] [ 1,60111] [-0,35953] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-0,40161 0,00993 0,02443 -0,15888 0,08428 -0,36903 
-0,40996 -0,00593 -0,03608 -0,19476 -0,74151 -0,53988 
[-0,97962] [ 1,67570] [ 0,67718] [-0,81574] [ 0,11366] [-0,68353] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,03164 0,00034 0,01298 0,00808 0,18522 0,02320 
-0,04801 -0,00069 -0,00423 -0,02281 -0,08684 -0,06323 
[ 0,65895] [ 0,49497] [ 3,07144] [ 0,35428] [ 2,13277] [ 0,36697] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,03470 0,00444 0,01522 -0,20380 -0,30672 0,03001 
-0,32362 -0,00468 -0,02848 -0,15375 -0,58535 -0,42618 
[ 0,10723] [ 0,94955] [ 0,53454] [-1,32554] [-0,52400] [ 0,07042] 
C 
0,04786 0,00515 -0,00152 -0,02166 -0,07808 0,07196 
-0,05963 -0,00086 -0,00525 -0,02833 -0,10786 -0,07853 
[ 0,80256] [ 5,97769] [-0,29005] [-0,76471] [-0,72389] [ 0,91640] 
R-squared 0,07757 0,19815 0,19676 0,07695 0,09042 0,05714 
F-statistic 0,96005 2,82122 2,79657 0,95169 1,13484 0,69189 
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U.A.E. 





0,57196 0,00717 0,02031 -0,00073 -0,20809 1,16566 
-0,26345 -0,00643 -0,01522 -0,00029 -0,20699 -0,30139 
[ 2,17104] [ 1,11437] [ 1,33465] [-2,52238] [-1,00527] [ 3,86767] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-2,49564 0,46669 -0,06177 -0,00145 -0,05999 -2,36397 
-4,32227 -0,10555 -0,24969 -0,00472 -3,39604 -4,94466 
[-0,57739] [ 4,42168] [-0,24739] [-0,30784] [-0,01767] [-0,47809] 
CPI returns 
(-1) 
-2,67877 -0,08393 0,36478 0,00488 1,14652 -3,18881 
-1,88145 -0,04594 -0,10869 -0,00206 -1,47827 -2,15236 
[-1,42378] [-1,82677] [ 3,35618] [ 2,37466] [ 0,77558] [-1,48154] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
104,33970 0,57846 -2,29950 -0,82293 -411,49710 82,63046 
-103,91000 -2,53740 -6,00273 -0,11351 -81,64270 -118,87200 
[ 1,00414] [ 0,22797] [-0,38308] [-7,24996] [-5,04022] [ 0,69512] 
IR returns   
(-1) 
0,14067 0,01383 -0,00886 0,00029 -0,03257 0,21950 
-0,13443 -0,00328 -0,00777 -0,00015 -0,10562 -0,15378 
[ 1,04645] [ 4,21332] [-1,14039] [ 1,97543] [-0,30835] [ 1,42733] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,28594 -0,00329 -0,00775 0,00047 0,21665 -0,75399 
-0,22424 -0,00548 -0,01295 -0,00024 -0,17619 -0,25653 
[-1,27515] [-0,60080] [-0,59861] [ 1,93057] [ 1,22967] [-2,93919] 
C 
0,02303 0,00448 -0,00112 0,00007 -0,02020 0,03583 
-0,03006 -0,00073 -0,00174 -0,00003 -0,02362 -0,03439 
[ 0,76616] [ 6,10313] [-0,64290] [ 2,26078] [-0,85540] [ 1,04192] 
R-squared 0,19270 0,46809 0,28548 0,45855 0,38647 0,28396 
F-statistic 1,63113 6,01334 2,73016 5,78703 4,30435 2,70984 
U.A.E. 
(II)  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 





0,59011 -0,00803 0,01973 -0,00074 -0,14971 1,18433 
-0,26639 -0,00454 -0,01567 -0,00030 -0,20836 -0,30747 
[ 2,21520] [-1,76730] [ 1,25926] [-2,43511] [-0,71851] [ 3,85183] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
7,04518 0,01432 -0,07126 0,00864 -3,17151 3,64946 
-6,57577 -0,11219 -0,38677 -0,00746 -5,14328 -7,58983 
[ 1,07139] [ 0,12768] [-0,18424] [ 1,15726] [-0,61663] [ 0,48083] 
CPI 
returns(-1) 
-2,64920 0,02893 0,36623 0,00490 1,09844 -3,17862 
-1,86876 -0,03188 -0,10992 -0,00212 -1,46167 -2,15695 
[-1,41762] [ 0,90726] [ 3,33191] [ 2,31064] [ 0,75150] [-1,47366] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
118,12930 -0,46310 -3,60677 -0,78868 -397,69360 97,70152 
-102,35800 -1,74626 -6,02046 -0,11618 -80,05970 -118,14200 
[ 1,15408] [-0,26519] [-0,59909] [-6,78830] [-4,96746] [ 0,82698] 
IR returns   
(-1) 
0,10704 0,00232 -0,00691 0,00021 -0,02381 0,19442 
-0,13391 -0,00228 -0,00788 -0,00015 -0,10474 -0,15456 
[ 0,79930] [ 1,01532] [-0,87689] [ 1,39632] [-0,22730] [ 1,25786] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,29829 0,00612 -0,00736 0,00047 0,17792 -0,77496 
-0,22560 -0,00385 -0,01327 -0,00026 -0,17646 -0,26040 
[-1,32218] [ 1,59000] [-0,55454] [ 1,83807] [ 1,00826] [-2,97608] 
C 
-0,00978 0,00564 0,00213 -0,00009 0,05227 0,00131 
-0,05422 -0,00092 -0,00319 -0,00006 -0,04241 -0,06258 
[-0,18030] [ 6,09688] [ 0,66645] [-1,43878] [ 1,23246] [ 0,02097] 
R-squared 0,20349 0,08761 0,26918 0,42320 0,40012 0,28084 
F-statistic 1,74571 0,65612 2,51688 5,01361 4,55783 2,66852 
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The Impulse-Response Analysis 
The interaction among variables on other variables, due to the changes and their effects, 
constitute a very interesting procedure. Deriving from the nonzero component of the 
residuals, sudden shocks are causing changes between variables. In the VAR models, the 
Impulse Responses function is related with this process and indicates the period that needs 
the specific variable to absorb a sudden shock. However, the most interesting point is to 
trace the reflection of the system during a shock. Below are depicted the responses of the 
stock returns in each country separately due to oil volatility, when a shock is introduced 
in the system, both in a symmetric and an asymmetric point of view. 
Regarding the daily data, the responses of the stock returns to an oil price shock 
seem to be quick since the shock is absorbed between the second and the third 
lag. As it is illustrated below, the oil shocks do not affect crucial the system and the 
stock returns remains either constant at the zero line, or they return immediately 
to their initial positions. 
As far as the monthly data is concerned, there are several differences in relevance 
to the reaction and the response of the stock returns when a shock is introduced 
by the oil price movements. Therefore, I may infer that the shock affect variously 
the stock returns, since in many cases the stock returns responses need at least 
six or seven lags. The trends are diversified from upward to downward and 
conversely. However, for better information, the observation of the tables below 
constitute the most efficient process.  
Concerning the oil-exporters analysis, the reaction of the stock are returns are 
more intense since the shock seem to be sharper and the responses are diversified 
in each specific country. The results are cited in the tables back at the Appendix. 
The figures below illustrate only the responses of stock returns to oil price volatility. 
Further information is provided upon request at respect with the responses of other 
variables that are included into the system. 
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The Variance Decompositions 
A very crucial and necessary tool for the Vector Autoregressive models, is the Forecast 
Error Variance Decomposition or Variance Decomposition, which investigates into the 
impacts of shocks on the variables. In more details, it highlights the contribution of the 
shock to the s-step ahead forecast error variance (Lütkepohl, 2011).  However, the shock 
need to be economically crucial in order to be interpreted rationally for the effects. Hence, 
this function signalize the information which each variable contributes to the other 
variables due to innovations of them and describes how much of an exogenous shock 
explains the variance of each variable.  
The results present huge amounts of information. As a result, I insist on describing the 
function randomly. For example, at regard with the first lag order, in Egypt, when a shock 
is introduced in the system, 100% of which is explained by the lags of stock returns while 
0.00% of it is explained by the oil volatility. During the second the lag, the 99,97% is 
explained by the lags stock returns while 0,02% is explained by the lags of oil volatility. 
Accordingly, in the asymmetric approach, when a shock is introduced in Bahrain, the 
98.11% in the second lag, is explained due to the innovations of stock returns while the 
1.89% is explained by the exponential oil volatility. 
Concerning the monthly data, when a shock is introduced in U.A.E, in the second lag, the 
95,151% is explained by the lags of stock returns, 0,336% by oil volatility, 1,204% by the 
lags of CPI returns, 0,635% by the lags of FX returns, 1,016% by the lags of Interest rate 
returns and 1,656% by the lags of Market capitalization returns. Accordingly, the 
interpretation of all tables follows this path, as I described.  





Table 29 Variance Decomposition, Daily data, Symmetric approach 
Variance Decomposition 
Percentage of Variations 
in : 
      
  Bahrain   Egypt   Iraq   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility 
1 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 
2 99,25221 0,74779 99,97841 0,02159 99,97989 0,02011 
3 99,25495 0,74505 99,96536 0,03464 99,97963 0,02037 
4 99,25434 0,74566 99,95508 0,04492 99,97955 0,02045 
5 99,24007 0,75993 99,94545 0,05455 99,97947 0,02053 
6 99,22287 0,77713 99,93616 0,06384 99,97939 0,02061 
7 99,20450 0,79551 99,92716 0,07284 99,97931 0,02069 
8 99,18716 0,81284 99,91846 0,08154 99,97923 0,02077 
9 99,17109 0,82891 99,91004 0,08996 99,97916 0,02084 
10 99,15638 0,84362 99,90190 0,09810 99,97909 0,02092 
  Israel   Jordan   Kuwait   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility 
1 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 
2 99,90259 0,09741 99,92633 0,07367 99,89371 0,10629 
3 99,89813 0,10187 99,88735 0,11265 99,87800 0,12200 
4 99,89386 0,10614 99,86473 0,13527 99,86264 0,13736 
5 99,88918 0,11082 99,84428 0,15572 99,84941 0,15060 
6 99,88464 0,11536 99,82394 0,17606 99,83681 0,16320 
7 99,88020 0,11980 99,80407 0,19593 99,82470 0,17530 
8 99,87586 0,12415 99,78489 0,21511 99,81303 0,18697 
9 99,87160 0,12840 99,76640 0,23360 99,80175 0,19825 
10 99,86744 0,13256 99,74856 0,25144 99,79086 0,20914 
  Lebanon   Morocco   Oman   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility 
1 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 
2 99,98897 0,01103 99,98682 0,01318 99,90387 0,09613 
3 99,98895 0,01105 99,98548 0,01452 99,89490 0,10510 
4 99,98884 0,01116 99,98060 0,01940 99,88788 0,11212 
5 99,98870 0,01130 99,97400 0,02600 99,88243 0,11757 
6 99,98856 0,01144 99,96700 0,03300 99,87740 0,12260 
7 99,98842 0,01158 99,96006 0,03994 99,87258 0,12742 
8 99,98828 0,01172 99,95333 0,04667 99,86791 0,13209 
9 99,98815 0,01185 99,94684 0,05316 99,86335 0,13665 
10 99,98802 0,01198 99,94061 0,05939 99,85892 0,14108 
 
 




Pakistan  Qatar  Saudi Arabia   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility 
1 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 
2 99,94911 0,05089 99,99142 0,00858 99,99845 0,00155 
3 99,94676 0,05324 99,98787 0,01213 99,98981 0,01019 
4 99,94110 0,05890 99,98617 0,01383 99,98057 0,01943 
5 99,93353 0,06647 99,98427 0,01573 99,97185 0,02815 
6 99,92577 0,07423 99,98213 0,01787 99,96357 0,03643 
7 99,91813 0,08187 99,98008 0,01993 99,95568 0,04432 
8 99,91072 0,08928 99,97815 0,02185 99,94816 0,05184 
9 99,90356 0,09644 99,97630 0,02370 99,94101 0,05899 
10 99,89665 0,10335 99,97450 0,02550 99,93419 0,06581 
  Tunisia   Turkey   U.A.E.   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility Stock returns Oil volatility 
1 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 100,0000 0,00000 
2 99,97502 0,02498 99,99391 0,00609 99,99998 0,00002 
3 99,97473 0,02527 99,99265 0,00735 99,99377 0,00623 
4 99,97468 0,02532 99,99095 0,00905 99,98462 0,01538 
5 99,97438 0,02562 99,98926 0,01074 99,97534 0,02466 
6 99,97400 0,02600 99,98767 0,01233 99,96631 0,03369 
7 99,97360 0,02640 99,98617 0,01383 99,95752 0,04248 
8 99,97320 0,02680 99,98475 0,01525 99,94898 0,05102 
9 99,97281 0,02719 99,98342 0,01658 99,94067 0,05933 



















Table 30 Variance Decomposition, Daily data, Asymmetric approach 
Variance Decomposition 
Percentage of Variations 
in : 
      
  Bahrain   Egypt   Iraq   









1 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 
2 98,71123 1,28877 99,95609 0,04391 99,97912 0,02088 
3 98,71946 1,28054 99,95228 0,04772 99,97889 0,02111 
4 98,71730 1,28270 99,95159 0,04841 99,97871 0,02129 
5 98,71317 1,28683 99,95112 0,04888 99,97853 0,02148 
6 98,70910 1,29090 99,95068 0,04932 99,97834 0,02166 
7 98,70392 1,29608 99,95024 0,04976 99,97817 0,02183 
8 98,69909 1,30091 99,94980 0,05020 99,97799 0,02201 
9 98,69442 1,30558 99,94937 0,05063 99,97783 0,02217 
10 98,69004 1,30996 99,94895 0,05105 99,97767 0,02233 
  Israel   Jordan   Kuwait   









1 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 
2 99,99324 0,00676 99,84918 0,15082 99,97501 0,02499 
3 99,98622 0,01378 99,81998 0,18002 99,95100 0,04900 
4 99,97929 0,02071 99,80973 0,19027 99,92591 0,07409 
5 99,97254 0,02746 99,79946 0,20054 99,90120 0,09880 
6 99,96599 0,03401 99,78837 0,21163 99,87696 0,12304 
7 99,95961 0,04039 99,77732 0,22268 99,85321 0,14679 
8 99,95342 0,04658 99,76655 0,23345 99,82997 0,17004 
9 99,94740 0,05260 99,75604 0,24397 99,80720 0,19280 
10 99,94156 0,05844 99,74576 0,25424 99,78492 0,21508 
  Lebanon   Morocco   Oman   









1 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 
2 99,99343 0,00658 99,99188 0,00812 99,99822 0,00178 
3 99,99204 0,00796 99,98572 0,01428 99,98206 0,01794 
4 99,99097 0,00903 99,97940 0,02060 99,96323 0,03678 
5 99,98996 0,01004 99,97327 0,02673 99,94372 0,05628 
6 99,98900 0,01100 99,96734 0,03266 99,92454 0,07546 
7 99,98806 0,01194 99,96159 0,03841 99,90590 0,09410 
8 99,98715 0,01285 99,95605 0,04395 99,88786 0,11214 
9 99,98627 0,01373 99,95069 0,04932 99,87041 0,12959 
10 99,98542 0,01458 99,94551 0,05450 99,85354 0,14646 
 






  Pakistan   Qatar   Saudi Arabia   









1 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 
2 99,99706 0,00294 99,99882 0,00118 99,95827 0,04173 
3 99,99483 0,00517 99,98550 0,01450 99,95345 0,04655 
4 99,99101 0,00899 99,97171 0,02829 99,94998 0,05002 
5 99,98656 0,01344 99,96134 0,03866 99,94646 0,05354 
6 99,98208 0,01792 99,95160 0,04840 99,94304 0,05696 
7 99,97767 0,02233 99,94166 0,05834 99,93973 0,06027 
8 99,97338 0,02662 99,93188 0,06812 99,93654 0,06346 
9 99,96922 0,03078 99,92242 0,07758 99,93346 0,06654 
10 99,96517 0,03483 99,91323 0,08677 99,93048 0,06952 
  Tunisia   Turkey   U.A.E.   









1 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 100,00000 0,00000 
2 99,99906 0,00094 99,99277 0,00723 99,76907 0,23093 
3 99,99833 0,00167 99,99248 0,00752 99,76864 0,23136 
4 99,99762 0,00238 99,99171 0,00829 99,76127 0,23873 
5 99,99694 0,00306 99,99089 0,00911 99,75372 0,24628 
6 99,99628 0,00372 99,99009 0,00991 99,74635 0,25365 
7 99,99564 0,00436 99,98932 0,01068 99,73910 0,26090 
8 99,99501 0,00499 99,98858 0,01142 99,73197 0,26803 
9 99,99440 0,00560 99,98787 0,01213 99,72496 0,27504 















Table 31 Variance Decomposition, Monthly data, Symmetric approach 
Variance Decomposition 
Percentage of 
Variations in : 
Due to innovations of: 
Bahrain   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 91,81485 1,98723 0,15966 0,28322 3,30394 2,45110 
3 87,49274 2,03736 0,53527 0,28792 6,16262 3,48408 
4 86,86853 2,03646 0,89296 0,53665 6,18424 3,48117 
5 86,68525 2,13643 0,88942 0,65529 6,15018 3,48343 
6 86,56688 2,22636 0,91508 0,66538 6,14806 3,47824 
7 86,48910 2,25271 0,91625 0,68977 6,14789 3,50428 
8 86,47715 2,25937 0,92122 0,68968 6,14728 3,50529 
9 86,47143 2,26326 0,92121 0,69233 6,14675 3,50503 
10 86,46885 2,26520 0,92160 0,69247 6,14654 3,50534 
Egypt   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 79,21520 0,54248 0,94453 17,12997 0,42996 1,73786 
3 74,30260 0,69360 2,79208 18,93160 1,49609 1,78403 
4 73,46760 1,30540 3,04464 18,60716 1,78129 1,79392 
5 73,29374 1,40314 3,02708 18,57586 1,88941 1,81077 
6 72,77943 1,43597 3,00145 18,94576 2,04188 1,79551 
7 72,76885 1,43562 3,00095 18,94131 2,05259 1,80068 
8 72,70458 1,47025 3,02896 18,94138 2,05074 1,80408 
9 72,70269 1,47031 3,02946 18,94275 2,05069 1,80410 
10 72,69276 1,47123 3,02970 18,94996 2,05263 1,80373 
Iraq   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000   
2 99,51762 0,21564 0,01466 0,24859 0,00350   
3 98,76920 0,42166 0,03897 0,29396 0,47621   
4 98,60502 0,46700 0,07781 0,36257 0,48759   
5 98,47728 0,49545 0,08208 0,41976 0,52543 NA 
6 98,35335 0,53330 0,11641 0,44676 0,55018   
7 98,30773 0,56234 0,11645 0,45215 0,56133   
8 98,27766 0,58372 0,11907 0,45368 0,56588   
9 98,25763 0,59834 0,11902 0,45340 0,57160   
10 98,24237 0,60918 0,11899 0,45320 0,57627   
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Israel   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 97,99522 0,19028 0,15678 0,34931 0,52211 0,78631 
3 94,69623 0,58929 0,54574 2,30505 1,01804 0,84565 
4 94,03012 0,58842 0,90902 2,31688 1,20829 0,94727 
5 93,17282 0,63586 1,31775 2,54915 1,38393 0,94050 
6 92,97501 0,63399 1,46313 2,60337 1,38588 0,93862 
7 92,85636 0,63292 1,55355 2,63107 1,38931 0,93679 
8 92,83261 0,63267 1,57147 2,63725 1,38896 0,93704 
9 92,82713 0,63263 1,57561 2,63789 1,38933 0,93741 
10 92,82557 0,63272 1,57574 2,63786 1,39039 0,93772 
Jordan   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 93,51889 4,74990 0,34758 0,00258 0,04819 1,33287 
3 85,56010 10,29272 1,71812 0,33134 0,10901 1,98870 
4 82,63948 13,17900 1,67970 0,44306 0,12939 1,92937 
5 81,69509 14,06742 1,68249 0,44297 0,20419 1,90785 
6 81,48944 14,19897 1,68012 0,44305 0,23242 1,95600 
7 81,45426 14,19880 1,67976 0,44800 0,25973 1,95945 
8 81,44146 14,20515 1,67947 0,44794 0,26299 1,96299 
9 81,42658 14,21973 1,67939 0,44824 0,26330 1,96276 
10 81,41859 14,22789 1,67922 0,44820 0,26328 1,96282 
Kuwait   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 99,04772 0,36165 0,00210 0,00006 0,20018 0,38830 
3 95,32507 1,11875 1,07179 0,04539 2,07210 0,36689 
4 94,44847 1,10187 1,34271 0,25057 2,46978 0,38661 
5 94,06650 1,10803 1,45426 0,29561 2,67464 0,40096 
6 93,91000 1,10486 1,50313 0,32197 2,75625 0,40380 
7 93,85246 1,10452 1,52159 0,33175 2,78265 0,40703 
8 93,82723 1,10542 1,52857 0,33575 2,79429 0,40874 
9 93,81706 1,10708 1,53087 0,33755 2,79804 0,40939 
10 93,81253 1,10847 1,53168 0,33818 2,79941 0,40974 
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Lebanon   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 88,70733 9,71746 0,00049 0,68208 0,63390 0,25876 
3 83,31642 11,34277 2,48532 1,91160 0,67867 0,26523 
4 82,39662 11,85723 2,65075 1,92322 0,76867 0,40352 
5 82,15028 11,94297 2,69134 1,95466 0,80924 0,45152 
6 82,08864 11,99138 2,70178 1,95679 0,81013 0,45128 
7 82,06047 12,01049 2,70451 1,95899 0,81042 0,45513 
8 82,03869 12,02418 2,70808 1,96164 0,81046 0,45696 
9 82,02977 12,02982 2,71012 1,96231 0,81069 0,45729 
10 82,02632 12,03214 2,71054 1,96248 0,81082 0,45770 
Morocco   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,06284 0,00003 1,18064 2,11154 1,64495 0,00001 
3 92,67980 0,17564 1,71606 3,14908 2,26396 0,01546 
4 92,01475 0,21226 2,22156 3,22293 2,30369 0,02481 
5 91,96479 0,24588 2,21987 3,23348 2,30890 0,02707 
6 91,88170 0,25511 2,29892 3,23045 2,30677 0,02707 
7 91,87304 0,25669 2,30509 3,23117 2,30674 0,02727 
8 91,86263 0,25685 2,31377 3,23229 2,30720 0,02726 
9 91,85697 0,25696 2,31819 3,23243 2,30812 0,02734 
10 91,85657 0,25706 2,31842 3,23242 2,30817 0,02736 
Oman   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 97,32266 0,00196 0,50908 0,04932 0,81229 1,30469 
3 91,19292 0,00328 0,97518 0,74963 3,84958 3,22941 
4 90,58864 0,47795 0,96066 0,73250 3,78278 3,45747 
5 89,67568 0,50116 1,58370 0,77307 4,00058 3,46582 
6 89,39559 0,57475 1,72416 0,76769 3,97017 3,56763 
7 89,21405 0,59133 1,88887 0,77124 3,97601 3,55849 
8 89,11338 0,59858 1,97873 0,77235 3,97063 3,56633 
9 89,07469 0,60063 2,01946 0,77192 3,96875 3,56455 
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Pakistan   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 93,33720 1,72687 0,00526 0,16588 4,48457 0,28023 
3 91,26298 2,60388 0,94252 0,45399 4,36786 0,36878 
4 89,81670 2,61920 1,98219 0,76774 4,29806 0,51612 
5 89,42545 2,64589 2,23149 0,85047 4,27655 0,57015 
6 89,22282 2,71643 2,33717 0,84917 4,30101 0,57340 
7 89,10155 2,78962 2,38286 0,84955 4,29962 0,57680 
8 89,02151 2,83510 2,40982 0,85181 4,29757 0,58418 
9 88,97426 2,86181 2,42416 0,85500 4,29530 0,58948 
10 88,94699 2,87803 2,43253 0,85637 4,29409 0,59200 
Qatar   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 80,66014 3,37370 10,79493 3,71896 0,02010 1,43216 
3 74,05631 7,43670 13,38091 3,63785 0,01948 1,46875 
4 73,97909 7,76112 13,17475 3,58766 0,02598 1,47140 
5 73,77351 8,04730 12,99557 3,53001 0,03152 1,62209 
6 73,45428 8,02588 13,28455 3,55507 0,03796 1,64226 
7 73,32179 8,09178 13,34714 3,55761 0,03997 1,64172 
8 73,32518 8,08999 13,33530 3,56068 0,04114 1,64772 
9 73,31601 8,09463 13,33736 3,55993 0,04205 1,65002 
10 73,30480 8,09334 13,34607 3,56306 0,04213 1,65060 
Saudi Arabia   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 89,82213 0,82759 5,69154 2,40622 0,00012 1,25240 
3 88,67863 1,00570 6,28557 2,59663 0,12452 1,30896 
4 88,12353 1,05128 6,60913 2,58094 0,20136 1,43375 
5 87,81386 1,17661 6,73279 2,60203 0,24587 1,42884 
6 87,71470 1,21594 6,76218 2,61643 0,25918 1,43158 
7 87,64747 1,24196 6,79069 2,61592 0,27117 1,43279 
8 87,62049 1,25632 6,79921 2,61536 0,27632 1,43230 
9 87,60524 1,26328 6,80438 2,61529 0,27919 1,43262 
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Tunisia   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000  0,00000 
2 97,52401 0,01129 1,13334 0,35609  0,97527 
3 93,63604 0,01121 2,16216 1,94985  2,24074 
4 93,12061 0,05751 2,47210 2,11256  2,23722 
5 92,98744 0,06727 2,51135 2,11014 NA 2,32381 
6 92,98162 0,06729 2,51325 2,11253  2,32530 
7 92,97890 0,06855 2,51372 2,11345  2,32538 
8 92,97810 0,06880 2,51426 2,11349  2,32536 
9 92,97801 0,06881 2,51434 2,11349  2,32536 
10 92,97800 0,06881 2,51434 2,11349   2,32536 
Turkey   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 96,62610 0,00412 0,35251 2,82815 0,18252 0,00660 
3 94,22354 0,80855 0,97517 3,52049 0,20786 0,26439 
4 94,02954 0,96906 0,98020 3,54760 0,20989 0,26371 
5 93,99998 0,97451 0,98712 3,55046 0,22336 0,26456 
6 93,99125 0,97467 0,99370 3,55102 0,22448 0,26488 
7 93,98847 0,97467 0,99394 3,55091 0,22706 0,26495 
8 93,98745 0,97468 0,99462 3,55091 0,22728 0,26507 
9 93,98728 0,97470 0,99476 3,55090 0,22730 0,26507 
10 93,98722 0,97472 0,99476 3,55092 0,22732 0,26507 
U.A.E.   
Period Stock returns Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,15100 0,33629 1,20475 0,63500 1,01653 1,65642 
3 94,49863 0,52410 1,46764 0,62914 1,13195 1,74854 
4 93,38346 1,01517 1,89782 0,68742 1,25883 1,75730 
5 92,88226 1,09763 2,20984 0,73751 1,24519 1,82757 
6 92,73312 1,13315 2,29326 0,73653 1,25952 1,84442 
7 92,65008 1,17270 2,33587 0,73600 1,26095 1,84441 
8 92,62776 1,18567 2,34394 0,73612 1,26062 1,84589 
9 92,61979 1,19098 2,34685 0,73613 1,26051 1,84575 
10 92,61824 1,19235 2,34707 0,73613 1,26049 1,84571 
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Table 32 Variance Decomposition, Monthly data, Asymmetric approach 
Variance Decomposition 
Percentage of 
Variations in : 
Due to innovations of: 
Bahrain   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 92,89493 0,89442 0,21527 0,29300 2,96303 2,73935 
3 88,98233 1,04171 0,53186 0,29095 5,39375 3,75940 
4 88,32116 1,03424 0,92624 0,60098 5,37437 3,74302 
5 88,13379 1,15165 0,92184 0,70842 5,34984 3,73445 
6 88,06745 1,17352 0,94547 0,72975 5,35083 3,73298 
7 88,03879 1,17497 0,94645 0,74802 5,35443 3,73734 
8 88,03577 1,17519 0,94931 0,74802 5,35425 3,73747 
9 88,03152 1,17648 0,94936 0,75052 5,35420 3,73790 
10 88,03090 1,17674 0,94966 0,75063 5,35417 3,73790 
Egypt   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 79,58864 0,35803 0,94254 16,99276 0,41716 1,70087 
3 74,67355 0,71636 2,81307 18,59792 1,46653 1,73258 
4 73,80401 1,28805 3,08329 18,28630 1,80060 1,73776 
5 73,61697 1,40402 3,06943 18,24165 1,91666 1,75128 
6 73,16732 1,43260 3,04561 18,59176 2,02490 1,73781 
7 73,15703 1,43245 3,04627 18,58876 2,03422 1,74126 
8 73,09312 1,46981 3,07469 18,58663 2,03196 1,74379 
9 73,09033 1,47116 3,07530 18,58740 2,03189 1,74392 
10 73,08291 1,47249 3,07566 18,59219 2,03312 1,74364 
Iraq   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000   
2 99,01716 0,59720 0,13780 0,15598 0,09186   
3 98,61186 0,91325 0,17162 0,19732 0,10594   
4 98,04745 0,93252 0,24164 0,22295 0,55544   
5 97,80618 0,95986 0,24330 0,22252 0,76815 NA 
6 97,75862 0,95942 0,24374 0,26935 0,76889   
7 97,67311 0,95858 0,25298 0,34275 0,77259   
8 97,66181 0,95932 0,25971 0,34624 0,77293   
9 97,66023 0,95938 0,26008 0,34719 0,77312   
10 97,65946 0,95944 0,26068 0,34719 0,77323   
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Israel   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 97,80904 0,63222 0,03328 0,21887 0,44389 0,86271 
3 95,05921 0,66441 0,28293 2,24400 0,83099 0,91846 
4 94,27456 1,04123 0,50109 2,22533 0,89865 1,05914 
5 93,45769 1,33186 0,79788 2,40025 0,95657 1,05575 
6 93,17183 1,54633 0,84981 2,42817 0,95278 1,05109 
7 93,01145 1,65577 0,88032 2,45256 0,94995 1,04995 
8 92,95781 1,70236 0,88383 2,45506 0,94947 1,05147 
9 92,94214 1,71574 0,88394 2,45543 0,94954 1,05322 
10 92,93768 1,71923 0,88382 2,45524 0,94981 1,05423 
Jordan   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 98,44685 0,00047 0,06912 0,04195 0,00018 1,44144 
3 96,25082 0,00643 0,84991 0,34558 0,21749 2,32977 
4 96,10409 0,04659 0,87991 0,37331 0,21779 2,37831 
5 96,00443 0,05048 0,93492 0,38093 0,22676 2,40249 
6 95,96168 0,05529 0,93651 0,38134 0,22678 2,43840 
7 95,95072 0,05584 0,93785 0,38137 0,22848 2,44573 
8 95,94579 0,05622 0,93888 0,38160 0,22847 2,44904 
9 95,94534 0,05638 0,93889 0,38160 0,22849 2,44930 
10 95,94452 0,05640 0,93889 0,38161 0,22849 2,45009 
Kuwait   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 92,10557 7,09180 0,00698 0,36194 0,14495 0,28876 
3 87,27895 8,14001 1,25790 0,59306 2,45889 0,27118 
4 86,16500 8,19162 1,77741 0,63546 2,79094 0,43957 
5 85,74883 8,25375 1,91146 0,63827 3,01157 0,43613 
6 85,56164 8,28175 1,94922 0,66052 3,10944 0,43744 
7 85,48081 8,29605 1,97352 0,66518 3,14688 0,43756 
8 85,44143 8,30177 1,98710 0,66677 3,16563 0,43730 
9 85,42523 8,30466 1,99182 0,66778 3,17327 0,43725 
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Lebanon   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 97,61710 1,24138 0,04571 0,67707 0,41874 0,00000 
3 93,96848 1,18046 2,43451 1,64152 0,52074 0,25430 
4 93,50754 1,24584 2,71772 1,69114 0,58575 0,25201 
5 93,01264 1,52903 2,81945 1,78464 0,60052 0,25372 
6 92,87568 1,63959 2,83923 1,79012 0,60191 0,25347 
7 92,81457 1,69701 2,84030 1,78868 0,60218 0,25727 
8 92,80048 1,70969 2,84175 1,78841 0,60224 0,25743 
9 92,79798 1,71122 2,84251 1,78832 0,60255 0,25742 
10 92,79741 1,71159 2,84262 1,78831 0,60262 0,25744 
Morocco   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,11123 0,00518 1,10219 2,07775 1,69884 0,00481 
3 92,91431 0,01240 1,68209 3,07660 2,30056 0,01405 
4 92,27534 0,01361 2,25721 3,12713 2,30813 0,01858 
5 92,26384 0,01388 2,25796 3,13452 2,31035 0,01946 
6 92,19000 0,01389 2,33423 3,13201 2,31042 0,01945 
7 92,17994 0,01392 2,34218 3,13174 2,31234 0,01987 
8 92,17197 0,01392 2,35005 3,13193 2,31225 0,01988 
9 92,16688 0,01394 2,35461 3,13184 2,31282 0,01992 
10 92,16662 0,01394 2,35482 3,13184 2,31284 0,01994 
Oman   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 96,48982 0,29942 0,59738 0,06796 0,97218 1,57323 
3 90,43931 0,25157 0,97246 0,75253 3,86038 3,72375 
4 89,87137 0,49655 0,96891 0,73485 3,79129 4,13703 
5 88,83198 0,49759 1,56859 0,78817 4,09155 4,22213 
6 88,52194 0,51387 1,72923 0,78649 4,06196 4,38651 
7 88,28028 0,51121 1,94975 0,79232 4,08636 4,38008 
8 88,16255 0,51033 2,06343 0,79334 4,08067 4,38968 
9 88,09583 0,51154 2,13515 0,79271 4,07910 4,38567 
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Pakistan   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,75972 0,03528 0,00680 0,17249 3,86406 0,16164 
3 92,58364 0,85342 1,68820 0,68070 3,74773 0,44631 
4 91,68531 0,99062 2,29313 0,84028 3,74542 0,44524 
5 91,23533 1,25560 2,33770 0,95206 3,73734 0,48197 
6 91,09244 1,28313 2,40240 0,95092 3,78734 0,48378 
7 91,02019 1,28646 2,45852 0,95020 3,79093 0,49370 
8 90,99069 1,28845 2,47261 0,94989 3,80228 0,49608 
9 90,98315 1,28974 2,47493 0,94981 3,80589 0,49648 
10 90,97866 1,29003 2,47633 0,94991 3,80847 0,49661 
Qatar   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 78,41962 0,49429 16,80020 3,18205 0,07149 1,03235 
3 74,78293 1,01000 19,54163 3,40084 0,08035 1,18425 
4 75,03517 1,02778 19,13059 3,42333 0,08133 1,30181 
5 74,37875 1,07193 19,15497 3,98235 0,08077 1,33123 
6 73,94319 1,06644 19,52189 3,96914 0,09247 1,40687 
7 73,86966 1,08193 19,53333 4,00906 0,09378 1,41223 
8 73,84023 1,08080 19,52039 4,05171 0,09483 1,41204 
9 73,81449 1,08324 19,53469 4,04969 0,09679 1,42111 
10 73,80249 1,08355 19,54118 4,05375 0,09677 1,42227 
Saudi Arabia   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 88,25634 3,38022 5,35375 2,14684 0,15470 0,70816 
3 85,67077 5,33785 5,77922 2,26720 0,18604 0,75892 
4 85,22209 5,31970 6,22199 2,25397 0,22167 0,76057 
5 85,13513 5,31259 6,30730 2,25757 0,22609 0,76132 
6 85,05920 5,32299 6,35219 2,25908 0,23207 0,77447 
7 85,03491 5,32627 6,36699 2,25849 0,23811 0,77523 
8 85,02864 5,32614 6,37199 2,25835 0,23958 0,77530 
9 85,02467 5,32661 6,37422 2,25832 0,24038 0,77579 
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Tunisia   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000  0,00000 
2 97,60449 0,01084 1,04951 0,32272  1,01245 
3 93,62573 0,01519 2,09815 1,97174  2,28919 
4 93,16468 0,01738 2,38752 2,14120  2,28922 
5 93,03648 0,01822 2,42591 2,13883 NA 2,38056 
6 93,02808 0,01822 2,43083 2,13996  2,38291 
7 93,02684 0,01823 2,43078 2,14133  2,38283 
8 93,02595 0,01823 2,43122 2,14174  2,38287 
9 93,02562 0,01823 2,43146 2,14183  2,38286 
10 93,02557 0,01823 2,43150 2,14183   2,38288 
Turkey   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 96,67873 0,00049 0,35210 2,67916 0,28159 0,00793 
3 94,99715 0,28081 0,88535 3,36286 0,29421 0,17963 
4 94,91573 0,36629 0,88465 3,36014 0,29361 0,17958 
5 94,86530 0,37590 0,88776 3,38057 0,31061 0,17986 
6 94,85501 0,38394 0,88833 3,38056 0,31085 0,18131 
7 94,85430 0,38415 0,88847 3,38069 0,31104 0,18135 
8 94,85296 0,38527 0,88848 3,38065 0,31104 0,18160 
9 94,85287 0,38533 0,88849 3,38065 0,31105 0,18162 
10 94,85270 0,38548 0,88849 3,38064 0,31105 0,18163 
U.A.E.   
Period Stock returns Exp. Oil volatility CPI returns FX returns IR returns MCAP returns 
1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 93,71547 1,88356 1,40769 0,73501 0,52961 1,72866 
3 93,15098 1,76594 1,66662 0,82970 0,69753 1,88924 
4 92,35517 1,77532 2,44390 0,83148 0,71801 1,87613 
5 91,78706 1,76155 2,83090 0,91811 0,75560 1,94678 
6 91,55461 1,77026 3,01645 0,94590 0,75703 1,95574 
7 91,48162 1,76775 3,07697 0,94449 0,77554 1,95365 
8 91,43956 1,76798 3,10993 0,95391 0,77636 1,95226 
9 91,42742 1,76756 3,12045 0,95371 0,77854 1,95232 
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Section 4 - Conclusion 
Taking into consideration that the phenomenon of oil price volatility means uncertainty 
and new information arrivals to the international markets, definitely that implies that policy 
makers and risk managers consider volatility as a matter of high importance for asset 
pricing and portfolio managing.  
These empirical analysis outlined several findings since they were applied into a wide 
variety of data under a spectrum of different applications. Furthermore, the analysis treats 
with the basic speculation of the potential interaction and relationship among the stock 
market returns across the region of MENA countries and oil price volatility. Since I 
implemented several methods, i.e. Granger-Causality, SEM, VAR, the Impulse-Responses 
and the Variance Decomposition, I conclude in no statistical significant relationship 
between the abovementioned except from a few cases. The Oil-importers countries, such 
as Jordan and Lebanon, present a statistically significant relationship. The majority of oil-
exporters represent Granger-causality between oil volatility and stock returns. However, 
the interactions either positive or negative, were mainly weak. Therefore, it seems that the 
stock markets of this region are not affected, statistically speaking, by the oil volatility. 
However, the results are economically meaningful since they indicate that the stock returns 
are related with the movements of the oil prices. Finally, the rest of the endogenous 
variables, in many cases, are related with the stock returns in different ways. 
I may imply that further information of short- term and long-term variables is needed under 
the spectrum of macroeconomic nature. In more details, information such as the real GDP 
or the industrial production, or market fundamentals, short-term interest rates, P/E ratios 
and cash flows may lead to more effective results. 
Overall, this thesis constitutes a serious effort in order to contribute vital estimations to the 
pre-existing literature. A quite long path of methodology and empirical applications is 
covered at regard with the behavior of the stock markets and price movements across the 
region of the MENA countries.   
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Appendix 








Method: ML ARCH - Normal distribution (BFGS / Marquardt steps) 
U.A.E. 
Variable Coefficient Std, Error z-Statistic Prob.   
  
SQRT(GARCH) -0,0140 0,0101 -1,3848 0,1661 
C 0,0005 0,0004 1,3455 0,1785 
AR(1) -0,1853 0,0137 -13,4890 0,0000 
AR(2) -0,0502 0,0196 -2,5575 0,0105 
AR(3) -0,1170 0,0184 -6,3720 0,0000 
AR(4) 0,3443 0,0016 214,0327 0,0000 
AR(5) -0,0750 0,0158 -4,7480 0,0000 
AR(6) 0,0316 0,0195 1,6182 0,1056 
AR(7) 0,0454 0,0198 2,2921 0,0219 
AR(8) 0,0061 0,0131 0,4694 0,6388 
MA(1) -0,0420 0,0172 -2,4435 0,0145 
MA(2) -0,1776 0,0176 -10,1111 0,0000 
MA(3) -0,2390 0,0183 -13,0466 0,0000 
MA(4) -0,3268 0,0179 -18,2919 0,0000 
MA(5) -0,0190 0,0178 -1,0674 0,2858 
MA(6) -0,0910 0,0175 -5,2018 0,0000 
MA(7) -0,0479 0,0169 -2,8368 0,0046 




C 0,0000 0,0000 3,8466 0,0001 
RESID(-1)^2 0,0839 0,0079 10,6019 0,0000 
GARCH(-1) 0,9090 0,0084 107,7294 0,0000 
Table 33 ARIMA-GARCH-M model, Symmetric approach 
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Oil price volatility
Year








Method: ML ARCH - Normal distribution (BFGS / Marquardt steps) 
U.A.E. 
Variable Coefficient Std, Error z-Statistic Prob. 
  
SQRT(GARCH) 0,1084 0,0588 1,8448 0,0651 
C -0,0032 0,0034 -0,9609 0,3366 
AR(1) -0,0248 0,0113 -2,1902 0,0285 
AR(2) -0,0012 0,0133 -0,0926 0,9262 
AR(3) 0,0071 0,0165 0,4281 0,6686 
AR(4) 0,0697 0,0101 6,9246 0,0000 
AR(5) -0,0145 0,0183 -0,7900 0,4296 
AR(6) -0,0122 0,0197 -0,6210 0,5346 
AR(7) 0,0036 0,0199 0,1828 0,8549 
AR(8) -0,0274 0,0136 -2,0059 0,0449 
MA(1) -0,0361 0,0159 -2,2668 0,0234 
MA(2) -0,0113 0,0167 -0,6767 0,4986 
MA(3) -0,0329 0,0172 -1,9153 0,0555 
MA(4) -0,0030 0,0166 -0,1836 0,8543 
MA(5) 0,0190 0,0170 1,1203 0,2626 
MA(6) 0,0257 0,0168 1,5362 0,1245 
MA(7) 0,0236 0,0177 1,3343 0,1821 




C(19) -0,1911 0,0252 -7,5732 0,0000 
C(20) 0,1137 0,0114 9,9791 0,0000 
C(21) -0,0525 0,0066 -8,0016 0,0000 
C(22) 0,9866 0,0026 372,5027 0,0000 
Table 34 ARIMA-EGARCH-M model, Asymmetric approach 
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Exponential oil price volatility
Year
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Granger- Causality  
Monthly data 
Granger-Causality Test 
Prob. /    
F stat. 
Oil Volatility       CPI returns FX returns  IR returns  MCAP returns 
Bahrain 0,01120 0,62500 0,59840 0,02540 0,16930 
Lags:1 6,71595 0,24056 0,27941 5,17215 1,92057 
Egypt 0,47060 0,61650 0,01350 0,45010 0,00000 
Lags:1 0,52361 0,25199 6,27395 0,57753 78,68110 
Iraq 0,36910 0,90690 0,81050 0,90570 NA 
Lags:2 1,01053 0,09784 0,21074 0,09914 NA 
Israel 0,63020 0,49870 0,09920 0,21850 0,23500 
Lags:2 0,46327 0,69924 2,34872 1,53715 1,46318 
Jordan 0,00140 0,00100 0,26310 0,6835 0,02700 
Lags:3 5,51150 5,79470 1,34457 0,49922 3,16447 
Kuwait 0,36390 0,93120 0,90140 0,82710 0,54520 
Lags:1 0,82958 0,00749 0,01541 0,04786 0,36767 
Lebanon 0,03730 0,73280 0,3992 0,54000 0,08490 
Lags:1 4,46903 0,11731 0,71744 0,37824 3,03346 
Morocco 0,45320 0,11690 0,09960 0,09090 0,69870 
Lags:1 0,56591 2,49040 2,75008 2,90078 0,15047 
Oman 0,57070 0,10270 0,37220 0,62480 0,50540 
Lags:1 0,32367 2,70969 0,80299 0,24065 0,44658 
Pakistan 0,01160 0,89250 0,9025 0,00290 0,47460 
Lags:1 6,55080 0,01832 0,01506 9,18299 0,51420 
Qatar 0,76870 0,92170 0,86290 0,95020 0,34870 
Lags:2 0,26399 0,08166 0,14772 0,05108 1,06785 
S. Arabia 0,34980 0,00940 0,05650 0,89290 0,51710 
Lags:2 1,05816 4,81399 2,93124 0,11340 0,66257 
Tunisia 0,75550 0,27120 0,20590 NA 0,05380 
Lags:2 0,28105 1,31782 1,59937 NA 2,98841 
Turkey 0,59500 0,49450 0,20430 0,53580 0,43670 
Lags:2 0,52130 0,70802 1,60743 0,62690 0,83366 
U.A.E. 0,83640 0,72260 0,36530 0,61170 0,60240 
Lags:2 0,17898 0,32601 101795,00000 0,49413 0,50954 
Table 35 Granger-Causality, Monthly data, Symmetric approach 
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Granger-Causality Test 
Prob. /    
F stat. 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility       
CPI returns FX returns  IR returns  MCAP returns 
Bahrain 0,67340 0,61070 0,71220 0,01080 0,14090 
Lags:2 0,39726 0,49602 0,34071 4,78049 2,00483 
Egypt 0,32710 0,78820 0,03900 0,40910 0,00000 
Lags:2 1,12730 0,23838 3,32654 0,90721 45,45290 
Iraq 0,32740 0,99450 0,00000 0,99990 NA 
Lags:7 1,18235 0,14129 9,94554 0,03885 NA 
Israel 0,05870 0,17950 0,18600 0,27900 0,18830 
Lags:3 2,54437 1,65543 1,62668 1,29388 1,61685 
Jordan 0,91260 0,01480 0,70670 0,5513 0,03230 
Lags:1 0,01210 6,11022 0,14224 0,35689 4,68585 
Kuwait 0,00040 0,93120 0,90140 0,82710 0,54520 
Lags:1 13,01320 0,00749 0,01541 0,04786 0,36767 
Lebanon 0,04370 0,73280 0,3992 0,54000 0,08490 
Lags:1 4,18388 0,11731 0,71744 0,71744 3,03346 
Morocco 0,70530 0,24590 0,14580 0,26920 0,83800 
Lags:2 0,34993 1,41619 1,95104 1,32397 0,17694 
Oman 0,96070 0,24460 0,61760 0,04270 0,14840 
Lags:1 0,04014 1,42777 0,48424 3,25386 1,94351 
Pakistan 0,35700 0,29820 0,3852 0,00710 0,83210 
Lags:2 1,03836 1,22110 0,96095 5,14313 0,18406 
Qatar 0,13630 0,92170 0,86290 0,95020 0,34870 
Lags:2 2,04589 0,08166 0,14772 0,05108 1,06785 
S. Arabia 0,02820 0,00940 0,05650 0,89290 0,51710 
Lags:2 3,65984 4,81399 2,93124 0,11340 0,66257 
Tunisia 0,34590 0,27120 0,20590 NA 0,05380 
Lags:2 1,07043 1,31782 1,59937 NA 2,98841 
Turkey 0,65120 0,49450 0,20430 0,53580 0,43670 
Lags:2 0,43039 0,70802 1,60743 0,62690 0,83366 
U.A.E. 0,20480 0,32601 0,36530 0,61170 0,60240 
Lags:2 1,61344 1,3737 1,01795 0,49413 0,50954 
Table 36 Granger-Causality, Monthly data, Asymmetric approach 
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The oil-exporters analysis 
Descriptive Statistics 
Bahrain 






Mean -0,18740% -0,53490% 0,15480% 0,00083% -0,53230% -0,12190% 0,10390% 
Std. Dev. 8,79590% 2,95170% 0,68750% 0,05370% 3,42290% 7,95650% 8,83920% 
Skewness -0,22696 -0,44950 -1,72853 -0,14620 -6,28976 0,40410 0,52392 
Kurtosis 4,05690 4,44212 12,17232 31,23533 40,91182 3,35884 2,67624 
 
Egypt 






Mean -1,00130% 0,20050% 0,75540% 0,55330% 0,04910% -0,53010% -0,15880% 
Std. Dev. 8,54630% 8,48920% 0,94230% 1,26010% 4,20240% 6,19820% 1,43210% 
Skewness -0,34256 -0,03499 -0,04530 2,72609 0,87406 -0,19678 -0,38921 
Kurtosis 3,87279 3,54456 3,49437 10,94815 4,40371 3,57275 4,65295 
 
Iraq 






Mean -0,56960% 2,62050% 0,26860% 0,03360% NA NA 0,74970% 
Std. Dev. 8,33950% 30,71860% 0,85240% 0,76560% NA NA 1,43210% 
Skewness -0,44938 7,68908 0,04988 0,97445 NA NA -0,38921 
Kurtosis 3,76483 64,00930 3,69440 16,26799 NA NA 4,65295 
 
Kuwait 






Mean 0,32220% 0,19400% 0,34170% 0,01940% -0,33480% 0,31660% 0,14720% 
Std. Dev 9,29400% 5,45240% 0,53490% 0,71880% 4,32800% 6,06440% 1,44660% 
Skewness -0,72176 -1,01797 0,91236 1,73430 -3,83944 -0,69338 -0,25528 
Kurtosis 4,92957 7,16363 4,41483 16,36471 25,12225 5,03769 8,63793 
 
Oman 






Mean -0,31450% -0,04480% 0,28230% -0,00008% -1,82550% 0,48180% 0,32150% 
Std. Dev. 9,94180% 5,79210% 0,51180% 0,06040% 11,28380% 5,41690% 1,81600% 
Skewness -0,74437 -1,74605 1,01464 -0,03679 -5,55401 -1,65170 0,31599 
Kurtosis 4,89917 10,71678 4,10310 7,67726 36,51965 10,58732 3,68689 
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Qatar 






Mean -0,72870% 0,21680% 0,63470% 0,00044% -0,22550% 0,65810% 0,28970% 
Std. Dev. 9,98930% 7,64290% 4,72700% 0,02980% 1,52940% 7,91570% 1,80410% 
Skewness -0,74629 -1,00523 9,26012 0,67469 -6,59736 -0,82409 1,67493 
Kurtosis 4,99474 6,59594 8,80906 8,52121 44,52626 6,09277 11,87622 
 
Saudi Arabia 






Mean -0,72870% 0,21680% 0,63470% 0,00044% -0,22550% 0,65810% 0,28970% 
Std. Dev. 9,98930% 7,64290% 4,72700% 0,02980% 1,52940% 7,91570% 1,80410% 
Skewness -0,74629 -1,00523 9,26012 0,67469 -6,59736 -0,82409 1,67493 
Kurtosis 4,99474 6,59594 8,80906 8,52121 44,52626 6,09277 11,87622 
 
U.A.E. 






Mean -0,85000% -0,11750% 0,16280% 0,00015% -1,19410% 0,00845% 0,04360% 
Std. Dev. 9,97490% 5,88110% 0,38480% 0,00783% 6,02810% 7,14360% 1,12210% 
Skewness -0,73660 -0,76128 0,52975 -0,44190 -5,24126 -0,44245 -0,47672 
Kurtosis 5,02510 3,99419 3,59691 12,19809 30,01203 3,96075 17,39152 
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Granger-Causality Test 
Prob./    
F stat. 





Bahrain 0,66760 0,60440 0,93840 0,10550 0,42100 0,78820 
Lags:3 0,52341 0,61978 0,13571 2,11546 0,94991 0,35151 
Egypt 0,46600 0,67890 0,60410 0,56940 0,13750 0,71380 
Lags:3 0,86546 0,50757 0,62200 0,67853 1,92509 0,45663 
Iraq 0,92820 0,46250 0,35040 NA NA 0,03490 
Lags:3 0,15165 0,86798 1,11351 NA NA 3,05224 
Kuwait 0,15520 0,26170 0,81740 0,09830 0,71650 0,29920 
Lags:2 1,88836 1,35362 0,20187 2,35862 0,33424 1,21719 
Oman 0,88100 0,34650 0,59290 0,04500 0,15370 0,86930 
Lags:1 0,12691 1,07167 0,52554 3,20454 1,90989 0,14022 
Qatar 0,00810 0,00000 0,04000 0,99880 0,54700 0,08050 
Lags:2 4,21579 8,01481 2,89335 0,00914 0,71292 2,32660 
S. Arabia 0,00000 0,01050 0,02720 0,78020 0,27360 0,06080 
Lags:2 20,16290 6,73079 4,98350 0,07818 1,20815 3,57177 
U.A.E. 0,00000 0,6832 0,74870 0,89860 0,63020 0,69600 
Lags:1 41,95970 0,16769 0,10324 0,01632 0,23345 0,15367 
Granger-Causality Test 
Prob./    
F stat. 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility       





Bahrain 0,13190 0,53750 0,79700 0,01140 0,19380 0,84260 
Lags:2 2,08371 0,62582 0,22762 474825,00000 1,67595 0,17166 
Egypt 0,42670 0,35970 0,27350 0,47160 0,03380 0,40360 
Lags:1 0,64212 0,85291 1,22309 0,52534 4,73699 0,32150 
Iraq 0,27890 0,94340 0,85690 NA NA 0,04270 
Lags:2 1,30266 0,05829 0,15477 NA NA 3,30827 
Kuwait 0,70390 0,87340 0,87250 0,55760 0,47550 0,08870 
Lags:1 0,14506 0,02548 0,02585 0,34547 0,51179 2,93825 
Oman 0,04760 0,3465 0,59290 0,04500 0,15370 0,86930 
Lags:1 3,14871 1,07167 0,52554 3,20454 1,90989 0,14022 
Qatar 0,00670 0,00000 0,06270 0,97140 0,37900 0,24000 
Lags:2 5,32371 11,77050 2,85892 0,02905 0,98118 1,45065 
S. Arabia 0,00000 0,01050 0,02720 0,78020 0,27360 0,06080 
Lags:1 17,98350 6,73079 4,98350 0,07818 1,20815 3,57177 
U.A.E. 0,00000 0,6832 0,74870 0,89860 0,63020 0,69600 
Lags:1 35,15890 0,16769 0,10324 0,01632 0,23345 0,15367 
Table 37 Granger-Causality, The oil-exporters analysis 
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Vector Autoregressive Models 
 
Table 38 VAR models, The oil-exporters analysis, Symmetric approach 
Bahrain 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







0,16093 -0,01354 -0,01272 -0,00142 -0,07807 0,58353 -0,07438 
-0,13085 -0,02201 -0,03455 -0,00237 -0,10205 -0,34746 -0,21775 




0,68981 0,75207 0,12834 -0,00439 1,16061 -3,36735 -1,62330 
-0,77365 -0,13011 -0,20426 -0,01399 -0,60337 -2,05441 -1,28750 
[ 0,89163] [ 5,78012] [ 0,62830] [-0,31396] [ 1,92354] [-1,63908] [-1,26081] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,27762 0,02854 -0,14194 -0,00049 -0,50255 -2,28566 -2,39720 
-0,46951 -0,07896 -0,12396 -0,00849 -0,36617 -1,24678 -0,78135 
[ 0,59130] [ 0,36144] [-1,14507] [-0,05804] [-1,37244] [-1,83325] [-3,06800] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
1,55108 -0,00042 -0,47828 -0,60949 -2,15283 -3,14855 -0,59915 
-6,86726 -1,15494 -1,81306 -0,12418 -5,35578 -1,82358 -1,14284 
[ 0,22587] [-0,00036] [-0,26380] [-4,90812] [-0,40196] [-1,72658] [-0,05243] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,08555 -0,00639 -0,00801 -0,00034 -0,06656 0,01428 0,05513 
-0,14195 -0,02387 -0,03748 -0,00257 -0,11071 -0,37694 -0,23623 
[ 0,60265] [-0,26771] [-0,21361] [-0,13166] [-0,60120] [ 0,03788] [ 0,23336] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,07921 -0,00674 0,01137 -0,00093 0,00874 -0,42972 0,07229 
-0,05212 -0,00877 -0,01376 -0,00094 -0,04065 -0,13841 -0,08674 




0,05683 0,00045 -0,00463 -0,00022 -0,01247 0,07175 -1,21337 
-0,05799 -0,00975 -0,01531 -0,00105 -0,04523 -0,15400 -0,09651 
[ 0,97997] [ 0,04568] [-0,30243] [-0,21156] [-0,27561] [ 0,46592] [-12,5724] 
C 
-0,00348 0,00273 0,00191 0,00002 0,00294 0,01000 0,00302 
-0,00454 -0,00076 -0,00120 -0,00008 -0,00354 -0,01204 -0,00755 
[-0,76685] [ 3,57868] [ 1,59737] [ 0,26035] [ 0,83221] [ 0,83049] [ 0,39965] 
R-squared 0,20075 0,47801 0,11649 0,33997 0,29238 0,32022 0,79395 
F-statistic 1,11235 4,05547 0,58391 2,28105 1,82983 2,08615 17,06398 
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Egypt 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







-0,46141 -0,01332 -0,02634 -0,00857 -0,06849 -0,02954 0,01855 
-0,25768 -0,00867 -0,02619 -0,03561 -0,11419 -0,17359 -0,03834 




-4,27063 0,79591 -0,59243 -0,11841 2,39763 -3,30039 -0,18578 
-4,07139 -0,13695 -0,41377 -0,56258 -1,80426 -2,74270 -0,60570 
[-1,04894] [ 5,81159] [-1,43179] [-0,21047] [ 1,32887] [-1,20334] [-0,30672] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-1,01820 -0,06612 -0,03442 -0,27765 -0,88612 0,06530 0,11645 
-1,51096 -0,05083 -0,15356 -0,20878 -0,66959 -1,01786 -0,22479 
[-0,67388] [-1,30090] [-0,22413] [-1,32986] [-1,32338] [ 0,06415] [ 0,51807] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-0,43430 -0,01259 0,20015 0,08566 0,49086 -1,23439 -0,19401 
-1,28296 -0,04316 -0,13038 -0,17728 -0,56855 -0,86427 -0,19087 
[-0,33852] [-0,29169] [ 1,53504] [ 0,48321] [ 0,86334] [-1,42825] [-1,01645] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,01059 -0,01903 0,01757 -0,00740 0,28447 0,09785 -0,07120 
-0,34495 -0,01160 -0,03506 -0,04766 -0,15287 -0,23237 -0,05132 
[ 0,03071] [-1,64022] [ 0,50125] [-0,15530] [ 1,86092] [ 0,42109] [-1,38736] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,64712 0,00666 0,06664 -0,00711 0,01421 0,03798 -0,06202 
-0,34422 -0,01158 -0,03498 -0,04756 -0,15255 -0,23189 -0,05121 




-0,10810 -0,10167 -0,05299 -0,10420 0,41957 -0,30440 -0,34368 
-1,16751 -0,03927 -0,11865 -0,16133 -0,51739 -0,78649 -0,17369 
[-0,09259] [-2,58886] [-0,44658] [-0,64592] [ 0,81094] [-0,38703] [-1,97869] 
C 
0,04390 0,00185 0,00978 0,01224 -0,01437 0,02540 -0,00516 
-0,03228 -0,00109 -0,00328 -0,00446 -0,01430 -0,02174 -0,00480 
[ 1,36013] [ 1,70361] [ 2,98217] [ 2,74401] [-1,00444] [ 1,16829] [-1,07520] 
R-squared 0,23507 0,74320 0,29737 0,30617 0,37290 0,19554 0,30527 
F-statistic 0,83412 7,85526 1,14873 1,19775 1,61400 0,65975 1,19270 
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Iraq 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







0,08577 -0,00003 -0,00485 0,00171    0,02048 
-0,13550 -0,00110 -0,00332 -0,00321 NA NA -0,01816 




0,38184 0,69429 0,01123 0,00135     0,03138 
-0,44725 -0,00364 -0,01096 -0,01058 NA NA -0,05993 
[ 0,85377] [ 190,893] [ 1,02444] [ 0,12747]     [ 0,52360] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-2,66683 0,09812 0,15087 -0,03849    0,24391 
-4,58447 -0,03728 -0,11239 -0,10850 NA NA -0,61431 
[-0,58171] [ 2,63175] [ 1,34237] [-0,35473]     [ 0,39705] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
2,38376 0,01827 -0,02949 -0,38060    -0,39997 
-5,42460 -0,04411 -0,13299 -0,12838 NA NA -0,72688 
[ 0,43944] [ 0,41412] [-0,22173] [-2,96454]     [-0,55026] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
         
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
              
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
         
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 




-2,15833 0,00028 0,00033 0,00365    -0,34759 
-0,98671 -0,00802 -0,02419 -0,02335 NA NA -0,13222 
[-2,18739] [ 0,03480] [ 0,01373] [ 0,15632]     [-2,62893] 
C 
0,09441 -0,01437 0,00533 0,00099    0,01190 
-0,05980 -0,00049 -0,00147 -0,00142 NA NA -0,00801 
[ 1,57863] [-29,5402] [ 3,63538] [ 0,69753]     [ 1,48539] 
R-squared 0,12858 0,99852 0,31074 0,15183    0,18601 
F-statistic 0,85577 3903,80200 2,61487 1,03826     1,32539 
 
  















0,25322 -0,01884 -0,01682 0,00226 -0,06033 0,07620 0,06363 
-0,15637 -0,01052 -0,01669 -0,02101 -0,13076 -0,18122 -0,04127 
[ 1,61936] [-1,79109] [-1,00775] [ 0,10769] [-0,46143] [ 0,42047] [ 1,54193] 
Oil volatility   
( -1) 
-1,04773 0,89823 0,14898 0,45343 0,50877 -2,78161 0,35911 
-1,33072 -0,08949 -0,14200 -0,17876 -1,11274 -1,54219 -0,35118 
[-0,78734] [ 10,0372] [ 1,04918] [ 2,53654] [ 0,45722] [-1,80367] [ 1,02257] 
CPI returns    
(-1) 
0,04868 0,05436 -0,07570 -0,00973 -0,92112 0,06674 -0,30711 
-0,82238 -0,05530 -0,08775 -0,11047 -0,68767 -0,95307 -0,21703 
[ 0,05920] [ 0,98291] [-0,86265] [-0,08803] [-1,33948] [ 0,07003] [-1,41507] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
0,23268 0,06627 -0,01844 0,04657 1,49493 0,10167 -0,43178 
-0,73649 -0,04953 -0,07859 -0,09893 -0,61585 -0,85353 -0,19436 
[ 0,31593] [ 1,33797] [-0,23461] [ 0,47070] [ 2,42742] [ 0,11912] [-2,22153] 
IR returns    
-1) 
0,01998 -0,04344 0,01035 -0,01527 0,10560 0,00435 0,03925 
-0,10763 -0,00724 -0,01148 -0,01446 -0,09000 -0,12473 -0,02840 
[ 0,18563] [-6,00126] [ 0,90109] [-1,05617] [ 1,17340] [ 0,03488] [ 1,38176] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,11308 0,00742 0,01275 -0,01873 0,13964 0,17409 -0,03330 
-0,13865 -0,00932 -0,01480 -0,01863 -0,11594 -0,16069 -0,03659 




0,32287 -0,00908 0,03078 0,02579 0,66015 -0,10800 0,10367 
-0,35166 -0,02365 -0,03752 -0,04724 -0,29406 -0,40755 -0,09280 
[ 0,91813] [-0,38408] [ 0,82022] [ 0,54585] [ 2,24497] [-0,26501] [ 1,11706] 
C 
0,00476 0,00218 0,00370 -0,00222 0,00500 0,00822 0,00417 
-0,00912 -0,00061 -0,00097 -0,00123 -0,00763 -0,01057 -0,00241 
[ 0,52212] [ 3,55352] [ 3,79706] [-1,80844] [ 0,65516] [ 0,77763] [ 1,73211] 
R-squared 0,24324 0,80127 0,07383 0,21529 0,16184 0,17735 0,19849 
F-statistic 2,91578 36,57494 0,72313 2,48884 1,75157 1,95563 2,24653 
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Oman 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







0,73770 -0,00545 -0,01865 -0,00606 -0,47806 0,78325 0,10634 
-0,35339 -0,00971 -0,02796 -0,00336 -0,76623 -0,33479 -0,10967 




-1,70684 0,49187 -0,56110 0,07432 -6,50068 -3,49295 -1,96550 
-4,23001 -0,11620 -0,33470 -0,04023 -9,17162 -4,00740 -1,31271 
[-0,40351] [ 4,23285] [-1,67644] [ 1,84742] [-0,70878] [-0,87162] [-1,49729] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
1,04282 -0,00705 0,34592 -0,00399 -1,40866 0,57855 0,56732 
-1,30797 -0,03593 -0,10349 -0,01244 -2,83596 -1,23913 -0,40590 
[ 0,79728] [-0,19617] [ 3,34244] [-0,32045] [-0,49671] [ 0,46690] [ 1,39767] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-3,93568 0,25462 -0,10536 -0,56856 -1,58093 -8,08819 -2,64104 
-9,85556 -0,27074 -0,77981 -0,09373 -2,13691 -9,33688 -3,05849 
[-0,39934] [ 0,94047] [-0,13511] [-6,06621] [-0,73982] [-0,86626] [-0,86351] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,05067 -0,00033 0,01060 -0,00041 -0,03228 -0,03879 0,00965 
-0,05309 -0,00146 -0,00420 -0,00050 -0,11511 -0,05030 -0,01648 
[-0,95444] [-0,22599] [ 2,52326] [-0,81749] [-0,28043] [-0,77118] [ 0,58582] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,60245 0,01222 0,04421 0,00658 ######## -0,66342 -0,06709 
-0,38309 -0,01052 -0,03031 -0,00364 -0,83062 -0,36293 -0,11888 




-0,06923 -0,00544 0,00024 -0,00324 0,96568 0,11839 -0,53334 
-0,35805 -0,00984 -0,02833 -0,00340 -0,77632 -0,33920 -0,11111 
[-0,19334] [-0,55313] [ 0,00845] [-0,95011] [ 1,24392] [ 0,34902] [-4,79994] 
C 
0,03984 0,00259 0,00042 0,00009 -0,06206 0,04037 0,02187 
-0,03388 -0,00093 -0,00268 -0,00032 -0,07345 -0,03209 -0,01051 
[ 1,17610] [ 2,78239] [ 0,15835] [ 0,26449] [-0,84487] [ 1,25779] [ 2,07988] 
R-squared 0,29965 0,36607 0,40158 0,41817 0,13541 0,28361 0,30331 
F-statistic 2,50598 3,38234 3,93045 4,20959 0,91734 2,31876 2,54991 
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Qatar 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







0,00712 0,00050 0,05637 0,00109 -0,03347 0,06646 -0,04168 
-0,25026 -0,00391 -0,13337 -0,00091 -0,06228 -0,27259 -0,06938 
[ 0,02845] [ 0,12829] [ 0,42262] [ 1,20226] [-0,53735] [ 0,24381] [-0,60075] 
Oil volatility   
(-1) 
17,71189 0,95187 26,24628 0,05629 1,23210 16,71596 1,35331 
-7,65006 -0,11963 -4,07698 -0,02771 -1,90382 -8,33272 -2,12074 
[ 2,31526] [ 7,95702] [ 6,43768] [ 2,03141] [ 0,64717] [ 2,00606] [ 0,63813] 
CPI returns    
(-1) 
-0,78052 0,00556 -0,29485 0,00010 0,01536 -0,79386 -0,06524 
-0,17130 -0,00268 -0,09129 -0,00062 -0,04263 -0,18658 -0,04749 
[-4,55655] [ 2,07682] [-3,22984] [ 0,16052] [ 0,36036] [-4,25474] [-1,37395] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
-6,92942 -0,46218 -1,73503 -0,63158 3,49075 -4,44396 16,93667 
-2,90268 -0,45390 -1,54693 -0,10515 -7,22369 -3,16170 -8,04675 
[-2,38725] [-1,01823] [-1,12159] [-6,00664] [ 0,48324] [-1,40556] [ 2,10478] 
IR returns   
(-1) 
0,10494 -0,00167 -0,06118 0,00245 -0,01638 0,09625 0,04522 
-0,46917 -0,00734 -0,25004 -0,00170 -0,11676 -0,51104 -0,13006 
[ 0,22366] [-0,22779] [-0,24469] [ 1,43888] [-0,14031] [ 0,18834] [ 0,34770] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,21314 -0,00592 -0,04933 -0,00171 0,00749 0,13725 0,06134 
-0,23165 -0,00362 -0,12345 -0,00084 -0,05765 -0,25232 -0,06422 




0,28593 -0,00632 -0,36400 0,00242 0,09926 0,38390 -0,01299 
-0,44194 -0,00691 -0,23552 -0,00160 -0,10998 -0,48137 -0,12251 
[ 0,64699] [-0,91427] [-1,54550] [ 1,51176] [ 0,90246] [ 0,79751] [-0,10603] 
C 
-0,00731 0,00068 -0,01691 -0,00007 -0,00527 -0,00723 -0,00017 
-0,01359 -0,00021 -0,00724 -0,00005 -0,00338 -0,01480 -0,00377 
[-0,53799] [ 3,18968] [-2,33465] [-1,43343] [-1,55923] [-0,48817] [-0,04457] 
R-squared 0,36019 0,98558 0,54265 0,44261 0,04626 0,29640 0,14399 
F-statistic 2,89518 351,61220 6,10208 4,08374 0,24944 2,16647 0,86507 
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Saudi Arabia 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







-0,20979 0,18743 -0,00929 0,00052 0,02716 0,11488 0,07321 
-0,21452 -0,15611 -0,01047 -0,00341 -0,11201 -0,23746 -0,05735 
[-0,97794] [ 1,20059] [-0,88754] [ 0,15284] [ 0,24250] [ 0,48377] [ 1,27638] 
Oil volatility 
(-1) 
-0,22432 1,38602 -0,00497 0,00177 0,09794 -0,23356 0,00611 
-0,10576 -0,07697 -0,00516 -0,00168 -0,05522 -0,11707 -0,02828 
[-2,12098] [ 18,0083] [-0,96312] [ 1,05112] [ 1,77356] [-1,99508] [ 0,21598] 
CPI returns 
(-1) 
-4,11333 4,28270 0,22970 -0,01630 1,08621 -3,18251 0,33674 
-1,82574 -1,32863 -0,08909 -0,02901 -0,95324 -2,02091 -0,48812 
[-2,25297] [ 3,22340] [ 2,57847] [-0,56183] [ 1,13949] [-1,57479] [ 0,68987] 
FX returns  
(-1) 
-9,28213 2,14891 -0,32553 -0,67298 1,55517 -8,21696 -0,05387 
-5,46091 -3,97402 -0,26646 -0,08676 -2,85121 -6,04467 -1,46000 
[-1,69974] [ 0,54074] [-1,22170] [-7,75682] [ 0,54544] [-1,35937] [-0,03690] 
IR returns   
(-1) 
-0,13256 -0,16449 -0,00306 -0,00038 0,29420 -0,08071 0,05351 
-0,16056 -0,11685 -0,00783 -0,00255 -0,08383 -0,17773 -0,04293 
[-0,82559] [-1,40779] [-0,38995] [-0,15002] [ 3,50934] [-0,45411] [ 1,24642] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,30884 -0,13592 0,00581 0,00022 0,04781 -0,05382 -0,05318 
-0,19434 -0,14143 -0,00948 -0,00309 -0,10147 -0,21511 -0,05196 




0,61088 -0,22867 0,02966 0,00223 0,07142 0,45310 0,12892 
-0,33247 -0,24195 -0,01622 -0,00528 -0,17359 -0,36801 -0,08889 
[ 1,83738] [-0,94511] [ 1,82829] [ 0,42185] [ 0,41145] [ 1,23122] [ 1,45038] 
C 
0,02681 0,01273 0,00177 -0,00002 0,01334 0,03222 0,00281 
-0,00998 -0,00726 -0,00049 -0,00016 -0,00521 -0,01105 -0,00267 
[ 2,68546] [ 1,75256] [ 3,63244] [-0,12432] [ 2,55884] [ 2,91582] [ 1,05221] 
R-squared 0,25643 0,83583 0,18038 0,35003 0,57748 0,20100 0,17943 
F-statistic 3,05454 45,09375 1,94922 4,76975 12,10547 2,22810 1,93674 
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U.A.E. 
  Stock returns 
Oil 
Volatility 







0,22904 -0,05942 0,02581 -0,00039 -0,27056 0,83981 0,01322 
-0,25804 -0,32781 -0,01672 -0,00031 -0,22375 -0,30581 -0,04867 




-0,16452 1,54525 -0,00285 -0,00019 -0,13751 -0,17684 0,01572 
-0,06243 -0,07931 -0,00405 -0,00008 -0,05414 -0,07399 -0,01178 
[-2,63508] [ 19,4827] [-0,70387] [-2,50141] [-2,54001] [-2,39002] [ 1,33516] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-1,79177 4,62078 0,38073 0,00507 1,46249 -2,22490 -0,61505 
-1,78033 -2,26171 -0,11537 -0,00216 -1,54376 -2,10991 -0,33581 
[-1,00642] [ 2,04305] [ 3,30021] [ 2,34414] [ 0,94736] [-1,05450] [-1,83155] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
22,67227 107,08430 -2,09917 -0,59843 -398,44520 20,73408 -16,41898 
-99,95240 -126,97800 -6,47693 -0,12133 -86,67050 -118,45600 -18,85330 
[ 0,22683] [ 0,84333] [-0,32410] [-4,93246] [-4,59724] [ 0,17504] [-0,87088] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,01900 0,41051 -0,00952 0,00035 -0,12333 0,08293 0,04736 
-0,12830 -0,16299 -0,00831 -0,00016 -0,11125 -0,15205 -0,02420 
[-0,14809] [ 2,51856] [-1,14447] [ 2,26815] [-1,10857] [ 0,54540] [ 1,95689] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,21760 -0,21812 -0,01222 0,00022 0,20793 -0,70260 0,00513 
-0,20760 -0,26373 -0,01345 -0,00025 -0,18001 -0,24603 -0,03916 




-0,12992 0,24548 0,06397 0,00193 1,11457 -0,18849 0,02067 
-0,57458 -0,72994 -0,03723 -0,00070 -0,49823 -0,68095 -0,10838 
[-0,22610] [ 0,33630] [ 1,71820] [ 2,76500] [ 2,23705] [-0,27680] [ 0,19074] 
C 
0,01677 0,02078 0,00047 -0,00001 -0,00847 0,01976 0,00333 
-0,00675 -0,00858 -0,00044 -0,00001 -0,00585 -0,00800 -0,00127 
[ 2,48417] [ 2,42311] [ 1,06862] [-0,93900] [-1,44762] [ 2,47042] [ 2,61315] 
R-squared 0,42430 0,91080 0,34663 0,53579 0,48247 0,45910 0,45770 
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Table 39 VAR models, The oil-exporters analysis, Asymmetric approach 
Bahrain 
  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 







0,14713 0,00000 -0,02474 -0,00124 -0,13939 0,67396 -0,00304 
-0,13125 0,00000 -0,03441 -0,00237 -0,11384 -0,35507 -0,22013 




0,00000 0,48810 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 -0,07140 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
[-0,61279] [ 6,83568] [-0,05810] [-0,38056] [-0,12107] [-0,70052] [-0,80809] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
0,28469 0,00000 -0,15609 -0,00009 -0,59950 -2,12048 -2,26965 
-0,47066 0,00000 -0,12340 -0,00849 -0,40824 -1,27330 -0,78940 
[ 0,60487] [-0,34157] [-1,26487] [-0,01014] [-1,46851] [-1,66535] [-2,87515] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
2,00495 0,00000 -0,60281 -0,60699 -1,71683 -32,08061 -0,17306 
-6,91016 0,00000 -1,81176 -0,12459 -5,99370 -18,69420 -1,15898 
[ 0,29014] [ 0,58878] [-0,33272] [-4,87200] [-0,28644] [-1,71607] [-0,01493] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,09150 0,00000 -0,00686 -0,00049 -0,00228 -0,10228 0,00032 
-0,14135 0,00000 -0,03706 -0,00255 -0,12261 -0,38241 -0,23708 
[ 0,64733] [-1,01252] [-0,18508] [-0,19339] [-0,01861] [-0,26745] [ 0,00136] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,07243 0,00000 0,01217 -0,00096 0,02163 -0,43910 0,06164 
-0,05201 0,00000 -0,01364 -0,00094 -0,04511 -0,14069 -0,08723 




0,05356 0,00000 -0,00819 -0,00014 -0,02290 0,10377 -1,18821 
-0,05816 0,00000 -0,01525 -0,00105 -0,05044 -0,15733 -0,09754 
[ 0,92086] [ 0,64078] [-0,53707] [-0,13443] [-0,45401] [ 0,65955] [-12,1814] 
C 
-0,00107 0,00000 0,00292 0,00003 -0,00125 0,01719 0,00471 
-0,00597 0,00000 -0,00157 -0,00011 -0,00518 -0,01615 -0,01001 
[-0,17945] [ 2,58295] [ 1,86414] [ 0,28584] [-0,24069] [ 1,06463] [ 0,46999] 
R-squared 0,19672 0,69481 0,12429 0,34055 0,12033 0,29090 0,78965 
F-statistic 1,08455 10,08215 0,62856 2,28698 0,60579 1,81676 16,62512 
 
  
















-0,44852 0,02168 -0,02175 -0,01032 -0,08569 -0,01930 0,01796 
-0,25978 -0,00842 -0,02682 -0,03555 -0,11662 -0,17588 -0,03827 




2,82710 0,26522 0,06315 0,63517 -0,57777 1,58196 -0,07656 
-5,00457 -0,16212 -0,51668 -0,68485 -2,24655 -3,38822 -0,73728 
[ 0,56490] [ 1,63596] [ 0,12222] [ 0,92745] [-0,25718] [ 0,46690] [-0,10383] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-1,14326 0,07651 -0,02710 -0,26033 -0,91166 -0,03246 0,10646 
-1,52131 -0,04928 -0,15706 -0,20819 -0,68292 -1,02997 -0,22412 
[-0,75150] [ 1,55241] [-0,17252] [-1,25049] [-1,33494] [-0,03152] [ 0,47501] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-0,56273 -0,07642 0,19781 0,07971 0,51396 -1,28937 -0,17426 
-1,31023 -0,04244 -0,13527 -0,17930 -0,58816 -0,88706 -0,19303 
[-0,42949] [-1,80050] [ 1,46229] [ 0,44455] [ 0,87384] [-1,45353] [-0,90276] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,05417 0,01631 0,01658 -0,00828 0,28527 0,12456 -0,07229 
-0,34545 -0,01119 -0,03566 -0,04727 -0,15507 -0,23388 -0,05089 
[ 0,15680] [ 1,45714] [ 0,46494] [-0,17520] [ 1,83959] [ 0,53260] [-1,42043] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,64124 -0,02454 0,06242 -0,00812 0,03106 0,03744 -0,05855 
-0,35072 -0,01136 -0,03621 -0,04799 -0,15744 -0,23745 -0,05167 




-0,21782 0,03749 -0,04697 -0,12497 0,41136 -0,35724 -0,33671 
-1,19909 -0,03884 -0,12380 -0,16409 -0,53827 -0,81181 -0,17665 
[-0,18165] [ 0,96501] [-0,37941] [-0,76158] [ 0,76422] [-0,44005] [-1,90604] 
C 
0,03223 0,00553 0,00460 0,00688 0,00683 0,01887 -0,00381 
-0,04414 -0,00143 -0,00456 -0,00604 -0,01982 -0,02989 -0,00650 
[ 0,73013] [ 3,86463] [ 1,00888] [ 1,13862] [ 0,34450] [ 0,63142] [-0,58516] 
R-squared 0,22183 0,36335 0,26232 0,30772 0,34540 0,17340 0,30694 
F-statistic 0,77376 1,54907 0,96521 1,20652 1,43218 0,56939 1,20209 
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Iraq 
  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 







0,09719 0,00064 -0,00496 0,00205    0,02292 
-0,13476 -0,00107 -0,00337 -0,00321 NA NA -0,01820 
[ 0,72122] [ 0,59320] [-1,47295] [ 0,63782]     [ 1,25925] 
Exp. Oil 
volatility     
(-1) 
7,48880 0,16051 -0,31383 0,25407     2,08172 
-16,56230 -0,13182 -0,41371 -0,39467 NA NA -2,23713 
[ 0,45216] [ 1,21766] [-0,75856] [ 0,64376]     [ 0,93053] 
CPI returns 
(-1) 
-2,87369 -0,00646 0,16449 -0,03865    0,22425 
-4,53078 -0,03606 -0,11317 -0,10797 NA NA -0,61199 
[-0,63426] [-0,17922] [ 1,45338] [-0,35797]     [ 0,36643] 
FX returns 
(-1) 
2,51876 0,00879 0,00002 -0,40162    -0,52758 
-5,47726 -0,04359 -0,13682 -0,13052 NA NA -0,73983 
[ 0,45986] [ 0,20160] [ 0,00016] [-3,07703]     [-0,71311] 
IR returns 
(-1) 
         
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
              
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
         
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 




-1,80643 0,00250 0,00005 0,00494    0,00152 
-0,99692 -0,00793 -0,02490 -0,02376 NA NA -0,01758 
[-1,81202] [ 0,31540] [ 0,00209] [ 0,20806]     [ 0,08621] 
C 
0,16338 0,00509 0,00680 -0,00163    -0,00381 
-0,13013 -0,00104 -0,00325 -0,00310 NA NA -0,00650 
[ 1,25552] [ 4,91110] [ 2,09125] [-0,52650]     [-0,58516] 
R-squared 0,15040 0,10035 0,30237 0,16168    0,19360 
F-statistic 1,02677 0,64695 2,51381 1,11861     1,39246 
 
  















0,27769 0,00000 -0,01775 -0,00163 -0,06345 0,11841 0,05734 
-0,15566 -0,00008 -0,01667 -0,02140 -0,13042 -0,18238 -0,04101 




-190,59640 -0,15754 -11,59837 30,02949 -136,59540 -182,99550 16,92047 
-186,55400 -0,09074 -19,97480 -25,64880 -156,30200 -218,57400 -49,15470 




0,00631 0,00025 -0,08810 0,04178 -0,98178 -0,00661 -0,25896 
-0,83315 -0,00041 -0,08921 -0,11455 -0,69804 -0,97615 -0,21952 
[ 0,00757] [ 0,61937] [-0,98756] [ 0,36476] [-1,40647] [-0,00677] [-1,17962] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,36069 0,00064 -0,02021 0,07189 1,36217 0,31102 -0,50397 
-0,70780 -0,00034 -0,07579 -0,09731 -0,59302 -0,82928 -0,18649 
[ 0,50960] [ 1,84764] [-0,26661] [ 0,73874] [ 2,29702] [ 0,37505] [-2,70235] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,00950 -0,00005 0,00945 -0,00805 0,10519 -0,04329 0,05228 
-0,10905 -0,00005 -0,01168 -0,01499 -0,09137 -0,12777 -0,02873 
[-0,08707] [-0,85933] [ 0,80937] [-0,53677] [ 1,15125] [-0,33882] [ 1,81954] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,09155 -0,00005 0,01115 -0,01926 0,13026 0,15690 -0,03009 
-0,13963 -0,00007 -0,01495 -0,01920 -0,11699 -0,16360 -0,03679 




0,44371 0,00012 0,02795 0,00526 0,66270 0,08719 0,07619 
-0,35058 -0,00017 -0,03754 -0,04820 -0,29373 -0,41075 -0,09237 
[ 1,26567] [ 0,69984] [ 0,74454] [ 0,10911] [ 2,25620] [ 0,21227] [ 0,82479] 
C 
2,26719 0,00902 0,20233 -0,64445 1,40436 2,65081 -0,69916 
-2,42940 -0,00118 -0,26012 -0,33401 -2,03543 -2,84637 -0,64011 
[ 0,93323] [ 7,63648] [ 0,77781] [-1,92942] [ 0,68996] [ 0,93129] [-1,09224] 
R-squared 0,24547 0,15795 0,07022 0,18043 0,16103 0,16167 0,20338 
F-statistic 2,95119 1,70153 0,68508 1,99711 1,74117 1,74937 2,31589 
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Oman 
  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 







0,50538 -0,00013 -0,02765 -0,00525 -0,33730 0,57110 0,07226 
-0,33785 -0,00060 -0,02799 -0,00338 -0,75665 -0,32421 -0,10656 




65,11397 0,77650 0,66447 0,36980 -138,12020 54,43545 -43,59029 
-61,25090 -0,10846 -5,07509 -0,61211 -137,17500 -58,77650 -19,31930 




0,25063 0,00233 0,32266 -0,00460 -0,31187 -0,02201 0,92831 
-1,36219 -0,00241 -0,11287 -0,01361 -3,05071 -1,30716 -0,42965 
[ 0,18399] [ 0,96761] [ 2,85872] [-0,33791] [-0,10223] [-0,01684] [ 2,16062] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
0,28400 -0,02380 0,09804 -0,58156 -19,37073 -4,74821 -3,72303 
-9,80035 -0,01735 -0,81203 -0,09794 -21,94850 -9,40445 -3,09116 
[ 0,02898] [-1,37118] [ 0,12073] [-5,93791] [-0,88255] [-0,50489] [-1,20441] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,05902 -0,00004 0,00805 -0,00007 -0,06179 -0,05232 0,00327 
-0,04992 -0,00009 -0,00414 -0,00050 -0,11180 -0,04790 -0,01575 
[-1,18235] [-0,42253] [ 1,94523] [-0,14150] [-0,55267] [-1,09214] [ 0,20766] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,43439 -0,00009 0,05104 0,00582 0,94036 -0,49687 -0,01006 
-0,35881 -0,00064 -0,02973 -0,00359 -0,80357 -0,34431 -0,11317 




-0,02172 0,00033 -0,01077 -0,00169 0,76008 0,15273 -0,51389 
-0,33830 -0,00060 -0,02803 -0,00338 -0,75765 -0,32464 -0,10671 
[-0,06420] [ 0,55778] [-0,38413] [-0,49967] [ 1,00320] [ 0,47048] [-4,81598] 
C 
0,07878 0,00046 0,00578 -0,00071 -0,00476 0,06273 0,02636 
-0,04485 -0,00008 -0,00372 -0,00045 -0,10045 -0,04304 -0,01415 
[ 1,75652] [ 5,76499] [ 1,55506] [-1,58506] [-0,04741] [ 1,45753] [ 1,86346] 
R-squared 0,33904 0,87465 0,38068 0,39363 0,12946 0,30633 0,32078 
F-statistic 3,00440 40,87076 3,60027 3,80222 0,87103 2,58659 2,76620 
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Qatar 
  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 







0,02337 0,00025 0,06710 0,00114 -0,03503 0,06729 -0,05142 
-0,24585 -0,00034 -0,16469 -0,00090 -0,06205 -0,26329 -0,06830 




-17,52767 0,65202 -41,49708 -0,28954 -3,45965 -22,87062 4,59844 
-32,53730 -0,04437 -21,79590 -0,11905 -8,21185 -34,84540 -9,03860 




-0,69131 -0,00028 -0,18386 0,00027 0,02193 -0,69038 -0,04249 
-0,16522 -0,00023 -0,11068 -0,00060 -0,04170 -0,17694 -0,04590 
[-4,18420] [-1,24549] [-1,66121] [ 0,44756] [ 0,52590] [-3,90175] [-0,92586] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-51,86109 -0,03811 -11,03967 -0,61062 3,60449 -23,68899 20,52800 
-29,02330 -0,03958 -19,44200 -0,10620 -7,32499 -31,08210 -8,06246 
[-1,78688] [-0,96283] [-0,56783] [-5,74983] [ 0,49208] [-0,76214] [ 2,54612] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,08025 0,00031 -0,10231 0,00231 -0,01696 0,08685 0,05498 
-0,46354 -0,00063 -0,31052 -0,00170 -0,11699 -0,49643 -0,12877 
[ 0,17312] [ 0,48890] [-0,32947] [ 1,36063] [-0,14501] [ 0,17496] [ 0,42698] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,24484 -0,00004 -0,07700 -0,00164 0,00661 0,19240 0,07316 
-0,22851 -0,00031 -0,15308 -0,00084 -0,05767 -0,24472 -0,06348 




0,02341 0,00055 -0,69313 0,00193 0,08882 0,15972 -0,02794 
-0,41940 -0,00057 -0,28095 -0,00153 -0,10585 -0,44916 -0,11651 
[ 0,05581] [ 0,95597] [-2,46711] [ 1,25739] [ 0,83914] [ 0,35561] [-0,23983] 
C 
-0,24705 0,00199 0,44380 0,00221 0,04182 -0,27340 -0,10286 
-0,34544 -0,00047 -0,23140 -0,00126 -0,08718 -0,36995 -0,09596 
[-0,71516] [ 4,22414] [ 1,91785] [ 1,74815] [ 0,47972] [-0,73902] [-1,07184] 
R-squared 0,37424 0,80376 0,29329 0,44377 0,04064 0,33478 0,15932 
F-statistic 3,07574 21,06450 2,13430 4,10311 0,21785 2,58823 0,97466 
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Saudi Arabia 
  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 







-0,11354 0,00243 -0,00844 -0,00017 0,11570 0,19210 0,09226 
-0,21281 -0,01202 -0,01034 -0,00334 -0,11687 -0,23008 -0,05648 




-2,62629 0,93622 0,00925 -0,00824 0,34095 -3,50306 0,44412 
-1,33701 -0,07553 -0,06496 -0,02101 -0,73423 -1,44554 -0,35487 
[-1,96430] [ 12,3952] [ 0,14232] [-0,39234] [ 0,46436] [-2,42335] [ 1,25151] 
CPI 
returns     
(-1) 
-3,61606 0,23512 0,20456 -0,01883 1,89317 -2,62485 0,43923 
-1,81514 -0,10254 -0,08819 -0,02852 -0,99680 -1,96248 -0,48177 
[-1,99217] [ 2,29294] [ 2,31939] [-0,66032] [ 1,89925] [-1,33752] [ 0,91171] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
-9,26747 -0,29275 -0,35506 -0,68216 1,06693 -7,97895 -0,06169 
-5,47178 -0,30911 -0,26586 -0,08597 -3,00488 -5,91594 -1,45231 
[-1,69368] [-0,94707] [-1,33551] [-7,93485] [ 0,35507] [-1,34872] [-0,04248] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
-0,11472 0,00237 -0,00348 0,00058 0,38570 -0,06457 0,05449 
-0,15340 -0,00867 -0,00745 -0,00241 -0,08424 -0,16585 -0,04072 
[-0,74783] [ 0,27359] [-0,46685] [ 0,24178] [ 4,57849] [-0,38931] [ 1,33832] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
0,22125 0,00180 0,00748 0,00130 -0,01852 -0,14030 -0,07042 
-0,19762 -0,01116 -0,00960 -0,00310 -0,10852 -0,21366 -0,05245 




0,58963 0,01328 0,03142 0,00318 0,12006 0,41512 0,12913 
-0,33252 -0,01879 -0,01616 -0,00522 -0,18261 -0,35952 -0,08826 
[ 1,77320] [ 0,70713] [ 1,94474] [ 0,60883] [ 0,65746] [ 1,15466] [ 1,46306] 
C 
0,06755 0,00178 0,00095 -0,00040 0,02288 0,08030 0,00492 
-0,01627 -0,00092 -0,00079 -0,00026 -0,00894 -0,01759 -0,00432 
[ 4,15102] [ 1,93463] [ 1,19733] [-1,54910] [ 2,55956] [ 4,56407] [ 1,13998] 
R-squared 0,25261 0,78154 0,18312 0,36108 0,53017 0,23379 0,18712 
F-statistic 2,99366 31,68541 1,98555 5,00549 9,99466 2,70252 2,03887 
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U.A.E. 
  Stock returns 
Exp. Oil 
Volatility 







0,24613 0,24739 0,02680 -0,00050 -0,28397 0,83780 0,02844 
-0,25437 -0,18095 -0,01631 -0,00032 -0,22451 -0,29937 -0,04822 




-0,16591 1,32160 -0,00918 -0,00024 -0,16276 -0,15322 0,03455 
-0,13285 -0,09451 -0,00852 -0,00016 -0,11726 -0,15636 -0,02519 




-1,56785 0,96909 0,38290 0,00572 1,71365 -1,92027 -0,69699 
-1,78473 -1,26962 -0,11445 -0,00222 -1,57525 -2,10049 -0,33834 
[-0,87848] [ 0,76329] [ 3,34541] [ 2,58139] [ 1,08786] [-0,91420] [-2,06006] 
FX 
returns(-1) 
30,11769 119,91130 -1,71561 -0,61547 -396,80270 23,88235 -13,60398 
-99,82300 -71,01190 -6,40158 -0,12390 -88,10600 -117,48400 -18,92360 
[ 0,30171] [ 1,68861] [-0,26800] [-4,96744] [-4,50370] [ 0,20328] [-0,71889] 
IR 
returns(-1) 
0,02129 0,02182 -0,00895 0,00036 -0,09977 0,12075 0,05049 
-0,12689 -0,09026 -0,00814 -0,00016 -0,11199 -0,14934 -0,02405 
[ 0,16779] [ 0,24176] [-1,10031] [ 2,25237] [-0,89082] [ 0,80858] [ 2,09891] 
MCAP 
returns(-1) 
-0,24631 -0,31626 -0,01181 0,00024 0,20034 -0,73107 -0,00087 
-0,20847 -0,14830 -0,01337 -0,00026 -0,18400 -0,24535 -0,03952 




-0,10461 0,28977 0,06694 0,00169 1,047477 -0,20923 0,04602 
-0,56769 -0,40384 -0,03641 -0,00070 -0,50106 -0,66813 -0,10762 
[-0,18427] [ 0,71752] [ 1,83872] [ 2,40155] [ 2,09052] [-0,31316] [ 0,42764] 
C 
0,02387 0,00929 0,00040 0,00000 -0,00539 0,02794 0,00316 
-0,00717 -0,00510 -0,00046 -0,00001 -0,00633 -0,00844 -0,00136 
[ 3,32892] [ 1,82182] [ 0,87065] [-0,36219] [-0,85198] [ 3,30997] [ 2,32672] 
R-squared 0,41841 0,86561 0,35354 0,50967 0,45831 0,46110 0,44662 
F-statistic 3,85413 34,50437 2,92976 5,56840 4,53255 4,58380 4,32366 
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The Variance Decompositions 
Table 40 Variance Decomposition, The oil-exporters analysis, Symmetric approach 
Variance Decomposition 
Percentage of 
Variations in : 
Due to innovations of: 
Bahrain  
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 94,21988 0,56797 0,53207 0,35890 0,94852 2,62298 0,74967 
3 90,57344 0,58653 0,98930 0,36386 3,69564 3,06983 0,72140 
4 89,42628 0,62409 1,69350 0,70818 3,66470 3,10948 0,77377 
5 89,09449 0,84499 1,70626 0,77144 3,65098 3,09499 0,83685 
6 88,78595 1,12199 1,70784 0,78735 3,64203 3,08209 0,87274 
7 88,71878 1,15026 1,71384 0,79390 3,64830 3,08838 0,88655 
8 88,71084 1,15072 1,71580 0,79405 3,64763 3,09459 0,88637 
9 88,70518 1,15375 1,71570 0,79562 3,64755 3,09440 0,88779 
10 88,69781 1,15640 1,71562 0,79563 3,64759 3,09485 0,89209 
Egypt     
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 91,57343 2,61271 0,30268 2,62864 0,00245 2,86157 0,018519 
3 84,62634 2,46498 2,72513 2,78662 4,15201 2,86290 0,382017 
4 83,69705 2,95464 2,70274 2,75073 4,12815 3,27155 0,495143 
5 81,91228 3,48366 3,68913 2,89450 4,22663 3,24480 0,549014 
6 81,63860 3,49495 3,67222 2,88404 4,24919 3,49202 0,568974 
7 81,30433 3,51030 3,83297 2,97534 4,30202 3,50844 0,566612 
8 81,21383 3,56626 3,87353 2,97482 4,29296 3,51277 0,565835 
9 81,14808 3,63500 3,87952 2,97082 4,28750 3,50807 0,571007 
10 81,11401 3,66465 3,88913 2,96853 4,28384 3,50720 0,57266 
Iraq     
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
NA NA 
0,00000 
2 92,78273 0,00557 0,10034 0,16782 6,94354 
3 90,92135 0,00807 0,13867 0,32416 8,60775 
4 88,70216 0,00790 0,28316 0,31688 10,68991 
5 88,55481 0,00797 0,28304 0,34326 10,81092 
6 88,31984 0,00799 0,41726 0,34257 10,91234 
7 88,30829 0,00805 0,42067 0,34509 10,91790 
8 88,27650 0,00805 0,45478 0,34610 10,91458 
9 88,27123 0,00805 0,46001 0,34608 10,91463 
10 88,26249 0,00805 0,46471 0,34706 10,91769 




Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 98,23266 0,62627 0,00147 0,03334 0,00276 0,59786 0,50565 
3 93,57810 0,61289 1,77253 0,07115 2,27158 0,59177 1,10199 
4 92,24643 0,60830 2,42220 0,10385 2,54488 0,62416 1,45018 
5 91,79522 0,62493 2,67297 0,13269 2,66475 0,62669 1,48275 
6 91,62195 0,62975 2,74243 0,17045 2,69742 0,62624 1,51177 
7 91,55847 0,63599 2,76185 0,18520 2,70741 0,62906 1,52201 
8 91,53224 0,64036 2,77034 0,19039 2,70974 0,63087 1,52606 
9 91,52375 0,64230 2,77232 0,19233 2,70987 0,63191 1,52752 
10 91,52103 0,64309 2,77264 0,19306 2,70981 0,63242 1,52795 
Oman     
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,63758 0,15090 0,83594 0,11423 0,83943 2,38175 0,04017 
3 89,03407 0,21857 0,88379 0,69624 4,29751 4,73951 0,13032 
4 88,59177 0,25918 0,86452 0,68027 4,20630 5,22963 0,16834 
5 87,28636 0,28269 1,37472 0,72039 4,72467 5,40453 0,20663 
6 86,92425 0,33131 1,50110 0,71536 4,69203 5,62938 0,20658 
7 86,51606 0,38136 1,74961 0,71901 4,77188 5,65477 0,20732 
8 86,30894 0,44414 1,86559 0,71729 4,76363 5,69279 0,20763 
9 86,16836 0,48760 1,95783 0,71622 4,76836 5,69390 0,20773 
10 86,08821 0,52648 2,00241 0,71547 4,76484 5,69410 0,20848 
Qatar     
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 80,47878 1,86154 10,55185 5,65596 0,00993 1,00575 0,43619 
3 70,72469 9,63393 10,71184 6,27474 0,03798 0,96507 1,65176 
4 69,09493 9,99390 10,37720 6,14849 0,07805 0,94259 3,36484 
5 68,59697 10,11704 10,12553 6,27580 0,07624 1,20733 3,60110 
6 68,42950 10,09157 10,21274 6,30517 0,10296 1,24038 3,61768 
7 68,07636 10,24037 10,24278 6,31577 0,10294 1,23413 3,78764 
8 68,03086 10,26158 10,23395 6,31703 0,10802 1,23563 3,81292 
9 68,02069 10,25781 10,22465 6,32820 0,10828 1,24186 3,81853 
10 68,01157 10,25533 10,23091 6,32817 0,10956 1,24472 3,81974 
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Saudi Arabia  
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.00000  0.000000 
2 86,96474 3,75732 3,37326 2,16531  0.162601 1,36639 2,21039 
3 81,28173 8,97877 3,56262 2,34270  0.348762 1,27693 2,20850 
4 77,53111 12,37906 3,93267 2,25255  0.520449 1,25835 2,12582 
5 75,82437 13,80309 4,00298 2,24269  0.782042 1,23630 2,10853 
6 75,20881 14,20858 3,99827 2,23998  0.981980 1,23426 2,12812 
7 75,01177 14,24111 3,99325 2,23428 1,12903 1,24471 2,14584 
8 74,94542 14,22841 3,98985 2,23231 1,20202 1,24789 2,15410 
9 74,91745 14,22621 3,98853 2,23373 1,22862 1,24986 2,15560 
10 74,90909 14,22476 3,98974 2,23349 1,23706 1,25045 2,15541 
U.A.E.     
Period Stock returns Oil volatility 
CPI 
returns 





1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 92,89598 4,31536 1,13010 0,02581 0,04294 1,54244 0,04738 
3 82,79885 14,46863 1,04890 0,02336 0,15330 1,36505 0,14192 
4 71,46276 23,85598 2,21167 0,04619 0,69672 1,56925 0,15744 
5 65,49863 28,10669 4,01191 0,07770 0,66085 1,50068 0,14353 
6 62,41167 28,59046 6,36057 0,10741 0,66045 1,68942 0,18004 
7 61,20625 28,16102 7,77953 0,10686 0,70362 1,84823 0,19450 
8 60,59806 28,00644 8,44001 0,15010 0,75266 1,85992 0,19280 
9 60,21918 28,25342 8,48715 0,16305 0,82150 1,86407 0,19163 
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Table 41 Variance Decomposition, The oil-exporters analysis, Asymmetric approach 
Variance Decomposition 
Percentage of 
Variations in : 
Due to innovations of: 
Bahrain  










1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 94,70580 0,43493 0,54585 0,41694 0,60399 2,57403 0,71846 
3 92,10780 0,59017 0,92222 0,42512 2,10085 3,15563 0,69821 
4 91,29518 0,60835 1,32314 0,69983 2,08598 3,22739 0,76012 
5 91,09715 0,60639 1,35885 0,78316 2,09186 3,21800 0,84459 
6 91,02821 0,60882 1,36754 0,79131 2,09684 3,21733 0,88995 
7 91,00042 0,61017 1,36922 0,80197 2,09940 3,21833 0,90049 
8 90,98769 0,61377 1,37696 0,80259 2,10033 3,21801 0,90066 
9 90,98218 0,61433 1,37726 0,80475 2,10057 3,21818 0,90274 
10 90,97623 0,61470 1,37846 0,80471 2,10080 3,21888 0,90622 
Egypt     










1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 93,28830 0,44934 0,52163 2,79864 0,00264 2,86451 0,07495 
3 86,01732 0,90189 3,53471 2,87409 3,11626 2,81446 0,74128 
4 85,54268 1,25253 3,48608 2,83839 3,07093 2,98778 0,82160 
5 84,09501 1,50315 4,22148 3,06242 3,31276 2,99471 0,81048 
6 83,83647 1,52676 4,21170 3,10867 3,32637 3,15444 0,83559 
7 83,50114 1,54965 4,37819 3,16892 3,37872 3,17560 0,84778 
8 83,42453 1,54747 4,44998 3,16445 3,37556 3,19072 0,84730 
9 83,40336 1,56088 4,45511 3,16368 3,37487 3,19144 0,85066 
10 83,38306 1,56180 4,46664 3,16287 3,37766 3,19372 0,85426 
Iraq     










1 100,0000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
NA NA 
0,00000 
2 93,63001 1,19753 0,31997 0,10717 4,74532 
3 89,37945 2,81627 0,35045 0,51340 6,94042 
4 87,18621 3,46999 0,35029 0,50141 8,49209 
5 86,81118 3,45604 0,39421 0,58504 8,75354 
6 86,48858 3,62385 0,40955 0,58220 8,89582 
7 86,40672 3,62106 0,44165 0,61216 8,91841 
8 86,37795 3,65247 0,44307 0,61183 8,91468 
9 86,35579 3,65447 0,45682 0,61762 8,91531 
10 86,35246 3,65815 0,45693 0,61775 8,91471 
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Kuwait       










1 100;0000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 97;94742 0,56582 0,00078 0,00520 0,03198 0,47569 0,97311 
3 93,33735 0,69541 1,65891 0,11221 1,99615 0,46574 1,73424 
4 91,96486 0,68767 2,26957 0,16908 2,33772 0,48474 2,08636 
5 91,45715 0,69598 2,50931 0,19657 2,55265 0,49316 2,09518 
6 91,27619 0,69940 2,57740 0,24204 2,60463 0,49325 2,10709 
7 91,21213 0,70269 2,59149 0,25826 2,62698 0,49692 2,11152 
8 91,18497 0,70547 2,59855 0,26490 2,63503 0,49869 2,11239 
9 91,17621 0,70671 2,60065 0,26716 2,63685 0,49963 2,11279 
10 91,17331 0,70740 2,60106 0,26789 2,63741 0,50012 2,11281 
Oman     










1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,51855 1,55505 0,04716 0,02481 1,36425 1,48604 0,00414 
3 88,39968 2,13736 1,28106 1,12205 3,89440 3,06639 0,09907 
4 88,05069 2,31225 1,41425 1,10925 3,85844 3,13954 0,11559 
5 85,94733 3,04117 2,61302 1,14571 4,06768 3,04714 0,13795 
6 84,91187 3,59930 3,11230 1,13448 4,02037 3,07685 0,14483 
7 84,01498 4,08972 3,58545 1,12569 3,99309 3,04773 0,14334 
8 83,45144 4,41030 3,88045 1,11806 3,96745 3,02687 0,14543 
9 83,12134 4,60252 4,04142 1,11446 3,95077 3,02221 0,14728 
10 82,95278 4,70150 4,11970 1,11234 3,94220 3,02222 0,14926 
Qatar     










1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 80,14676 0,06660 15,09955 3,44438 0,00701 1,23252 0,00317 
3 74,64046 1,10763 15,63531 4,65652 0,00649 1,53986 2,41373 
4 72,93972 1,61890 15,56682 4,56123 0,08255 1,54458 3,68621 
5 72,13413 1,92466 15,25623 5,29881 0,08552 1,55519 3,74546 
6 71,66854 2,30119 15,33802 5,26778 0,08800 1,59466 3,74181 
7 71,29968 2,56505 15,26191 5,27916 0,12092 1,58814 3,88515 
8 71,12812 2,73050 15,22057 5,30759 0,14194 1,58467 3,88661 
9 71,03588 2,84624 15,19498 5,30873 0,14209 1,58511 3,88696 
10 70,96868 2,92703 15,18710 5,30363 0,14514 1,58362 3,88480 
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Saudi Arabia   










1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 90,11172 2,10445 2,66516 2,20478 0,15732 0,64649 2,11009 
3 86,53834 4,94842 2,78935 2,70283 0,25170 0,69765 2,07173 
4 83,49859 7,76487 3,14985 2,65481 0,24922 0,68379 1,99887 
5 81,29090 9,67928 3,43245 2,58159 0,24349 0,66467 2,10763 
6 79,67557 11,00301 3,57681 2,60874 0,24171 0,64937 2,24479 
7 78,69714 11,81966 3,64176 2,59010 0,23827 0,63953 2,37354 
8 78,16498 12,23950 3,66004 2,58154 0,23624 0,63408 2,48362 
9 77,87852 12,44995 3,66323 2,58431 0,23510 0,63098 2,55792 
10 77,74128 12,54773 3,66281 2,58274 0,23469 0,62948 2,60126 
U.A.E.     










1 100,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
2 95,40114 1,93086 0,66923 0,01000 0,01683 1,94044 0,03150 
3 85,32940 11,65009 1,00183 0,01424 0,02456 1,73011 0,24977 
4 73,37179 22,89917 1,11680 0,09700 0,11139 2,18171 0,22214 
5 66,16629 29,15617 1,84409 0,26475 0,12682 2,11478 0,32710 
6 62,47481 31,12766 3,32797 0,24951 0,12009 2,35079 0,34918 
7 60,90350 31,23906 4,51357 0,24338 0,15891 2,56281 0,37878 
8 60,28147 30,92066 5,30060 0,27434 0,18108 2,59268 0,44918 
9 60,07375 30,80893 5,53161 0,29284 0,20124 2,61519 0,47643 
10 59,94719 30,85487 5,55371 0,30259 0,21572 2,60975 0,51617 
 
